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Abstract 
Many of the most significant challenges facing the world today implicate human behavior. 
From climate change, energy consumption, environmental crises, to workplace health and safety, 
nutrition and obesity—all stem back to how human beings make decisions about what they do, or do 
not do. Thus, the extent to which we can successfully address many of these challenges will depend 
on the extent to which we can design and deliver effective behavioral change interventions. One 
prominent example of a global challenge is the degradation of ecosystems by human activity. 
This dissertation focuses on the design, implementation, and testing of a behavior change 
intervention to ameliorate anthropogenic ecological decline. While current solutions tend to focus 
on increasing surveillance, addressing policies, and using financial incentives to motivate a 
change—behavioral-based approaches may yield effective and sustainable results for coastal 
communities. Drawing from the foundational principles of the Triple P System—a multilevel 
behavior change intervention for parents—the proposed project seeks to build on the broad 
principles of behavioral change that Triple P has drawn from to design an innovative behavioral 
change program for improving the health of ecosystems. The project begins by conducting a 
behavioral diagnosis: this involved conducting two studies that investigate the underlying 
psychological mechanisms that drive sustainable and destructive environmental behavior, while 
simultaneously assessing the everyday life circumstances of the target population. Once this 
behavioral profile is sufficiently articulated, the results of these studies are synthesized with prior 
literature, tested behavior change strategies, and the best implementation models to design a tailored 
and evidence based intervention for the target communities. The intervention designed, My Future 
My Oceans, is then tested in two low-resource coastal communities in Southeast Asia.  
The research investigates what lifestyle choices and behaviors can be modified to live 
sustainable and enriching lives. The current project examines how behavioral change principles and 
techniques can be applied to modify human behavior of villagers living in coastal communities. It 
involves the application of evidence-based behavior change models and behavioral design to novel 
circumstances. Further, the dissertation explores the unintended or adjacent benefits experienced by 
improving psychological skills, such as self-regulation, in low-resource coastal communities. The 
communities engaged in this project are particularly susceptible to anthropogenic hazards. 
Identifying intervention methods that increase their adaptability and resiliency are vital to the future 
prosperity of these vulnerable populations.  
This project is an exploration of interdisciplinary efforts and engagement to address global, 
complex issues. Our research took place across Southeast Asia—in Indonesia and the Philippines—
with a diverse range of partners from sectors such as academia, government, industry, and non-
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governmental organizations. The overall project was conceived with the United Nations: 
Sustainable Development Goals in mind; primarily focusing on good health and wellbeing, gender 
equality, clean water and sanitation, reduced inequality, sustainable cities and communities, 
responsible consumption and production, climate action, life below water, and partnerships to 
achieve goals. The project is funded under the umbrella of the Triple P Innovation Projects (TPIP) 
and is connected to the Capturing Coral Reefs and Related ecosystems (CCRES), funded jointly by 
the World Bank, Global Environment Facility, and The University of Queensland. At its core, this 
project was designed to infuse innovation with behavioral science to bring about demonstrable 
change for the benefit of individuals, their families, the community, and environment.  
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“Humanity also needs dreamers, for whom the disinterested development of an enterprise is so 
captivating that it becomes impossible for them to devote their care to their own material profit. 
Without doubt, these dreamers do not deserve wealth, because they do not desire it. Even so, a well-
organized society should assure to such workers the efficient means of accomplishing their task, in 
a life freed from material care and freely consecrated to research.” 
 
― Marie Curie 
 
Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
 
The initial chapter of this dissertation aims to provide overall context for the chapters that 
follow. This general introduction provides rationale for the project, the theoretical underpinnings 
that informed the research, the sequence of how the work was completed, and a description of what 
can be found in each chapter. The chapter closes with overall aims of the dissertation and intended 
contributions to the fields of behavioral science, behavioral intervention design, and sustainable 
behavior.  
Key Points 
1. Behavioral solutions can alleviate anthropogenic pressures for society  
2. Behavioral design and implementation influences the efficacy of interventions 
3. Interventions that focus on behavioral and psychological determinants can generalize to 
other domains of life—resulting in unintended benefits from any given intervention. 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
1. Conceptualized and wrote the below section. 
 
 
This chapter will not be submitted for publication, though certain excerpts may be included in 
future manuscripts. 
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Introduction 
Human populations globally are facing, and will continue to face, anthropogenic pressures. 
Anthropogenic pressures are hazards caused by, and consequently, experienced by humans 
(Landrigan et al., 2017; Ruddiman, 2013; Watts et al., 2017). These pressures result in various 
outcomes that strain the functioning of society and the natural world, outcomes such as: climate 
change causing cataclysmic weather events, environmental degradation causing mass extinctions, 
detrimental human health effects, and pollution poisoning our sources of sustenance. The 
consequences of anthropogenic hazards can be catastrophic if not attended to. Low-resource and 
low-income populations will be the first to endure the negative effects. While anthropogenic 
pressures and their effects are widely noted (Clayton, Manning, Krygsman, & Speiser, 2017; 
Jambeck et al., 2015; Landrigan et al., 2017; Watts et al., 2017), one discipline that is frequently 
overlooked are the behavioral sciences—that is, the sciences focused on understanding and 
modifying human behavior—in the interdisciplinary pursuit of ameliorating the current 
consequences and potential risks of human actions on the natural world (Bennett et al., 2016; 
Schultz, 2011; Teel et al., 2018). This dissertation focuses on applying behavioral sciences to two 
global issues—ocean plastics and destructive fishing—in Southeast Asian coastal communities. 
Contributions to the Field and Overall Objectives 
To help provide insights into how behavioral sciences can contribute to environmental and 
health issues, this dissertation examined the impact of behavior change strategies to more 
environmentally sustainable behaviors in low-resource coastal communities that rely on marine 
ecosystems for sustenance such as in low to middle income countries. There exist various scientific 
initiatives that focus on improving environmental behavior through psychology, policy, education, 
surveillance, and the economy (Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek, & Rothengatter, 2005; Pet-soede, Cesar, & 
Pet, 1999; Varotto & Spagnolli, 2017), though virtually no evidence-based behavior change 
interventions within low-resource coastal communities, where changes to behavior are much needed 
(Bennett et al., 2016; Panisset et al., 2012). The overall objective of the work was to develop and 
trial behavioral solutions to the ecological degradation humanity faces. Primarily, understanding 
what drives individuals to engage in behavior that would harm the ecosystems that sustain their 
livelihoods and what psychological, social, or behavioral strategies could aid them in their transition 
to positive, desirable behaviors and lifestyles. This work was not however entirely focused on 
environmental behaviors. In fact, the most important objectives and aims are not related to 
environmental behavior alone. The intervention was an exercise of behavioral skills training and 
development. We attempted to intertwine psychological skills into the intervention to provide other 
non-cognitive and adaptive psychosocial competencies for communities in need. In essence, the 
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focus on environmental outcomes and behavior throughout the intervention was a delivery system, 
or conduit, for increasing learnable psychological skills that are important for life outcomes and 
achievements. These are behaviors associated with concepts such as self-regulatory processes, goal 
setting, self-care, problem solving, critical thinking, and positive communication, to name a few. 
These are instilled through the lens of environmental behavior and social behaviors that inevitably 
affect the social units such as the family and the community. It is the intention that these skills will 
generalize and permeate to other domains of life. 
Overall this project demonstrates how to scientifically engage with a target population to 
create a psychological profile and understand the drivers and levers of their current behavior. 
Secondly, it demonstrates how to synthesize evidence from the literature with a tailored diagnosis to 
design strategies specifically for a target population. Finally, it demonstrates how to effectively 
implement and test said strategies in a single cohesive intervention that has specific objectives of: 
increasing desirable environmental behaviors while mitigating destructive ones; increasing prosocial 
actions within a community; empowering women; and enhancing psychosocial skills. The overall 
work validates the possibility of embedding applied behavioral work that benefits communities with 
other efforts that seek to create positive change. This work is an exemplar of integrating evidence 
and theory with implementation and design, in an interdisciplinary manner to achieve positive, 
sustainable results—demonstrating that if a population makes small changes to behavior, massive 
benefits are possible. 
Behavioral Sciences: A Useful Vehicle for Change 
It is reasonable to attribute the modern and exponential proliferation of applied behavioral 
sciences to the nudge phenomena that captured the public’s attention in the early 21st century 
(Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). The field has grown both in magnitude and in scope. Current efforts in 
behavioral sciences have expanded to address a multitude of issues that implicate human behaviors 
from health to the environment to public policy. The discourse of applying behavioral sciences at 
scale is an innovative frontier in the psychological and social science space.  
Hundreds of behavior change models have been proposed to guide the development of 
behavior change interventions, however a recent integrative effort has specified the five most 
commonly cited models used to design interventions are—the health belief model, social cognitive 
theory, the theory of planned behavior, the information motivation belief model, and the trans-
theoretical model (West et al., 2019). These models are often used to develop interventions that rely 
on an individual model or components of a model to drive behavior change. The discourse of public 
health has pioneered the discipline of translating theoretical models into scalable and complex 
interventions. That is, interventions that are capable of targeting large populations and involve an 
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amalgam of behavior change techniques. A meta-synthesis of 62 meta-analyses suggested 
behavioral interventions were efficacious in changing behavior for eating and physical activity, 
sexual behavior, addictive behaviors, stress management, female-specific screening and intervention 
behaviors, and behaviors involving use of health services (Johnson, Scott-Sheldon, & Carey, 2010). 
A meta-analysis provides support for interventions designed based on the theory of planned 
behavior in changing behaviors like drink driving and sugar intake (Hardeman et al., 2002). Another 
meta-analysis suggests interventions designed based on the health belief model are effective in 
increasing adherence behaviors in patients with medical prescriptions (Jones, Smith, & Llewellyn, 
2014). Additional meta-analyses support the efficacy of interventions designed based on the trans-
theoretical model and social cognitive theory for promoting physical activity and healthy dietary 
behaviors (Hutchison, Breckon, & Johnston, 2009; Stacey, James, Chapman, Courneya, & Lubans, 
2015). Other examples in the literature cite the use of behavior change interventions to support 
smoking cessation (Lorencatto, West, Christopherson, & Michie, 2013) and improve health 
outcomes for low literacy populations (Clement, Ibrahim, Crichton, Wolf, & Rowlands, 2009). The 
sum of these meta-analyses and studies provide a wealth of evidence that suggest behavior change 
interventions can be used to produce beneficial outcomes for human wellbeing. These examples 
provide a narrow view into the utility of behavior change interventions. As the field grows, 
behavioral sciences and behavior change interventions are being applied to different fields, such as 
business, public policy, conservation, philanthropy and social services (Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 
2018; Teel et al., 2018; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008; Unsworth, Dmitrieva, & Adriasola, 2013).  
Deficiencies in behavior change implementation and reporting. Despite evidence and 
support for using behavioral intervention to address a range of behaviors, there are still difficulties 
in the field—primarily concerning specifying details of underlying theory, reporting protocols, and 
evaluation practices (Larsen et al., 2017; Michie, Fixsen, Grimshaw, & Eccles, 2009; Michie, West, 
Sheals, & Godinho, 2018; Prochaska & Prochaska, 2011). Recent research has identified a 
deficiency in ontological structure within the field. That is, there are inconsistencies in the way 
researchers define theories of change and the strategies they use to achieve behavior change—often 
times with behavior change intervention reports not referencing theories or strategies at all (Larsen 
et al., 2017). This can prove a significant barrier when seeking to identify efficacious active 
ingredients, replicate interventions, or compare results for complex interventions. Current work in 
implementation science seeks to eliminate these issues and the inconsistency in the literature by 
improving reporting guidelines, developing more rigorous evaluation tools, and defining a common 
vocabulary to be used (Larsen et al., 2017; Michie et al., 2011, 2009; West et al., 2019). Recent 
research has focused on sharpening and integrating the theoretical models most used for behavior 
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change interventions to develop a unified evidence-based theory of change, as well as enhance 
clarity around design, reporting, and evaluation. 
Opportunities for complex behavior change interventions. The most significant and 
successful approaches have seamlessly integrated various sub disciplines of behavioral sciences, 
been able to apply multiple strategies at differing scales, while sufficiently detailing what was done, 
and conducting routine evaluations. For example, the Triple P: Positive Parenting Program—
designed using social cognitive theory—one of the principal models of how to apply behavioral 
sciences using a public health or population-based approach (Sanders, 2012). Best practice 
interventions like Triple P can be used as a template for design and delivery—to guide the 
development of behavior change interventions focused on a range of behaviors.  
Interventions defined by their systemic, and complex, designs are most equipped to address 
complex problems—or undesirable behavior that continues to be reinforced by multiple 
determinants. The true elegance and lessons from interventions like Triple P are the ability to reduce 
many decades worth of evidence into an easy to deliver and receive package of replicable strategies. 
When applied correctly and with fidelity, complex interventions are capable of addressing a wide 
variety of intractable issues that implicate human behavior.   
Applied Behavior Change and the Environment 
Researchers embedded in the psychological and behavioral sciences have articulated strong 
cases for social sciences to integrate more heavily in conservation, environmental management, and 
climate change research (Clayton et al., 2016; Geiger, Swim, & Fraser, 2017; Gifford, 2008, 2011; 
Kazdin, 2009; Swim et al., 2009, 2011). Individual and communal behaviors—the actions of small 
social units—are vital to conservation. Recent reports like the one completed by Williamson et al. 
suggest global individual changes in behavior could result in a 19.9 – 36.8% reduction in harmful 
emissions (2018). There is burgeoning evidence for the use of complex psychologically based 
intervention strategies to increase sustainable behavior and improve environmental outcomes. This 
has been demonstrated by prior research to be an effective avenue to generate sustainable impact in 
low-resource communities (Truelove, Carrico, & Thabrew, 2015), as well as developed countries 
(Pickering, Hong, Stower, Hong, & Kealley, 2018). The need for sciences that focus exclusively on 
stimulating changes of system and individual behaviors to produce sustainable outcomes is evident 
(Bennett et al., 2016; Teel et al., 2018).  
Exploring determinants of environmental behavior. Applying psychological theory to 
environmental behavior and outcomes is not a new field, take for example early work conducted 
linking sustainability to self-regulation sciences (Williams & Montanari, 1999); using lenses of 
applied behavioral analysis and social marketing to understand environmental preservation attitudes 
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(Geller, 1989); or research focused on deciphering the determinants of recycling and waste 
management behavior (Derksen & Gartrell, 1993; Smith, Haugtvedt, & Petty, 1994; Taylor & Todd, 
1995). Research conducted more recently has focused on what psychological determinants predict 
environmental behavior (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). A meta-analysis has evaluated the most 
common theories used to explain the prerequisites for environmental behavior are the theory of 
planned behavior, the value-belief-norm model, and value activation theory. The resultant 
comprehensive active determination model identifies the importance of: awareness of consequences, 
ascription of responsibility, attitudes, habits, intentions, perceived behavioral control, personal and 
social norms, self-transcendence and self-enhancement values, and previous behavior to predicting 
environmental behavior (Klöckner, 2013). Research into environmental behavior uses meta-models 
such as these to understand behaviors, predict behaviors, recommend courses of action to shift 
behaviors, and trial strategies that shift behavior in a desirable direction. 
Using behavioral sciences to promote pro-environmental behavior. Building on current 
trends, much of the research today investigates what strategies are most effective in influencing 
environmental behavior. An integrative review conducted by Steg and Vlek identifies important 
prerequisite factors to pro-environmental behavior, such as perceived costs and benefits, moral and 
normative concerns, affect, contextual factors, and habits (2009). The authors go further to identify 
effective strategies to encourage pro-environmental behavior that address the listed antecedent 
factors, such as: informational strategies aimed at internal factors like perceptions, motivation, and 
knowledge; and structural strategies aimed at dismantling external barriers to pro-environmental 
behavior (Steg & Vlek, 2009). Other strategies have been successful in addressing sustainable 
behaviors like recycling, energy household use, and deforestation (Gainforth, Sheals, Atkins, 
Jackson, & Michie, 2016; Hall, Romanach, Cook, & Meikle, 2013; Jayachandran et al., 2017; 
Varotto & Spagnolli, 2017). Recently, several efforts have begun experimenting with what complex 
interventions, policy levers, and behavioral strategies are most effective in the environmental space 
(Carrico, Raimi, Truelove, & Eby, 2018; Chatelain et al., 2018; Moloney, Horne, & Fien, 2013; 
Mosler, 2012; Terrier & Marfaing, 2015; Truelove, Carrico, Weber, Raimi, & Vandenbergh, 2014). 
This research projects aims to contribute to this growing body of literature.  
What This Dissertation Is (And Is Not) 
Each chapter contains an original work that contributes to the overall narrative of the project 
as a whole. Each chapter includes an introduction, a methods section, a results section, and a 
discussion section. The project was conducted sequentially, through the pipeline from theory 
building and conception to implementation. Two studies were conducted to help contextually 
diagnose and formulate an understanding of the target problems and population. This involved 
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describing the psychological topography and profiles of our target population, as well as 
understanding the circumstantial drivers and barriers to positive change. This preliminary work 
helped inform the design of a community intervention that aimed to mitigate behaviors that were 
damaging the ecosystems, and enhance desirable environmental and psychosocial behaviors.  
Chapters two and three present the initial studies that allowed us to gain a better 
understanding of the communities we would be working with in Indonesia and the Philippines. 
Study one, chapter two, takes a stakeholder engagement and community-based social marketing 
approach (Cargo & Mercer, 2008; McKenzie-Mohr, 2000). We used survey questions to begin the 
process of clarifying and probing stakeholder and beneficiary preferences within the communities. 
We sought to investigate if they were interested in behavioral support interventions, what they were 
concerned about, and their perceived efficacy in regards to influencing their children. Study two, 
chapter three, goes further and provides an examination of the internal cognitions, attitudes, beliefs 
and behavioral intentions of our target population. This study was conducted through the lens of an 
adapted Theory of Planned Behavior. We analyzed what determinants best predict desirable 
environmental behavior like using nets and lines to fish and responsibly disposing of waste. The 
understanding ascertained from these initial research efforts were then considered in context of 
existing evidence from the literature to inform intervention design.   
Chapter four then pivots to a perspective piece that aims to address core principles of 
implementation and behavioral design. This chapter captures the process and lessons gathered from 
designing an intervention and then implementing it into a coastal community. Many of the tenets in 
chapter four could not be gained without the actual experience of implementing within the 
community. It serves as a pragmatic guide to take an evidence-based approach to intervention 
development in low-resource communities. The lessons and themes of focus aim to be equally 
academic and practical. The content of that paper serves a dual purpose of giving insight into our 
process of translating our findings from study one and two into implementation strategies.  
Chapter five is a paper that further extends the conversation that surrounds intervention 
design. In this chapter, I pivot away from the external considerations that surround an intervention 
and discuss the underlying theoretical ingredients that comprise of the intervention designed for this 
specific project. The primary premise of this paper is to decode how to take a behavioral diagnosis 
and theory from the literature—then translate it into deliverable strategies and activities to be 
experienced in an intervention. Further discussed in this chapter are additional principles of 
prototyping and translational research, the methods of extracting useful fundamentals from 
successful behavior change programs, and the need for behavioral solutions. This chapter provides a 
genuine dissection of what internal theoretical developments drove the intervention. 
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Chapter six is a paper that reports the results of our two trials for the designed intervention. 
This chapter delivers the methods and results of both trials in Indonesia and the Philippines. I 
provide extensive detail on the methods employed during the intervention designed for this thesis, 
My Future My Oceans. Following this, I articulate how efficacy of the program was measured and 
then discuss the results.  
Chapter seven provides closing remarks of the work as a whole. I discuss global synopsis 
points, implications, future directions, and insights from the process. More esoterically, I provide 
reflections on the applied behavioral sciences space and a new paradigm of academic training that 
incorporates more realistic and dynamic requirements into the graduate experience. This overall 
discussion provides closing remarks and overarching discussion points exclusively, as most of the 
discussion topics that pertain to individual facets of the work are contained in individual chapters.  
Finally the appendices contribute substantial importance to the understanding of the project. 
Appendix A is a compilation of the intervention materials designed for this dissertation. This 
contains most of the materials used for the training and implementation of My Future My Oceans 
(e.g. workbooks and guidebooks). Appendix B provides supplementary materials used to assess 
intervention fidelity in delivery. Appendix B is comprised of two documents—one used to assess 
facilitator fitness and one used by facilitators to aid the flow of their delivery. Appendix C offers a 
brief snapshot into some of the media coverage this project has received. It tells the narrative in a 
relatable and simple way throughout the course of the work. It also exemplifies the importance of 
engagement. Finally Appendix D offers the ethical approvals associated with the work done.  
The Experience 
The experiences gained while completing this research have been atypical. This model of 
graduate training warrants discussion. As opposed to a traditional PhD training model in 
psychology, what we have found is a unique means by which graduate training can be used as a 
pathway to expose students to applied problems. In essence, bring a research-based approach to 
global questions that require complex and rigorous solutions outside the proverbial lab. This work 
was unique in that it possessed hybrid qualities—it navigated the space between academia, industry, 
philanthropy, and governance. We had to be flexible, adaptable, and reasonable while trying our 
best to deliver quality science and outcomes in a previously impenetrable context.  
 All of the work for this dissertation took place at two international site locations in Southeast 
Asia: Selayar, Indonesia, a small archipelago in the Sulawesi province of Indonesia, and El Nido, 
Philippines an island in the province of Palawan (see figure 1 for maps of implementation sites). 
There are approximately 100,000 inhabitants on Selayar Island and a majority of their livelihoods 
are based on aquaculture because the mountainous terrain is not suitable for agriculture. The 
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primary religion is Islam and a majority of the inhabitants have an elementary school education. 
They speak Selayarese, a local dialect that is different than the national language Bahasa Indonesia 
(BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017). There are approximately 42,000 inhabitants living in El Nido. Their 
livelihoods are based on aquaculture, agriculture, and they have a rapidly emerging tourism 
industry. The primary religion is Catholic and a majority of the local inhabitants have an elementary 
school education. They speak a mixture of languages—Tagalog, English, and local dialects—
though most villagers speak a local derivative of Tagalog (PSA, 2018). Both implementation sites 
struggle with sustainability issues (i.e. plastic waste and environmentally damaging fishing 
behaviors) and poverty (on average living off less than two dollars a day). 
 
Figure 1. Maps of implementation sites: Left panel Selayar Island; Right panel El Nido (Google, 
2019). 
Work was conducted with various in-country partners, local governance bodies, and 
extension officers within the sector who helped us with implementation on site. The project was 
carried out in four phases summarized below in Figure 2. Phases occasionally had overlap in their 
commencement and completion, however phases were mostly completed in succession. 
Figure 2. Phases of Intervention Development and Prototyping.  
Phase 1. Theoretical Support & Justification
Articulating the problem
Conceptual Justification
• Drawing from years of 
Triple P research
• Drawing from related 
psychological concepts
• Literature review of 
relevant literature
Phase 2. Create a Participatory Behavioral Diagnosis
Investigating Attitudes, 
Values, Behaviours, and 
Beliefs of target 
population
Investigating enablers 
and barriers to change 
for relevant end users
Phase 3. Design & Test Strategies
Design behaviour change 
strategy
Development of 
relevant, change 
sensitive metrics
Phase 4. Test Strategies
Alpha and beta feasibility 
and acceptability testing 
of behaviour change 
strategies
Evaluate utility of 
specific strategies
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“Whatsoever therefore is consequent to a time of war, where every man is enemy to every man, the 
same consequent to the time wherein men live without other security than what their own strength 
and their own invention shall furnish them withal. In such condition there is no place for industry... 
no knowledge of the face of the earth; no account of time; no arts; no letters; no society; and which 
is worst of all, continual fear, and danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, 
brutish, and short.” 
 
—Thomas Hobbes 
 
Chapter 2 
Understanding Attitudes Related to Behavioral Change and Natural Resource Management in 
Low Resource Communities 
 
 This paper investigates how psychological theory may provide novel solutions to protecting 
degrading ecosystems in low resource communities. The design and implementation of this research 
represents part of a participatory design approach to developing public health and intervention-
based programs. Findings from this research helped to inform the creation of an evidence-based 
behavior change program for the communities researched in this chapter, to be incorporated into 
evidence-based efforts to support communities globally.  
Key Points 
1. Behavioral and psychological solutions can be an effective means to address global issues 
that implicate human behavior. These methods can be applied systematically at scale to have 
population level benefits 
2. Participants were open to receiving programs more focused on sustainable behavior 
3. Participants exhibited minimal differences in their daily concerns. 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
1. Entered and analyzed all of the collected data 
2. Wrote the below manuscripts. 
 
Simmons, E. C., Pickering, J., Preston, G., & Sanders, M. R. (under review). Understanding 
Attitudes Related to Behavioral Change and Natural Resource Management in Low Resource 
Communities. Journal of General Psychology. 
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Abstract 
 Low-resource communities who rely on the environment to survive face challenges in the 
forms of climate change and the overuse of natural resources. Behavioral sciences offer strategies to 
mitigate behaviors that contribute to environmental degradation. This paper proposes various 
avenues of contribution for behavioral sciences to alleviate and reverse wicked environmental 
dilemmas. Further, we investigated the attitudes and beliefs of vulnerable communities, and their 
openness to psychosocial interventions. We conducted an exploratory field survey across five 
villages on Selayar Island (n = 57), a small archipelago in Sulawesi Indonesia to investigate if 
villagers were interested in programs that provided behavioral and social support, what they were 
concerned about, and their perceived efficacy of influencing future generations. Community 
members revealed willingness to participate in programs aimed at enhancing community and 
familial functioning. Participants revealed their most significant concerns to be future opportunities 
for their children and the health of the coral reefs. Participants also did not feel a strong ability to 
influence future generations. When offering psychosocial programs to communities in efforts to 
enhance environmental management practices, the specific needs of the community should inform 
the design and implementation process. Empirical evidence and established theory should be 
included specifically in context of needs in the communities. 
 
Keywords: Community; Cross-cultural comparison; Public Health; Psychosocial Factors; 
Conservation of Natural Resources 
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Introduction 
 Marine environments and the communities that rely on them are currently facing a number 
of challenges. According to World Wildlife Foundation (WWF), marine populations have declined 
by 49% in the last 40 years—with species of high value declining at even greater rates (2015). 
Tropical Reefs and other marine habitats have lost more than half of their reef building coral, 
approximately 90% of marine fisheries are currently being overfished or deemed at capacity, and 
only 3.4% of the oceans globally are being protected (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007; WWF, 2015). 
Not only does this pose a significant threat to the environment, it also poses a threat to the 
communities that rely on these systems for their livelihood. According to the Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO), approximately three billion people rely on fish as a primary source of protein, 
and 10-12% of humans rely on marine ecosystems as their primary livelihood (FAO, 2016). As a 
result of the increasing population, the depletion of natural resources is also increasing. With the 
current rate of resource decline, coastal communities exclusively reliant on marine environments are 
at an elevated risk (Ferse, Glaser, Neil, & Schwerdtner Máñez, 2014; WWF, 2015). Immediate 
action is required to preserve the existing habitats and marine environments, and create a more 
sustainable way of interacting with oceanic ecosystems.  
Selayar: A Prototypical Wicked Problem 
Selayar, Indonesia is an island located within a small archipelago in South Sulawesi. 
Geographically, Selayar is isolated from any main land and a majority of the inhabitants live in 
poverty—unequivocally reliant on the marine ecosystems that surround the island (BPS Selayar 
Statistics, 2017). In Selayar, Indonesia, fishermen use dynamite and biochemical toxins to fish. 
These practices may not be critical in isolation, though when they frequently occur across a number 
of catchments, this small-scale destruction significantly contributes to the global and localized 
problem—putting many ecosystems at risk (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment, 2003).  
Selayar is a prime case study of a multi-faceted problem, as villagers face macro-pressures 
and systemic pressures from the environment, the economy, and their geographic location—but also 
contribute to their own pressures through undesirable and non-sustainable fishing practices (Pet-
soede et al., 1999). We chose this location as a study site, to investigate the viability of social and 
behavioral solutions amidst complex difficulties. 
This situation is an exemplar of a “wicked problem.” A wicked problem is a problem with 
systemic complexities that render a ‘singular’ solution ineffective (Kreuter, De Rosa, Howze, & 
Baldwin, 2004). Solutions to wicked problems generally prove elusive, where actions taken to 
address the problem are often inadequate in breadth and intensity (Chin, 2011). In the context of 
natural resource depletion, there exist many systemic issues precluding the possibility of a ‘simple’ 
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solution. These include: the differential motivations of community members, systemic lack of 
education regarding the environment, and low availability of resources. Exacerbating these are 
cultural factors including: familial structures, religious belief systems, mutual reliance on oceans for 
social and economic sustenance, and differing standards of education; each of these factors adds 
layers of intricacy to the problem, for example religious doctrines that claim the ocean will always 
provide may encourage inaction, or not having the education to recognize bombing does irreparable 
harm. This wicked problem of depleting natural resources may not be easily solvable, though 
evidence-based methodologies may allow us to moderate, and in some cases reverse, the existing 
negative consequences.   
Table 1 highlights the key defining features of wicked problems and how psychological 
theory and evidence may be applied to developing solutions. While actions need to be taken to 
rectify the systemic policies, the biophysical factors, and economic factors that allow for the 
degradation of our environments, there is another factor that needs to be addressed: human agency 
(Balmford & Cowling, 2006; Bennett et al., 2016; Kazdin, 2009; Saunders, Brook, & Eugene 
Myers, 2006; Teel et al., 2018). 
Table 1 
Salient Characteristics of Wicked Problems and Related Behavioral Concepts 
Wicked Problem Characteristic Evidence Based Solution 
There is no single, definitive, or simple 
formulation of the problem. 
 
Behavior Change Systems (BCS) are varied in 
approach and scale—providing tailorable tactics that 
can influence a range of behaviors, values and 
perceptions, (Mace & Critchfield, 2010; Michie et 
al., 2013). 
The problem is not likely to be the result 
of an event (e.g. tsunami), but rather a set 
of intersecting trends that co-occur and 
influence one another. 
Behavioral science and psychology depends upon 
identifying how multiple human systems interact 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Sanders, 2012) 
There is no one solution, no single, ‘silver 
bullet’ effort that will eliminate the 
problem. 
BCS differ in psychological mechanisms: they 
address and differ in intensity of the approach. This 
does not eliminate the need of interdisciplinary 
methods, but provides a unique approach to the 
human factors. 
Multiple stakeholders are likely to be 
involved, leading to multiple formulations 
of what “really” is the problem and 
therefore what are the appropriate 
solutions. 
Psychology and BCS offer solutions to navigate the 
different beliefs, attitudes, behaviors and 
characteristics of key stakeholders (Ajzen, 2002; 
Fielding & Hornsey, 2016; Haslam, Reicher, & 
Reynolds, 2012). 
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Values, culture, politics, and economics 
are likely to be involved in the problem. 
 
Psychology is well-equipped to understand how 
values, culture, politics, and economics influence the 
behavior of groups and individuals (Bronfenbrenner, 
1979; Karp, 1996). 
Information as a basis for action will be 
incomplete because of the uniqueness of 
the problem and its complexity. 
Psychology offers a means for interpreting 
behaviors, values, and psychological determinants, 
and their differential influence. 
The problem is likely to be unique and 
does not easily lend itself to previously 
tried strategies. 
BCS are a unique way of dealing with novel, 
complex problems through existing knowledge 
surrounding human behavior.  
 
Behavioral and Social Sciences and Dealing with Wicked Problems 
Behavioral Change Systems, psychological concepts, and evidence-based interventions may 
provide a novel and successful avenue for addressing this wicked problem. BCS, when applied 
effectively, have been used to influence positive changes of behavior in populations (Mace & 
Critchfield, 2010). Psychological concepts and evidence-based interventions show promising 
potential for developing change strategies that can be used as an addendum to current political, 
economic, and biophysical efforts to preserve the natural world (Kazdin, 2009; World Bank, 2015). 
With regards to our case study in Indonesian coastal communities, many behavioral principles are 
ostensibly applicable to form solutions to anthropogenic marine degradation. 
Social cognitive theory. Social Cognitive Theory explains how humans think, learn, and 
behave in novel circumstances (Bandura, 1977b). This theory posits that we not only learn through 
direct action and consequence, but also through observation and modeling of others’ behaviors 
(Bandura, 1977b, 1986). In coastal communities, if a BCS can promote pro-environmental 
behaviors through messaging or reinforcement in individuals that are observed frequently—such as 
parents or community leaders—then it is possible, through observation, others may adopt similar 
practices (Sawitri, Hadiyanto, & Hadi, 2015). 
Self-efficacy and collective-efficacy. Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief in their 
competence or ability to successfully perform a behavior or influence an outcome (Bandura, 1997). 
Without maximizing an individual’s perception that their behavior makes a difference or that they 
are capable of carrying out a given behavior, it is unlikely that the targeted behaviors will change 
(Ajzen, 2002). In coastal communities, if those who interact directly with the environment feel a 
lack of competence regarding favorable environmental behaviors, or believe their behaviors will 
have no influence on future outcomes, they are unlikely to enact those behaviors. Collective 
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efficacy, similar to self-efficacy, refers to the degree individuals believe their group is capable of 
enacting change (Bandura, 1986). The capacity to foster collective efficacy has far-reaching 
implications for motivation and performance of desired behaviors (Zaccaro, Blair, Peterson, & 
Zazanis, 1995). 
Self-determination theory (SDT).  SDT explains how three core psychological 
mechanisms—autonomy, competence, and relatedness— directly impact how motivation may 
manifest, an individual’s overall wellness, and how they perform a particular behavior (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985). SDT also emphasizes the importance of self-regulatory processes to produce overall 
increases in wellness and behavioral competence (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000). In 
coastal communities, it is possible that by supporting individuals’ self-regulatory processes, their 
competencies about targeted behaviors may increase, and an internal motivation to maintain positive 
change may develop. Previous work has highlighted that fostering self-determined motivations 
through communication strategies can have an impact on pro-environmental behaviors (Pelletier & 
Shapr, 2008). 
Social norms and social identity theory. These theories derived from social psychology 
both outline how group identity, defining features of group membership, and individuals’ 
conceptions of group related behavior can have a powerful role in how an individual behaves 
(Ajzen, 2002; Haslam et al., 2012; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007; 
Thøgersen, 2008). Recent research has revealed that social identities can influence the performance 
of environmentally friendly behaviors (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016). In coastal communities, re-
orienting the social norms of the group may be an important avenue for instigating change in favor 
of environmentally sustainable behavior. 
Consideration of future consequences. Consideration of future consequences is the 
capacity to weigh the value of your actions for distant versus immediate outcomes (Strathman, 
Gleicher, Boninger, & Edwards, 1994). According to Hayes, Strosahl, and Wilson (1999) this 
capacity is imperative to maintaining a lifestyle that optimizes future outcomes. In the case of 
coastal communities, the inability to link actions to long-term degradation of the environment could 
prove a critical factor. For example, behaviors that provide short-term gains (i.e. destructive fishing) 
can result in long-term decline in fish catch and irrevocable damage to marine ecosystems (Fox & 
Caldwell, 2006; Glaeser & Glaser, 2011; Pet-soede et al., 1999). The capacity to process future 
consequences may help in our understanding of how current behaviors are maintained, and barriers 
to changing these behaviors in the long-term.  
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Environmental psychology. Environmental psychology is a sub-discipline of 
psychology dedicated to investigating how humans develop values, attitudes, cognitions, beliefs and 
behaviors about the natural world. A great deal of work has been done in the field of environmental 
psychology to understand human-ecosystem interaction. For example; how informational messages 
affect household energy use (Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek, & Rothengatter, 2007), investigating the 
circumstances in which reward systems are effective (Dwyer, Leeming, Cobern, Porter, & Jackson, 
1993), and the difference between influencing sustainable versus short-term change (Staats, 
Harland, & Wilke, 2004).  
Regarding human agency, a great deal of work must be done at the individual and 
community level to change values, attitudes, and behavior toward the environment in order to 
modify these practices (Bennett et al., 2016).  The field of conservation biology has been tracking 
the decline of our natural resources and employing numerous methods to foster conservation efforts. 
However, the field has been lax in its employment of psychological and behavioral methods for 
producing change (Clayton, Litchfield, & Geller, 2013; Mascia et al., 2003; Schultz, 2011). While 
there may be no ‘silver bullet’ solutions, psychology can be a powerful ally in the pursuit of 
solutions for wicked problems. 
Integrating Conservation Biology and Psychology to Create Novel Solutions: The Challenges 
and Opportunities 
Recently, conservation scientists have proposed that integrating social sciences into 
conservation practices may be an important component of conservation efforts ((Teel, Manfredo, & 
Stinchfield, 2007). Many problems faced in the conservation sciences are issues of human behavior 
(Balmford & Cowling, 2006; Clayton et al., 2013; Mascia et al., 2003; Oskamp, 2000; Schultz, 
2011), though research suggests that there may not be enough behavioral scientists integrating into 
the field of conservation biology. The following reasons have been commonly cited for this 
discrepancy: 1) a lack of common vocabulary or interdisciplinary jargon, 2) the academic system 
has few incentives for interdisciplinary collaboration and problem solving, 3) there is little funding 
for interdisciplinary work and 4) there are few opportunities to establish such work (Bennett et al., 
2016; Bromham, Dinnage, & Hua, 2016; Fox et al., 2006).  
Despite the barriers, it is vital to incorporate multiple disciplines and methodologies to 
address wicked problems such as human impact on marine environments. In fact, it is nearly 
impossible to develop plausible solutions without an integrated, systemic approach (Craig et al., 
2008). In the current example of Selayar, Indonesia, while destructive behaviors may be a primary 
symptom of the issue, the diagnosis has far greater breadth. A shift to sustainable behaviors must be 
represented in legislation and in the economy. Without the input of conservationists and biologists 
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regarding the behaviors that actually need to change, efforts to change behavior may be futile. 
Without the behavioral sciences informing how to shift the beliefs, attitudes, and values pertinent to 
the target behavior(s), creating wide scale community change may prove difficult. Thus, the 
remaining question is: How do we design cross-disciplinary, scalable community interventions that 
result in sustainable behavior change? 
Incorporating the End-User Preference: Using Participatory Design to Develop Interventions 
Translating findings to impactful interventions is a critical issue (Biglan, 2016; Spoth et al., 
2013). Designing and implementing a community- or population-level intervention requires a vastly 
different approach to conducting a research study or a traditionally clinical intervention created for a 
single individual or target problem. We need to develop and integrate novel approaches to design 
effective interventions capable of scaling to sufficient population sizes (Atkins, 2016; Craig et al., 
2008; Haines, Kuruvilla, & Borchert, 2004; Michie et al., 2011; Spoth et al., 2013).  
Rather than a one-size-fits-all intervention, it is more appropriate to utilize a participatory 
approach, whereby community members are included in the planning and design process of the 
intervention. A design approach that includes the participation of community members can also 
bolster community involvement, commitment, cultural acceptability, and responsibility for 
outcomes in the actual intervention (Cargo & Mercer, 2008). This deliberate process should require 
precursor studies of the target population, as well as a synthesis of existing evidence.  
In order to incorporate the target population in the design process in a way that will 
meaningfully inform a future intervention, it is necessary to ask specific, targeted questions that will 
produce usable data. In the current exploratory study, these questions included: 1) Would 
participants be receptive to attending intervention programs regarding their social lives and the 
environment? 2) What are you most concerned about in your day-to-day life? 3) Do you see a 
connection between future generations and the environment? Based on these lines of inquiry, the 
following three research questions (RQ) were developed:  
RQ1: Would participants be receptive to attending intervention programs regarding their 
social lives and the environment? 
RQ1a: If so, how would participants prefer to receive these programs? 
RQ2: What are participants most concerned about in your day-to-day life? 
RQ3: Do participants see a connection between future generations and the environment? 
RQ3a: Do participants believe they have influence over the next generation? 
The present study seeks to investigate these research questions in order to create a base of 
information upon which an intervention informed by BCS and psychological theory can be 
developed. RQ one provides clear rationalization for offering psychologically based programs in 
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low-resource coastal communities and illuminates efforts on the best mechanisms of 
dissemination (Cargo & Mercer, 2008; Haines et al., 2004; Pickering & Sanders, 2013). RQ two 
allows us to tailor evidence-based programs around the actual concerns of community members 
(Lyon & Koerner, 2016). RQ three, akin to RQ two, allows a further understanding of the 
cognitions underpinning environmental and familial decision making in our population of interest. 
This approach to informing future interventions is meant to be explorative, and inclusive of low-
resource coastal community members. According to participatory approaches (Cargo & Mercer, 
2008; Lyon & Koerner, 2016), translational research methods (Biglan, 2016; Spoth et al., 2013), 
and intervention design principles (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000; Nilsen, 2015; Quimby & Angelique, 
2011; Walton, 2014)—questions of this nature are a prerequisite to producing an effective 
psychosocial intervention. 
Methods 
Participants 
Participants (n = 57) were members of five villages across the island of Selayar, Indonesia, 
with a mean age of 40.88 (SD = 11.06). Participants were recruited by the heads of the five 
respective villages, chosen for their proximity to the coastline. Participants were recruited by word-
of-mouth, and asked to attend if it was convenient for them. Verbal consent was obtained from 
participants after in-country researchers explained the purpose and guaranteed anonymity of the 
study. Participation was voluntary and we sought to recruit as many villagers as possible in each of 
the villages visited. 
Design and Procedure  
Our research questions were investigated exclusively through survey methods. The surveys 
were conducted upon conclusion of focus groups carried out in local community centers or large 
households when local venues were unavailable. The focus groups were conducted as a portion of a 
separate research protocol. The lead researchers allowed us to disseminate our surveys when their 
focus groups concluded. The survey was done on paper, and later translated to a secure server where 
participant information was de-identified and analyzed. The intention of this survey was purely 
exploratory in nature; we sought to understand the psychological nuances that may explain the 
behavior of villagers in context of their families and the natural world. 
 The survey began with a range of demographic questions: how old are you; what village are 
you from; are you a parent; how do you get your main income; what is your household income. To 
address research question one questions investigated participant openness to behaviorally based 
interventions: Would you consider participating in a program designed to help change the way 
children interact with coastal ecosystems such as coral reefs, mangrove forests and sea grass beds. 
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In addition, the survey aimed to glean how participants would like to access program 
information. All questions began ‘when it comes to accessing such programs, how desirable are’: 
community groups; how desirable are school groups; religious groups; the radio; television; the 
Internet; social media.  
 To address research question two, items were aimed at exploring villager concerns. We 
selected a range of items to cover various concerns. All questions began ‘how concerned are you 
about’: health of your family members; education of your children; access to clean drinking water; 
amount of money you have; skills you have other than your livelihood activities; future prosperity 
for your community; children’s future life opportunities; having enough fish to feed the community; 
health of coral reefs.  
 A final research question sought to probe whether villagers: firstly, believed that future 
health of the ecosystems were inextricably linked to the outcomes and education of their children; 
and secondly, whether villagers believed they could influence their children’s’ futures. The first half 
of the research question was assessed using a three-question index for perceived future connectivity 
between education of children and health of marine ecosystems ( = .937). The questions asked all 
began ‘do you agree to the statement that the future health of’: coral reefs is linked to the education 
of children; mangroves is linked to the education of children; sea grass beds is linked to the 
education of children. The second half of the research questions was assessed using a single, 
reverse-coded item: do you agree that parents have little role in shaping their children’s future. 
 Most items were measured through Likert-type scales (e.g. 1 strongly disagree – 7 strongly 
agree), with the exception of demographic questions and one dichotomous question aimed at 
whether they would consider participating in a program (yes or no). The inventory was created 
specifically to investigate the research questions at hand, and to ensure that questions were tailored 
to overcome language barriers, items would be at an appropriate literacy level, and participants 
would not experience fatigue during the survey. The inventory was drafted in English and then later 
translated to Bahasa Indonesia. A back translation process was used to ensure clarity and fidelity of 
the items. 
Data Analysis 
 Descriptive statistics were run to establish demographic information.  To address research 
question one, a chi-squared analysis was conducted to determine if participants would be willing to 
participate in a community-based program focused on families, communities, and protecting the 
environment. To investigate research question two and as a post-hoc analysis for research question 
one, one-way ANOVA were run for questions pertaining to main concerns of the participants and 
questions pertaining to how participants would like to receive interventions if they desired them 
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respectively. Descriptive statistics were utilized to assess the final research questions around 
perceptions that future health of the ecosystems were linked to the outcomes and education of their 
children, and whether villagers believed they could influence their children’s’ futures.  
Results 
Demographics 
The average age of our sample was 41 (M = 41.12, SD = 11.02). Villagers reported from 
five different villages visited by the research team. A majority of participants were parents (86%, n 
= 49), and a majority of the sample reported being a fisherman as their occupation (55.9%, n = 33). 
This is indicative of a reliance on marine ecosystems. A number of participants reported owning a 
business or doing trade as their main source of income (14%, n = 8), and others claimed to be 
village staff (10%, n = 6).  The most frequently reported income range was less than 1,050,000 
Rupiah per month, which equates to roughly 76.89 USD, (n = 42).  
Testing Whether Community Interventions are Worthwhile  
 Our initial research question assesses whether villagers would be willing to participate in a 
community-based intervention. A chi-squared analysis revealed that a majority of the sample was 
open to participating in a community based program χ2 (2) = 40.32, p < .001. The ratio of 
participants who were open to participation versus those who were not can be seen in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. A graphic representation of participants who are willing versus unwilling to participate in 
a behavior change program 
 
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to investigate participants’ preferences as to the 
channels through which they would like to receive an intervention. Our results revealed no 
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difference between community groups, religious groups, school-based groups, radio, television, 
internet, or social media, F (6, 200)= 0.537, p = .780. This suggests that communities, while 
interested in additional efforts to make changes within their community, are less concerned with the 
form that effort takes. 
Investigating Villager Concerns 
 Our second RQ investigated villagers concerns. We sought to understand what villagers 
worried about. An one-way ANOVA revealed that there were significant differences of concern 
within our sample, F (8, 438)= 5.79, p < .001. Participants differed on level of concern between the 
health of their family, making enough money, access to clean, skills they need—other than main 
livelihood, having enough fish to feed the community, opportunity for their children in the future, 
future opportunity for the community, children’s education, and health of the coral reefs. All 
concerns scored just above the midpoint of the scale. A full list of participant concerns and their 
scores can be found in Table 2 below, in rank order from the highest concerns to the lowest. 
Table 2 
Villager’s Concerns in Rank Order From Most Significant to Least Significant 
Variable M (SD) 
Future Opportunities of Children 4.98 (0.14) 
Health of Coral Reefs 4.98 (0.14) 
Education of Children 4.96 (0.28) 
Health of Family 4.93 (0.38) 
Access to Clean Water 4.91 (0.40) 
Future Prosperity of Community 4.91 (0.35) 
Having Enough Fish to Eat 4.84 (0.69) 
Skills Outside of Livelihood 4.70 (0.69) 
Current Amount of Money 4.40 (1.01) 
 
Coastal Communities and Perceptions of the Future 
Finally, we investigated whether participants saw a connection between the future health of 
the surrounding marine ecosystems and the education of their children. In addition, we investigated 
whether or not participants believed they have an influence in shaping their children’s futures. We 
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used this as a proxy to assess whether community members viewed the degrading environment as 
being intertwined with their actions, or perpetually within their control. The two parts of the third 
RQ were investigated with descriptive statistics, using a three-question index (e.g. do you believe 
the future health of coral reefs is linked to the education of children) and a single-item question (do 
you agree that parents have a role in shaping their children’s future) evaluating their beliefs about 
their influence on future generations. Both the index and the single-item were measured on a seven-
point Likert scale. Participants scored slightly above the midpoint of the scale (M = 4.24, SD = 1.34) 
for the future health index, and below the midpoint of the scale (M = 3.09, SD = 1.91) for the single-
item question on shaping their children’s future.  
Discussion 
 Policy and surveillance amendments are imperative for moving toward a sustainable future, 
however, these are not all-encompassing solutions, and do not directly address the agency of 
individual actors. The current findings, integrated with the initial suggestions of how behaviorally 
based approaches may alleviate wicked problems, provides a unique perspective on the possibility 
of implementing psychosocial interventions to address the strain of human activity on local and 
global ecosystems. While current solutions tend to focus on increasing surveillance, addressing 
policies, and using financial incentives to motivate a population (Dirhamsyah, 2005), these results 
suggest that other avenues of approach may be available. Overall, participants revealed openness to 
participating in programs that may assist their families, communities, and the greater natural world. 
By incorporating psychological theory, with implementation strategy, and stakeholder preferences, 
effective and sustainable interventions can be rapidly designed and implemented to address complex 
issues. 
 Concerns—despite scoring similarly across all items—surrounding the family and 
community hold important value in the minds of villagers. If this is true, then searching solely for 
ecosystem management strategies that are fiscally or policy driven may be misguided. Our findings 
highlight the fact that it is vital to examine and take advantage of the psychosocial factors that are 
pertinent to a given population. It may be argued that focusing on the internal psychological 
perspectives of these communities should be a priority of initiatives aimed at supporting low-
resource coastal communities.  
 Our results indicate that participants did not strongly believe that their behavior could impact 
future outcomes—particularly outcomes for their children. This deficiency could prove disastrous 
when making immediate decisions about interacting with the natural world, especially regarding 
their current and future sources of sustenance. For example, villagers who perceive no ability to 
impact the outcomes of future generations may continue to exploit their resources in an 
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unsustainable way. This classic tragedy of the commons phenomenon may thus result in a 
complete exhaustion of resources, leaving the next generation without. Focusing on cognitive 
mechanisms, self-regulation, empowerment, and self-efficacious beliefs that allow villagers to 
consider future outcomes and take ownership over their behavior could enhance sustainable 
livelihoods in the future. If nothing else, directing effort towards internal processes could equip 
villagers with skills to prepare their families and communities for fluctuating resource availability in 
the future. 
 The demographic profile of the target population reveals the extent to which low-income 
populations can be reliant upon marine ecosystems. Our findings suggest that significant portions of 
villagers are almost wholly reliant on the oceans to maintain their livelihood. It may not be possible 
to fully disentangle these communities from their dependence on the marine ecosystems. As such, it 
is imperative for research efforts to focus on developing methodologies that can produce sustainable 
interaction between coastal communities and the ecosystems that they depend on.  
Limitations 
 Characteristic of much international research, we experienced a number of barriers when it 
came to language and translation. We attempted to mitigate the translation gap by working with 
local and native speakers of Bahasa, the language native to the island. However, this did not fully 
negate the fact that words and phrases may not have been represented as originally intended. 
Beyond this, literacy was a key barrier with the target population. With populations in low-resource 
communities, literacy is not frequently emphasized and the resources are often inadequate to foster 
sufficient literacy across all villages. As such, designing questions that captured the desired 
information while remaining of sufficient clarity for villagers was a hurdle, and quest ions were 
simplified, so that participants did not experience unwarranted difficulty or fatigue. 
 Another limitation was the method of data collection. Likert-type scales, while commonly 
used for survey efforts in many high-resource, western countries, can be a foreign concept to certain 
populations that may have never encountered survey methods before. Despite providing guidance 
and instruction, there may have been some confusion from participants on what was being asked of 
them. To mitigate this, our team of researchers along with local research assistants provided 
additional instruction when necessary.  
Future Directions  
 Populations in low-income countries and communities are disproportionally observed in the 
literature; yet, they are arguably the most vulnerable to ecological catastrophe as a majority of their 
livelihoods depend on the environment. As indicated by our findings, coastal communities in low-
income locations are concerned about their families, their communities, and the wellbeing of their 
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environments. An interdisciplinary approach is needed to begin combating the ‘wicked problem’ 
of environmental decline and ecological degradation. We argue that it is imperative that a systemic, 
multi-targeted approach is taken to restructure the current state of affairs regarding sustainability, 
focusing on both global deterrence and individual action. It is crucial to study and involve the target 
population in design to maximize population buy-in, as well as tailoring design to fit the 
preferences, concerns, and customs of the target beneficiaries. 
 The next step in this research is to design an evidence-based, psychosocial intervention that 
maximizes impact by modifying attitudes, values, cognitions, and behavior. We intend to provide 
these communities with the psychosocial skills needed to adapt to increasing pressures and 
positively affect future outcomes. The proposed model is participatory, in that the design integrates 
the needs and preferences of the target population while incorporating relevant theory. Such an 
intervention has been designed, and the results will be reported in subsequent papers. 
  We will also continue to investigate the human factors that contribute to the manner in 
which coastal communities use their natural resources. This work, however, cannot be an isolated 
effort: to take community interventions like this to scale requires academics, governments, and 
industry to collaborate toward more sustainable futures. 
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“But nature is always more subtle, more intricate, more elegant than what we are able to 
imagine.” 
 
― Carl Sagan 
 
Chapter 3 
Examining the Validity of Psychological Constructs as Predictors of Behavioral Intentions of 
Indonesian Villagers in Low-Resource Coastal Communities 
 
By using an adapted TPB we synthesized findings into relevant strategies that would be used 
in the design of behavior change intervention. We traveled to a remote archipelago in Sulawesi, 
Indonesia to examine the psychological determinants of pro-environmental behavior. Building on 
the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), we investigated whether an adapted model could predict 
intentions to fish and manage waste sustainably. We visited three villages (N = 104) and found that 
overall the TPB significantly predicts both fishing and waste disposal behaviors. This study can help 
inform future approaches and interventions when promoting sustainable behaviors in low-resource 
coastal communities. 
Key Points 
1. An adapted TPB was a statistically significant predictor of unconventional behavioral 
intentions for fishing and waste management, in an infrequently studied population. 
2. Additional variables, perceived behavioral impact and responsibility diffusion (e.g. blaming 
other groups for environmental degradation) were also effective in predicting behavioral 
intentions for fishing and waste management. 
3. Understandings of the underlying psychological determinants that motivate environmental 
behavior are imperative for dealing with complex resource management scenarios in the 
future. 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
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2. Entered and analyzed all of the collected data 
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Abstract 
 The world faces increasing anthropogenic pressures that continue to strain and degrade our 
environmental world. Further, the populations most susceptible to environmental degradation are 
often the populations that most rely on the natural world for sustenance. Within the many isolated 
islands that are part of rural Indonesia, many communities are dependent on natural resources for 
their livelihoods, but paradoxically members of these communities often engage in practices that 
destroy their natural resources (Fox & Caldwell, 2006; Glaeser & Glaser, 2011; Pet-soede et al., 
1999). The current research uses survey methodology to investigate determinants of sustainable 
behavioral intentions of participants (N = 104) living in coastal communities in Sulawesi, 
Indonesia—specifically through the lens of an adapted theory of planned behavior model. Results 
showed that participants with stronger intentions to use nets and lines to fish had more negative 
attitudes to destructive fishing, a greater sense that their behavior and that of their community 
affects marine life, and greater belief that other villages are responsible for degrading reefs. 
Participants with stronger intentions to prevent their waste from going into the ocean had more 
negative attitudes to throwing waste in the ocean, greater perceptions of control over the behavior, 
and more positive perceptions of change in the health of the reefs. Although some of the findings 
accord with theory and past research, some were unexpected, highlighting the importance of 
conducting research to identify motivators of sustainable practices in developing world, low 
resource communities.    
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Introduction 
According to the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF, 2015), marine populations have 
declined by 49% in the last 40 years—with species of high value declining at even greater rates. 
Approximately one-third of marine fisheries are currently being overfished, with only 3.4% of the 
oceans globally being protected. This poses significant risk to ecosystems and humans alike. 
According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Board (2003), three billion people rely on fish 
as a primary source of protein and 10-12% of humans rely on marine ecosystems as their primary 
livelihood. Therefore, the current unsustainable rate of fishing (WWF, 2015) could prove 
devastating for natural habitats, coastal civilizations, and the economy (Hughes et al., 2003). 
Similarly, the oceans are being devastated by unmanageable plastic waste (Jambeck et al., 2015). 
This plastic waste does irrevocable damage to the natural habitats and, consequently, our sources of 
sustenance (Lamb et al., 2018).  These worrying statistics highlight the need for greater 
understanding of the drivers of practices, such as destructive fishing and plastic pollution that 
impact marine ecosystems.   
One of the challenges of addressing the issue of destructive fishing and plastic pollution is 
that local communities in low-income countries are often reliant on these methods and commodities 
even though they can have far-reaching negative social and economic impacts (WWF, 2015). 
Research that develops an understanding of the social-psychological factors influencing the 
environmental decision-making of low-resource coastal community members is a critical first step 
to helping to change destructive fishing and waste management practices. To date, research 
investigating environmentally-related behavior has usually been conducted with populations who 
are not reflective of the world’s population, that is, primarily individuals from western developed 
countries (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2017). This is problematic when considering that the 
findings of the research may not generalize to low-resource, developing world coastal communities 
where the consequences of environmental degradation can directly impact on livelihoods. Clearly 
more research is needed to illuminate the psychological mechanisms underlying the environmental 
behavior of underrepresented cultures and populations. The current research seeks to address this 
gap through investigating whether a commonly used model in the environmental literature, the 
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), translates to novel behaviors, such as sustainable fishing and 
waste management practices, in novel populations, such as low-resource coastal communities in 
Southeast Asia. 
Drawing on the well-established theory of planned behavior as a starting point we seek to 
identify potential determinants of fishing and waste-related behaviors in low-resource coastal 
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communities, specifically an Indonesian island community. If we are to develop effective ways 
to intervene to promote more sustainable marine protection practices in developing world 
communities, an important first step is to understand the factors that underpin these practices 
(McKenzie-Mohr, 2000). The current research addresses this issue through conducting a survey of 
members of the coastal community on the island of Selayar, located in South Sulawesi, Indonesia.  
Our aim is to identify social psychological variables that may underpin community members’ 
decisions to engage in marine protective behaviors. Behaviors such as fishing and waste 
management have a substantial impact on livelihood and health. Fishing is a daily source of 
sustenance and income, and thus, the use of destructive fishing practices can severely hinder access 
to food and revenue (Fox & Caldwell, 2006; Pet-soede et al., 1999). Similarly, there is a growing 
body of evidence supporting the damaging effects of waste, specifically plastic, on oceans and 
communities. With no formalized system of waste processing or disposal, communities like Selayar 
are at increased risk of experiencing the harmful effects of ocean plastics (Geyer, Jambeck, & Law, 
2017; Lamb et al., 2018; Millenium Ecosystem Assessment, 2003; Thompson, Moore, vom Saal, & 
Swan, 2009).  
Adapted Theory of Planned Behavior 
In the current research we sought to identify social psychological factors associated with 
behavioral intentions of local villagers to engage in sustainable fishing behaviors (e.g. using nets 
and lines) and sustainable waste disposal behaviors (e.g. keeping their waste out of the ocean). The 
theory of planned behavior (TPB) is a widely utilized model for identifying the psychological 
determinants of behavioral intentions and subsequent behavior (Ajzen, 1991). According to the 
TPB, attitudes (i.e. positive or negative evaluation) toward the behavior, subjective norms (i.e., 
perceptions of support for the behavior of important others), and perceived behavioral control over a 
behavior predict behavioral intentions, which reflect the motivations of an individual to engage in 
the behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Intentions in turn predict behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1991; Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1977). TPB has been used to understand the underpinnings of environmental and 
conservation behavior (Gifford, 2007; Klöckner, 2013; Lee & Tanusia, 2016; López-Mosquera, 
García, & Barrena, 2014; Steg & Vlek, 2009; Stern, 2000) although to our knowledge no studies 
have applied it to environmental behaviors in developing world contexts. We sought to investigate 
determinants already validated in TPB and to add psychological constructs that we hypothesized 
may also play a role in influencing the focal behaviors.  
Attitudes. Research has suggested that attitudes—one’s degree of favorable or unfavorable 
assessment toward a behavior—are an important determinant of behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; 
Fishbein & Ajzen, 1977). In the context of this study, attitudes toward fishing practices may play an 
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integral role in whether villagers decide to use sustainable or destructive methods of fishing. 
Similarly, attitudes toward waste disposal could equally play a role in intention to engage in 
sustainable waste disposal practices as has been shown in prior research in developed country 
settings (Mannetti, Pierro, & Livi, 2004; Taylor & Todd, 1995).  
Descriptive norms. Social norms, the perception of what most people do within a group, 
play a vital role in influencing behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Nolan, 
Schultz, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2008). Norms are a key construct of focus in 
understanding environmental behaviors (Carrus, Passafaro, & Bonnes, 2008; Goldstein, Cialdini, & 
Griskevicius, 2008; Hurlstone et al., 2014; Klöckner, 2013; Nolan et al., 2008; Sawitri et al., 2015; 
Schultz et al., 2007; Steg, Bolderdijk, Keizer, & Perlaviciute, 2014). Within the theory of planned 
behavior norms are conceptualized as subjective norms, which are perceptions of what important 
others think we should do. In small homogeneous village contexts, it may not be perceptions of 
social approval of important others in general, but rather perceptions of what other village members 
are actually doing in relation to fishing and waste management practices that may play an important 
role in determining behavior. This maps onto the concept of descriptive norms which refer to 
perceptions of what actions are believed to be most common in a given setting (Cialdini et al., 1991; 
Keizer, Lindenberg, & Steg, 2008). Descriptive norms have been experimentally shown to play an 
important role in one’s decision to engage in littering behavior (Cialdini, 2003; Keizer et al., 2008) 
as well as other environmentally-related behaviors such as energy and water saving behavior 
(Abrahamse et al., 2005; Goldstein et al., 2008; Lam, 2006; Lee & Tanusia, 2016; Nolan et al., 
2008). In small communities with little external influence or policing, if individuals perceive that 
everyone in their village is engaging in a behavior, norms may provide a social license to engage (or 
not) in a given action. 
Perceived behavioral control (PBC). PBC reflects individual’s perceptions of the difficulty 
of engaging in a behavior as well as the actual difficulty of engaging in a behavior. This ease or 
difficulty assessment is a vital determinant in the actor’s decision to engage in a given behavior 
(Ajzen, 1991). In the environmental context of Selayar, even if villagers have a strong desire to 
adopt more sustainable practices, such as using nets or lines or proper disposal of waste, without the 
confidence that they can undertake these behaviors, it is unlikely that they will engage in them. It 
has been consistently demonstrated in relation to environmental behaviors that perceptions of 
efficacy, confidence, and competence can have a strong influence on the activities selected and 
maintained given various choices (Armitage & Conner, 2001; Bamberg & Möser, 2007; Klöckner, 
2013).  
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Perceived behavioral impact (PBI). In the current study, we also assess whether beliefs 
about whether one’s own behaviors and the behavior of the community has an influence on oceans, 
predicts fishing and waste behavior intentions. We reason that unless people perceive the 
connection between their behavior and the health of marine ecosystems, they are unlikely to be 
prepared to change their behavior. This concept is akin to the construct of awareness of 
consequences in the value-belief-norm (VBN) model (Stern, 2000). According to the VBN, the 
belief that one’s behavior will have consequences for the environment is part of a chain of beliefs 
that leads to a sense of obligation to act to protect the environment. Support for awareness of 
consequences as an antecedent to personal norms and behavioral intentions has been demonstrated 
in a meta-analysis of predictors of environmental behavior (Klöckner, 2013). In the current study 
we broaden this concept to include not just perceptions of whether one’s own behavior has 
consequences for the environment, but also whether the behavior of the community has 
consequences. This broader conception may be warranted in developing world contexts in which 
there is a high degree of interconnectedness between the self and others in the community. An 
understanding of behavioral impact, and how behaviors produce consequences, would then be an 
important precursor to intentions—especially when managing an uncertain resource where minor 
consequences may seem negligible. Perceiving that individual and community behavior can have an 
impact on marine environments may therefore be an important motivator of actions that protect the 
surrounding oceans.  
Responsibility diffusion. During preliminary interviews with villagers the notion of 
responsibility diffusion emerged. Each village claimed that their village was not responsible for 
destructive practices taking place, that instead it was neighboring villages. Diffusion of 
responsibility has been identified before as an important factor in social dilemmas that involve a 
limited resource—this phenomenon is frequently referred to in ‘tragedy of the commons’ scenarios 
(Aquino, Steisel, & Kay, 1992; Kerr, 1983). Similar patterns of out-group blaming are seen in zero-
sum games and resource management decisions that implicate multiple players (Budescu, Rapoport, 
& Suleiman, 1990; Gong, Baron, & Kunreuther, 2009; Hine & Gifford, 1996). In scenarios where 
there is a fixed resource with uncertain and limited levels, and non-cooperative groups who depend 
on that resource, groups tend to overexploit the resource and hold the perception that the negative 
decline of the resource is due to other out-groups. If each village identifies the problem as being 
exogenous to their own community, then it may not make sense to change their own behavior.  They 
may conclude that if other villages do not ‘play by the rules’, than neither should they. This could 
consequently undermine intentions to behave sustainably.  
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Perceptions of change. Another potentially important predictor of motivation for 
sustainable actions in this context is whether or not villagers actually perceive that their coastal 
environments are being degraded. Biophysical research shows significant declines in Southeast 
Asian reefs and fisheries (Burke, Reytar, Spalding, & Perry, 2011; Ferse et al., 2014; Pandolfi et al., 
2003). However, the detection of degradation of these resources can often be hidden from direct 
view or difficult to observe. In this way, villagers may feel psychologically distant from the marine 
degradation. Previous research has highlighted the important role that psychological distance, or the 
cognitive space often encountered between an individual and natural events like climate change, or 
in this instance, marine degradation can have on responses to the environmental issue (McDonald, 
Chai, & Newell, 2015; Singh, Zwickle, Bruskotter, & Wilson, 2017; Spence, Poortinga, & Pidgeon, 
2012; Trope & Liberman, 2010). Perceiving greater psychological distance can undermine one’s 
motivation to take action to address an environmental issue (Singh et al., 2017). In our case, the 
psychological distance between marine degradation and villagers may affect villager’s intentions to 
behave sustainably; it may undermine their motivation to engage in practices that protect the marine 
environment.  
The Current Study 
The current study provides a unique opportunity to conduct research on a population that is 
under-represented in the literature: low-resource, Southeast Asian cultures, in Indonesia. Our 
research took place on a small archipelago, Selayar, located in South Sulawesi. Selayar comprises 
communities who remain relatively untouched by western influences. This population is also 
uniquely reliant on the natural, marine resources that surround the island. The ecosystems in 
proximity to the island are the primary source of sustenance and the economy, with 47% of the 
workforce exclusively devoted to aquaculture due to the unavailability of land-based agriculture 
(BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017). Selayar also faces barriers of infrastructure and capacity. A majority 
of households do not have access to clean water with 59% of households relying on protected wells 
or protected springs for drinking water. It is estimated that 41% of Selayar’s adult population have 
only completed primary school, and an additional 25% have no schooling at all. Additionally, 
reports suggest that one in every eleven adults is entirely illiterate (BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017). 
These are a few among the many additional challenges small islands like Selayar face. Against this 
backdrop, we investigated the social psychological predictors of villager’s intentions to use nets and 
lines to fish (sustainable methods) and intentions to dispose of waste in a responsible manner (as 
opposed to throwing it in the ocean).  
The current research makes important contributions to the literature on determinants of 
environmental actions. The majority of the literature examining psychological predictors of 
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environmental behavior focuses on actions that can be taken by western, industrialized, and 
affluent populations. For example, conserving energy in the household (Abrahamse et al., 2007), 
conserving water (Dickerson, Thibodeau, Aronson, & Miller, 1992), and driving one’s vehicle less 
(Steg, Vlek, & Slotegraaf, 2001). Although this research provides important insights, it is skewed 
toward behaviors that are only available and applicable to a small fraction of the world’s population.  
This paper investigates behaviors that have direct effects on the environment, but are under-
investigated due to lack of prevalence in commonly studied populations.  
Our research tests the extent to which models of behavioral decision-making that have been 
widely utilized in the context of the developed world, map onto novel behaviors with significant 
implications for low-resource populations. We examine whether the same psychological constructs 
govern the behavior of low-resource coastal communities who engage in different behaviors than 
western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (WEIRD) populations. With burgeoning 
scrutiny on behavioral sciences focusing nearly exclusively on these types of samples, it is 
imperative that research be done in alternative contexts reflecting a broader demographic range 
(Henrich et al., 2017). 
Hypotheses 
We hypothesized that determinants of the Theory of Planned Behavior (e.g. Attitudes, 
Norms, Perceived Behavioral Control) would be significant predictors of behavioral intentions of 
sustainable fishing practices (e.g. using nets and lines to fish) and behavioral intentions of 
sustainable waste disposal practices (e.g. keeping one’s waste out of the ocean). Specifically, we 
predict that stronger negative attitudes toward destructive fishing practices and improper waste 
disposal; a stronger belief that people in their village engage in sustainable fishing practices and 
waste disposal practices; and greater perceived behavioral control over using nets and lines to fish 
and proper waste disposal practices, would predict villagers’ likelihood to engage in using nets or 
lines to fish and finding more responsible methods to dispose of waste (i.e., informal land fills, 
burying, etc.). Further, we hypothesized that responsibility diffusion (placing the blame of negative 
consequences on others) and perceived behavioral impact (belief that one’s behavior and one’s 
community’s behavior will have an impact on marine resources), would be significant in predicting 
behavioral intentions. We hypothesized that those who were less likely to blame others for the 
destruction of the coral reefs and those who believe that their behavior and that of their village has 
an impact on the oceans would be more likely to intend to engage in the focal sustainable behaviors. 
Finally, we predicted that perceptions of change would have an inverse relationship with behavioral 
intentions, that is, participants who hold a negative outlook on ecosystem trends will be more likely 
to intend to engage in the sustainable actions of using nets and lines to fish and disposing of waste 
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responsibly as these behaviors will be perceived as needed if the marine environment is being 
degraded.  
Method 
All research was conducted on Selayar Island, located in Southwest Sulawesi Indonesia 
using surveys. This site was selected as a prime case study because of its reliance on marine 
ecosystems and isolation from external influences. Participants (n = 104) were recruited via local 
channels. Heads of local villages were provided with a demographic profile—that is, a description 
of ideal participants—sought after by researchers. We asked for men, women, and young adults—it 
was required that these three groups be surveyed separately due to sociocultural practices. 
Additionally, we asked that participants be able to read and write. Village heads then proceeded to 
initiate phone calls, letters, and word-of-mouth messages through local channels to recruit 
participants within their own villages. Participants were recruited from three separate villages. The 
work conducted was part of a larger project, Capturing Coral Reefs and Related Ecosystem Services 
(CCRES). The objective of this project is to investigate all of the dimensions surrounding the use 
and utility of ecosystems, as well as to develop solutions to help protect the biosphere and enhance 
the livelihoods of coastal communities in Southeast Asia.  
Participants 
The sample of n = 104 villagers had a mean age of 40.48 years (SD = 13.17), ranging from 
18-45. The sample consisted of 53 males (51%) and 51 females (49%). A majority of participants 
(61%) reported a monthly household earning of less than 1,050,000 Rupiah per month 
(approximately 100 USD), with an additional 17.1% reporting monthly earnings of 1,050,000 to 
1,505,000 per month (100 USD- 150 USD). Further, 61% of the sample reported fishing as their 
primary source of income, with 14.3% reporting owning a business, 20% reporting miscellaneous 
sources of income, and the remaining 4.7% not reporting.  
Procedure 
Surveys were administered in groups of around 12 people in meeting venues in each of the 
villages. Meeting venues included village community centers and the homes of village heads. Paper 
surveys were the only viable option, thus, meeting in a designated location to administer surveys 
was ideal for reaching the most participants. Due to cultural practices, participant groups were based 
on gender and age (e.g., groups of all women, groups of all men, and groups of young adults with 
mixed genders). Surveys were conducted in groups because many participants struggle with vision 
impairment, literacy, and using writing utensils. By conducting surveys in small groups it was 
possible for researchers to assist any participants who needed help. For example, participants with 
lower literacy levels or poor vision could ask for assistance reading questions; participants who did 
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not understand likert-scales could ask for further clarification; and participants with no access to 
writing equipment could borrow pens.  
Upon arrival, participants were provided with a paper survey that they were asked to 
complete. Researchers read aloud to each participant the information and consent form attached to 
the front of each survey. Verbal consent was attained after all participants had the opportunity to ask 
any questions or voice any concerns. This included the reading of ethical rights for the participants 
to not complete the survey if they felt uncomfortable. Participants were reminded that their answers 
would remain anonymous and that there were no right or wrong answers. Then a base set of rules 
was explained to participants to ensure smooth facilitation of survey completion: there are no right 
answers, participants should not share their answers with other participants, individuals should not 
tell other participants what the right answers are, talking should be kept at a minimum such that all 
participants are given the opportunity to focus, and if help is required, participants should raise their 
hands. We also enacted a brief exhibition tutorial for participants to model how to answer survey 
questions using an unrelated examples (i.e., ‘I like fried bananas’ 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = 
strongly agree). Researchers and in-country personnel were present to aid any participants who 
struggled to understand any of the questions. Otherwise, no active intervention or guidance was 
permitted, and villagers were asked to answer questions candidly. Following the completion of the 
survey, researchers collected all materials. 
Measures and Questionnaire Development 
All materials were translated to Bahasa, and then back translated to ensure clarity. Also, with 
consideration to literacy levels, the entire inventory was constructed to be as short as possible and 
with very basic vocabulary. Consequently, a majority of the constructs investigated were assessed 
using one or two items. Questions assessing additional variables, such as locus of control, subjective 
norms, resource uncertainty, environmental awareness, and intertemporal choice were also 
collected. Because of the lack of variance on responses to these questions they are not included in 
the analyses.  
Questions for the adapted TPB model were designed following Theory of Planned Behavior 
question design protocols recommended by Azjen (1991), but then adapted to the context. Questions 
assessing perceived behavioral impact were adapted from previous research (Umphrey, 2004). The 
remaining questions for responsibility diffusion and perceptions of change were created uniquely 
for this study. With the exception of the questions assessing perceptions of change and PBC, all 
other questions were measured on a 5-point likert scale—from strongly disagree to strongly agree 
(unless stated otherwise). Due to expectations of literacy levels, unfamiliarity with likert scales 
within the target population, and necessity of translation, questions were designed to be highly face 
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valid. Each question, or in some cases pair of questions, was intended to capture a single 
psychological construct.  
 Attitudes. Single items were used to assess attitudes toward fishing sustainably and attitudes 
toward sustainable waste disposal. The attitude items diverge from the usual theory of planned 
behavior format. We believed that asking participants their attitudes about the use of nets or lines to 
fish and proper disposal of waste (both legal behaviors) might have led them to feel obliged to 
‘strongly agree’ in accordance with the law. With this consideration in mind, we instead asked their 
attitudes towards the reciprocal, negative behaviors (both illegal, though commonly practiced) to 
see if we could elicit a more genuine response. We also used less confronting language (i.e., 
sometimes) such that people may be more likely to give us honest responses. The specific questions 
were: sometimes it is okay to bomb fish; sometimes it is okay to throw waste in the ocean. We then 
reverse-scored these items (i.e., higher scores reflect stronger attitudes against destructive practices).  
 Descriptive norms. Were measured with single items: most people I know use nets or lines 
to catch fish; most people I know dispose of their waste responsibly.  
 PBC. Was measured with single items: how confident are you in your ability to fish using 
nets and lines over the next month; how confident are you in your ability to keep your waste out of 
the ocean over the next month. The response options were: 1 (not confident at all) to 5 (very 
confident).  
 Responsibility diffusion. Was measured using a single-item: It is not our village destroying 
the coral reefs, it is other villages. 
 Perceived behavioral impact. Two questions were used to measure this variable:  I believe 
my actions have an impact on the oceans; I believe my community’s actions have an impact on the 
oceans. As the items were highly correlated (r = 0.63, p < 0.001), they were averaged to form a 
composite perceived behavioral impact score with higher scores representing greater perceived 
behavioral impact.  
  Perceptions of change. Items pertaining to participants’ perceptions of changes to marine 
ecosystem factors were measured using two questions with binary response options. Participants 
were first asked two questions to indicate whether they perceived a change to coral reefs and fish 
stocks: Do you believe the health of the reefs has changed over the past three years?; do you believe 
the fish stock has changed over the past three years? If participants selected that they had perceived 
a change, they were then asked to indicate whether change had been in a “positive or a negative 
direction”. Answers for the second questions were coded as 0 (negative direction) or 1 (positive 
direction). Individuals who indicated they believed no change had occurred to the health of the reefs 
or to fish stocks were excluded from further analysis (n = 7). Responses to the two questions were 
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highly correlated (r = 0.67, p < 0.001) and were therefore aggregated forming a scale that ranged 
from 0=negative perceptions of ecosystem change, 1=some perceived positive change, 2=positive 
perceptions of ecosystem change.  
Behavioral intentions. Single items assessed intentions: Over the next month, will you use 
nets or lines to fish; over the next month when disposing of your waste, will you keep your waste out 
of the ocean? 
Data Analysis 
To address our hypotheses, two sets of multiple-regression analyses were conducted 
regressing behavioral intentions regarding sustainable fishing and waste disposal onto the predictor 
variables: attitudes, descriptive norms, perceived behavioral control (PBC), perceived behavioral 
impact, responsibility diffusion, and perceptions of change. Effect sizes were then assessed using 
Cohen’s f2 for each respective model (Cohen, 1988).  
Results 
 Table 3 below summarizes the means, standard deviations and correlations among the 
variables. Behavioral intentions to fish sustainably are significantly correlated with descriptive 
norms, responsibility diffusion, and perceived behavioral impact whereas behavioral intentions to 
sustainably dispose of waste are significantly correlated with attitudes, descriptive norms, PBC, and 
perceptions of change. We observe participant intention scores for both behaviors to be relatively 
high and attitudes to be relatively negative toward destructive, non-sustainable behaviors. Similarly 
norms tend to have high scores for both behaviors. Participant’s confidence in their ability to engage 
in either behavior is moderate, sitting around the midpoint of the scale.  
Table 3 
Correlation Matrix of Focal Variables for Sustainable Fishing and Waste Practices. 
   Intentions to use nets and lines to fish  
 Focal Variables M(SD) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 Behavioral Intentions  4.40(0.52) -       
2 Attitudes  4.44(0.56) 0.15 -      
3 Descriptive Norms  4.33(0.48) 0.24* 0.20 -     
4 PBC 2.95(0.51) -0.11 0.26* -0.12 -    
5 Resp. Diffusion † 3.45(1.19) 0.41** -0.12 -0.02 0.01 -   
6 PBI  3.81(0.79) 0.37** -0.27** 0.01 -0.01 .34** -  
7 Perception of Change 1.19(0.90) -.05 -.05 -.09 -.09 -.13 -.12 - 
   Intentions to keep waste out of the ocean  
Focal Variables M (SD) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 Behavioral Intentions 4.04(1.36) -       
2 Attitudes 4.13(0.73) 0.31** -      
3 Descriptive Norms 3.95(0.90) -0.34** -0.52** -     
4 PBC 2.59(0.71) 0.45** 0.05 -0.17 -     
5 Resp. Diffusion† 3.45(1.19) -0.01 -0.09 0.02 .12 -   
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Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. Significant correlations bolded. N =104. † Abbreviation for responsibility 
diffusion. 
 
Predicting Intentions to Engage in Sustainable Fishing Practices 
As Table 4 shows, the variables in the model accounted for a significant proportion of the 
variance in intentions to engage in fishing using nets and lines, F (6,98) = 6.260, p < .001, R2= .366, 
f2= 0.58. This is a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). Three of the six variables in the model emerged 
as significant predictors: attitudes, perceived behavioral impact, and responsibility diffusion. 
Villagers who had stronger intentions to use nets and lines had more negative attitudes to using 
bombs for fishing, had greater perceptions that their own and community actions impacted on 
oceans, and had greater perception that other villages rather than their own are damaging the reefs.  
Predicting Intentions to Engage in Sustainable Waste Disposal Practices  
Table 4 also shows that the variables in the model accounted for significant variance in 
intentions to dispose of waste appropriately (i.e., not in the ocean), F (6,98) = 7.503, p < .001, R2= 
.369, f2= 0.58 (see Table 4). This is again a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). Three of the six 
variables significantly contributed to the explained variance in intentions to dispose of waste 
responsibly, although the significant predictors for waste intentions were somewhat different to 
sustainable fishing intentions. Attitudes, perceived behavioral control, and perceptions of change, all 
emerged as significant predictors. Villagers who had higher intentions to dispose of their waste 
sustainably (i.e. responsible disposal through landfill) had more negative attitudes toward throwing 
their waste in the ocean, had greater confidence in their ability to dispose of their waste responsibly, 
and also had higher perceptions of change, that is, felt that the marine ecosystems were changing in 
a positive direction. A full summary of regression models can be found below in Table 4.  
Table 4 
Regression Results for Models Predicting Behavioral Intentions of Sustainable Fishing and Waste 
Disposal Practices 
  Model For Behavioral Intentions of Sustainable Fishing 
  Beta SE p CI (lower) CI (upper) 
Variables       
Model 1      
Attitudes . 293 .103 .010 .068 .479 
Descriptive Norms . 174 .113 .096 -.035 .418 
PBC -.166 .106 .117 -.378 .043 
PBI . 342 .071 .003 .081 .365 
Responsibility Diffusion .339 .046 .002 .056 .439 
Perceptions of Change .054 .058 .597 -.085 .147 
F (6,98) = 6.260, p < .000, R2= .366, f2= 0.58 
6 PBI  3.81(0.79) 0.13 0.05 0.02 0.23* .34** -  
7 Perception of Change 1.19(0.90) .37** -.11 -.17 .33** -.13 -.19 - 
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  Model For Behavioral Intentions of Waste Disposal 
  Beta SE p CI (lower) CI (upper) 
Variables       
Model 2      
Attitudes .266 .205 .021 .078 .907 
Descriptive Norms .102 .168 .370 -.186 .494 
PBC .301 .193 .004 .189 .957 
PBI .089 .171 .376 -.188 .493 
Responsibility Diffusion -.016 .112 .872 -.241 .205 
Perceptions of Change .290 .155 .006 .130 .746 
F (6,98) = 7.503, p < .000, R2= .369, f2= 0.58 
Note. Beta values, standard error, and 95% confidence intervals were obtained through bias-
corrected bootstrap with 10,000 resamples. CI (lower) = lower bound of a 95% confidence interval; 
CI (upper) = upper bound. The dependent variable for the sustainable fishing model is behavior 
intentions to use nets and lines to fish. The dependent variable for the waste model is behavior 
intentions to keep waste out of the oceans.  
 
Discussion 
We sought to investigate whether an adapted TPB may be a useful model in understanding 
behavioral intentions to engage in sustainable fishing and waste disposal practices of villagers in 
low-resource coastal communities in Indonesia. Of the standard theory of planned behavior 
predictors, attitudes were the only variable that was a consistent predictor across both behaviors: 
participants who had stronger negative attitudes toward destructive fishing practices had greater 
intentions to use nets and lines for fishing and those who had stronger negative attitudes to throwing 
waste into the ocean had greater intentions to properly dispose of their household waste. The link 
from attitudes to intentions has been well established in past literature, and specifically in the 
context of environmental behavior (Abrahamse et al., 2005; Klöckner, 2013; Lam, 2006; Lee & 
Tanusia, 2016). 
Despite past research showing that descriptive norms influence environmental behavior 
(Cialdini et al., 1991; Goldstein et al., 2008; Steg & Vlek, 2009; van der Linden, 2015), this variable 
did not emerge as a significant predictor of either sustainable fishing or waste management 
intentions. One potential reason for this finding could be that the village is not the relevant reference 
group for the focal behaviors. We focused on the descriptive norms of the village whereas the 
theory of planned behavior focuses on subjective norms, that is, perceived support of important 
others. We chose to do this because of the relatively weak effects that subjective norms have 
exhibited in past TPB studies (Armitage & Conner, 2001), and the demonstrated effect of 
descriptive norms on intentions and behavior (Goldstein et al., 2008; Rivis & Sheeran, 2003). It may 
be that we did not identify the most relevant important others. Rather than the village being the 
appropriate reference group, it might be the family who are the most important influence on these 
behaviors. In many TPB studies it is suggested that an elicitation survey be done to establish 
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relevant reference groups. The nature of the circumstance restricted our ability to conduct 
something akin to an elicitation survey, though this is clearly an important step for future research in 
this area.   
Perceived behavioral control emerged as a significant predictor of sustainable waste 
management intentions: those who feel confident in their capacity to properly dispose of their waste 
were more likely to intend to do so. This may be indicative of the context surrounding waste 
disposal practices and how it differs from fishing behaviors. The infrastructure and services for 
proper processing of waste and plastics is sparse and this reality may explain the importance of PBC 
in intentions to dispose of waste. The lack of infrastructure may contribute to perceptions of control, 
as the availability of sustainable options is severely limited. The TPB highlights that PBC reflects 
both perceived and actual control (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). In the current study, participants’ perception 
of their ability to manage their waste could be a realistic reflection of their actual ability to manage 
their waste. Thus, these objective constraints present tangible barriers to intentions and actions of 
sustainable waste management. Conversely, PBC did not significantly predict intentions to fish 
using nets and lines. One reason why this variable did not predict fishing intentions might be that 
fishing is such a ubiquitous daily necessity that perceived difficulty or confidence has no significant 
link to sustainable or destructive intentions in this context. Overall, the findings from this study 
provide support for the TPB with attitudes and PBC emerging as significant of intentions of one or 
both behaviors.  
  Of the additional variables included to augment the TPB, perceived behavioral impact was a 
significant predictor of sustainable fishing intentions. The more participants perceived their 
behaviors and those of their community have an impact on the environment, the more likely they 
were to intend to use nets and lines to fish. Villagers who hold beliefs that their behaviors produce 
tangible impacts should rationally feel an obligation to engage in behaviors that produce positive 
outcomes and not negative ones. Conversely, if people do not see a connection between their 
individual and collective behavior and environmental outcomes, then there will be little motivation 
to adopt sustainable behaviors (Lam, 2006). Rather, their fishing or waste management practices 
would depend on which methods are easiest, most available and which methods maximize yield (in 
the case of fishing). 
As we outlined earlier, in preliminary discussions with villagers, beliefs that people from 
other villages are the perpetrators of environmental destruction emerged. To assess whether these 
beliefs were important predictors of behavioral intentions we assessed the effects of responsibility 
diffusion on behavioral intentions. Interestingly, this variable emerged as a significant predictor of 
sustainable fishing intentions but in the opposite direction of our prediction. Our findings suggest 
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that those who blame others for harming the environment are more likely to intend to fish using 
nets and lines. One potential explanation comes from the social identity approach. From a social 
identity perspective, group members strive to positively distinguish their own group from outgroups 
(Brown, 2000; Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 2002; Fielding & Hornsey, 2016; Fritsche et al., 2018; 
Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002). Therefore, perceiving that the outgroup (i.e. the next village) is 
engaging in destructive fishing, could motivate group members to want to engage in more 
sustainable forms of fishing. In this way participants can demonstrate the superiority of their own 
group compared to the outgroup.  
Game theory models—models that explain and analyze strategic behavior in interactions that 
may have various stakeholders, rules, and outcomes—may also provide insight about why 
sustainable behavior intentions are strong amongst those who believe others are destroying natural 
resources. Game theoretical models suggest there are many different configurations of cooperative 
and non-cooperative models that explain natural resource management (Bailey, Rashid Sumaila, & 
Lindroos, 2010) and more specifically, fisheries management (Grønbæk, Lindroos, Munro, & 
Pintassilgo, 2018). In one specific model known as ‘the Chicken game’ model, a paradox of non-
uniform decision (e.g. making the opposite decision of the other player), leads to what is known as 
pareto-optimal outcome—where both parties walk away with a desirable outcome (Madani, 2010). 
In our study this may explain the environmentally responsible behavior of each village that believes 
other villages are engaging in mal-practice. In this specific instance, behaving in opposition (i.e. 
fishing responsibly) leads to pareto-optimal outcomes, while behaving similarly (i.e. they abuse the 
resources so we should to) inevitably leads to mutual destruction. 
Another finding that ran counter to predictions was that those who perceived that the health 
of the ecosystems and the fish stock surrounding their island is changing in a positive direction (e.g. 
more fish and better health of surrounding marine ecosystems) had greater intentions to dispose of 
waste sustainably. Perhaps optimistic villagers feel the resources are improving and they would like 
to contribute to future improvement. It may be motivating that change has been incrementally 
positive and individuals should do their part to sustain positive change. This approach is consistent 
with the broaden and build theory held within positive psychology that positive thoughts and actions 
can create psychological momentum aimed to sustain, strengthen, and reinforce further positive 
thoughts and actions (Fredrickson, 2001). 
In contrast to the positive perceptions of change on the part of some participants, evidence 
suggests that marine ecosystems are in danger and fish stock is constantly under threat from 
destructive fishing and toxic waste disposal—practices known to be prevalent on the island.  It 
could be that villagers might not perceive a drastic decline of resource availability because 
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resources have not suddenly vanished, but instead, declined over time. Likewise, without 
physical inspection or proper monitoring mechanisms of these resources, it may be difficult for 
villagers to detect an objective change beyond their own fishing experiences. Future research is 
needed to explore the explanations we have advanced for the unexpected findings, and to confirm 
that the findings generalize to other communities.  
Limitations 
The context of the research presented a range of challenges including language, literacy 
levels, and the introduction of novel data collection methods like surveys and likert-scales to these 
communities. In terms of language, in Selayarese (the local dialect) words, phrases, or ideas taken 
as commonplace within the English language had no direct translation for Selayarese. In addition, 
Selayarese lacks tenses; consequently anything spoken is presented as a present statement and future 
action becomes a difficult concept to convey. When literacy levels fall below a certain threshold, it 
becomes impractical to maintain questions in their original format, as the understanding of the 
questions diminishes. These constraints meant that we used simply worded single items to measure 
most of our constructs and this is a limitation to the measurement in the study. In the future, 
methods should be used that do not exclude illiterate subjects and are easily accessible for the entire 
sample population. 
Another limitation of the research is that we measured intentions rather than actual behavior 
and past research has shown that intentions do not always translate into behavior due to factors of 
volitional control—both internal and external (Ajzen, 1985; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002; Sheeran, 
2002; Sheeran & Webb, 2016).  Frequently in field research the ability to actively and accurately 
monitor direct behaviors is difficult. In the context of this study, there are added legal and physical 
complications that make direct behavioral monitoring unfeasible. We attempted to address this by 
measuring behavioral intentions as a proxy for actual behavior. Behavioral intentions, along with its 
determinants, has been used and validated as a sufficient link to determine how one may behave in 
the future (Ajzen, 1991).  
Conclusions 
The results of the current study show some support for theory of planned behavior variables 
in relation to intentions to engage in sustainable fishing and waste disposal. Attitudes predicted both 
sustainable fishing and waste disposal intentions, and perceived behavioral control predicted 
sustainable waste disposal intentions. We did not find any support that descriptive norms were 
predictive of intentions to fish or dispose of waste sustainably, although as we noted above, this 
may be because we did not identify the most relevant reference group. Overall, these findings 
suggest that while context and behaviors may be starkly different, mechanisms underlying 
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intentions identified in prior TPB work extend to the current context. Hence, TPB may have 
utility even in non-WEIRD context such as low resource, developing world, coastal communities. 
Of the additional variables included to augment the TPB, perceived behavioral impact, perceptions 
of change and responsibility diffusion emerged as significant predictors, although the findings 
relating to perceptions of change and responsibility diffusion ran counter to predictions. This 
suggests that other psychological factors play a large role in determining intentions in complex 
resource management scenarios, and in ways that are not necessarily predicted from previous 
research and theory. Understanding the behavioral mechanisms that regulate intentions and actions 
is vital to reversing the current degradation of our ecosystems.  
We acknowledge that these findings are not conclusive. Large confidence intervals in the 
results, likely due to a small sample size, make pinpointing actual estimates of effects difficult. 
Further, some results ran counter to initial predictions. Research in the future should increase 
sample sizes, refine the inventory used, and seek inclusive methods that are accessible to illiterate 
members of communities. A more sophisticated understanding will aid in the development of 
psychological strategies to be employed in low-resource communities to mitigate destructive 
practices and enhance desirable behaviors. We hope that the current research contributes to a 
groundswell of research focusing on environmental behaviors that have critical implications for 
populations that are not western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic.  
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 “Deep knowledge is to be aware of disturbance before disturbance, to be aware of danger 
before danger, to be aware of destruction before destruction, to be aware of calamity before 
calamity.” 
 
“Ponder and deliberate before you make a move.”  
 
― Sun Tzu 
 
Chapter 4 
Enhancing the Impact of Behavioral Interventions in the Developing World to Increase 
Sustainability and Improve Lives 
 
This chapter highlights the importance of rigorous engagement, planning, and evidence that 
need be incorporated into every intervention effort. When designing and implementing an 
intervention from scratch there are systemic factors that should be addressed uniformly across 
programs. The planning put into design of an intervention and implementation should be equal to 
the importance placed on outcomes. Discussed below are a few of the primary lessons we gained 
from designing an intervention targeted at specific populations.  
Key Points 
1. Participatory and co-design approaches should be fundamentally embedded in every step of 
the process—endogenous solutions with relatable social identities at the core are more 
sustainable than purist solutions designed from outside the context. 
2. Interdisciplinary, systemic approaches trump unilateral approaches. Collaboration is vital in 
addressing complexity. 
3. Behavioral approaches may be effective in unlocking the full value of human capital in 
implementation efforts.  
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Abstract 
This paper intends to first build a case for effective behavioral science based intervention 
design. Then provides a flexible, formulaic approach to design and implementation derived from an 
actual intervention completed for a World Bank, Global Environment Facility, and The University 
of Queensland joint project: Capturing Coral Reefs and Ecosystem Related Services—aimed at 
fostering sustainable behaviors around plastic waste management and destructive fishing, as well as 
enhancing psychosocial skills. The method blends approaches from public health, anthropology, 
systems dynamics, and psychology to create a process of diagnosing contextual topography of low-
resource populations to inform intervention conceptualization, development, and implementation. It 
is not intended to supplant the extensive knowledge already established in the field of design, 
conservation science, and implementation science, but to provide additional insight from the field, 
using behavioral sciences in low resource settings.   
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Background and Context 
Imagine you have discovered the cure for Parkinson’s disease, but you have no delivery 
systems to administer the cure. Or perhaps you have invented the next great technological 
innovation, but have no paths to scale or no systemic infrastructure supporting your work. We posit 
that behavioral sciences—that is, the understanding and modification of human behavior—can have 
large impacts combating large global pressures such as climate change and living healthy lives. 
There has been a proliferation of cases and arguments demonstrating the effectiveness of behavioral 
approaches to complex problems (Gifford, 2008; Jayachandran et al., 2017; Kazdin, 2009; Michie & 
Johnston, 2012; Moloney et al., 2013; Pickering et al., 2018; Sanders, 2012; World Bank, 2015). 
Accompanying this new frontier is massive amounts of fluctuation in practice—from selection of 
populations, to design of strategies, to the implementation, and evaluation of behavioral strategies or 
a suite of behavioral strategies in an applied context. It is uncommon for experts to focus on tenets 
of delivery like what strategies are being used, the mechanisms they are meant to target, the process 
of population selection, and design of an intervention—with few exceptions (Michie, Abraham, Dr., 
& Abraham, 2007). Each of the stratagems, the formulaic mechanisms that drive delivery, proposed 
in this paper is imperative to successful implementation of a behaviorally based intervention. Each 
individual component needs to be strategically broken down such that future behavioral engineers 
have foundational, flexible templates to replicate successful behavioral interventions.  
Adhering to Implementation Standards 
 We do not posit that we are the first to contextualize the preparatory details of designing an 
intervention. In fact, fields such as prevention science, implementation science, public health, and 
health psychology all give substantial examination to conception, implementation, and evaluation of 
interventions (Haines et al., 2004; Nilsen, 2015). We habitually incorporate lessons of planning 
(Fixsen, Blase, Naoom, & Wallace, 2009; Kok, 2014; Kok et al., 2015; World Bank, 2015), 
translational methods (Spoth et al., 2013), design (Lyon & Koerner, 2016; Walton, 2014), 
implementation (Michie et al., 2011), reporting standards (Grant et al., 2018; Montgomery et al., 
2018), and evaluation into our work (Craig et al., 2008; Michie et al., 2011; Peters, de Bruin, & 
Crutzen, 2015; Spoth et al., 2013). We do not wish to dispute this literature, nor are we ignorant to 
its existence. This paper seeks to add to this existing body of knowledge with sensible lessons 
gained from applying wisdom already established in the field. What we do provide is practical 
experience gained from multiple implementations, across many years, in relatively remote locations.  
My Future My Oceans: A Case Study of Intervention Implementation 
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My Future My Oceans is a psychological intervention that specifically targets low-
resource coastal communities, in an attempt to provide communities with a low-cost, evidence-
based approach to mitigate environmental degradation, enhance human and community wellbeing, 
and improve the psychological competencies necessary to adapt to global pressures. The program 
targeted the reduction of plastic waste and destructive fishing, while promoting adaptable 
psychological skills like problem solving, critical thinking, goal setting, self-regulation, among 
others (Karoly, 2012; Smithers et al., 2018; WHO, 1999). 
We used a rapid prototyping method to develop the intervention from the pipeline of 
research and theory to delivery phases (Lyon & Koerner, 2016). Using investigative behavioral 
diagnosis studies, effective interventions to model after, and theories from implementation 
science—the resultant intervention that emerged combines theory, strategies, and innovations 
tailored for the target population, while simultaneously being grounded in evidence.  
The program was designed using evidence-based strategies previously demonstrated as 
effective through a behavior change program targeted at parental practices (Sanders, 2012). The 
strategies were then tailored and adapted for purpose. Additional components, modules, and 
properties of the program were extracted from various psychological theory such as self-regulation 
(Bandura, 1977b, 1991), theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), psychological empowerment 
(Spreitzer, 1995), human ecological systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Lewin, 1951), social 
identity theory (Fritsche et al., 2018; Haslam et al., 2012), etc. The intervention borrowed as well 
from many strategies identified in the behavior change technique taxonomy (Michie et al., 2013). 
The program was delivered through collective group sessions led by trained facilitators, with 
workbooks, and additional collateral resources that increased the program’s visibility and presence 
in the community. 
Lessons from Intervention 
 What is proposed in this paper are not the results of the intervention trial—instead a few 
facets of design and implementation we hope would aid in the development of effective behavior 
change interventions in developing countries. We recognize similar prescriptions have been made 
previously (Nilsen, 2015; Walton, 2014). However, we believe certain elements have not been 
discussed or considered, or require more examination. The demand for more rigorous and empirical 
development from conception to delivery is still necessary. Practical teachings from applied work 
can inform the field of evidence-based delivery and fill the gaps in implementation science that 
theory cannot. We propose the below considerations as contributions to the intervention 
implementation field—gathered from years of design and implementation conducted iteratively in 
various parts of the world. We offer insight as to how to move beyond the program itself; that is, 
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how to—with surgical precision—plan, deliver, and evaluate an intervention meant to have 
lasting positive effects. In Figure 4, we offer a 10-phase model of intervention development and the 
vital roles required throughout the process that we utilized from commencement to completion of 
the intervention. A higher resolution image of Figure 4 can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 4. The process of design: from diagnosis to evaluation (Simmons & Bradley, 2018). 
Kraepelin Method—Behavioral Diagnosis 
 At the conception of any design process comes the initial establishment of core parameters 
and boundaries—in essence, reverse engineering the problem down to its common denominators 
and most fundamental units. This should have a foundation in empirical theory, but also incorporate 
elements of target population input. To investigate the needs of participants, designers, and 
implementers should conduct surveys, focus groups, big data extractions, and interviews with the 
target population. Beyond theory and evidence, participatory approaches are also essential to foster 
engagement, acceptance, and investment into an intervention effort from the target population 
(Cargo & Mercer, 2008). All of these considerations are summarized below in table 5. 
Table 5 
Systemic Considerations for Intervention Design in Human Systems 
Socio-Ecological Considerations for Behavior Intervention Implementation 
Theme Considerations Benefits 
Who 
 Who are the intended 
beneficiaries of your 
intervention 
 Who are the key 
 Knowing your stakeholders—
beneficiaries and implementers—
provides useful information to make 
the intervention feel personalized and 
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stakeholders of your 
intervention 
 Is there a mobile workforce 
capable of implementing 
and maintaining this 
intervention 
endogenous to the community 
targeted 
What 
 What specific behaviors or 
determinants of behavior 
are you attempting to 
change 
 What behavioral strategies 
will you employ to change 
behaviour 
 What do your beneficiaries 
state they need 
 Grounding your design in evidence-
based practice and theory ensures 
fidelity. Knowing the exact behaviors 
allows for exact measurement. 
How 
 How intensive are these 
strategies and what 
resources are required 
 Do these strategies target 
the behavior directly or 
proxies of the behaviour 
 How is success assessed 
 Understanding the context that 
surrounds an intervention is vital. 
Often pragmatic details around the 
ability to reach behavior change (i.e. 
change requires a substantial time 
investment) and the ability to measure 
the behavior can prove significant 
barriers to intervention success 
Scale 
 Are you targeting 
individuals, communities, 
populations, etc. 
 Is the intended workforce 
or deployment channel 
adequate to address the 
scale 
 Is it possible to target 
multiple spheres of scale 
with a varied assortment of 
strategies 
 Pre-emptively considering the scale 
of the intervention, or the future scale 
of the intervention, can enhance 
sustainability when the intervention is 
complete. Understanding the viability 
of certain strategies at different scales 
provides a systemic viability and 
stability when resources or intensity 
dissipates 
Intended 
Outcome(s) 
 What are the metrics of 
change 
 How are outcomes 
measured 
 What constitutes threshold 
of successful behavior 
change 
 Measurement is an essential 
component of design, as it allows for 
precise tweaking, recommendations 
for the future, and subsequent 
iterations of an intervention  
 
It is critical that the many contextual factors of a circumstance be addressed prior or 
concurrently to the design of an intervention. Numerous methodologies from various disciplines can 
be used to map the topography for a context. We have employed practices from psychology, 
sociology, economics, systems dynamics, and anthropology to aid in our initial diagnosis. When this 
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step is skipped or dismissed, frequently what transpires is an intervention that is poorly suited to 
address the issue it is meant to target, treats the superficial symptoms without properly tapping into 
the root of the maladaptive behaviors, or substantially mimics previously failed change strategies. 
Without a full diagnosis phase an intervention is doomed to fail or may produce unintended 
consequences.  
Supplementary Reflections on Design and Implementation 
Bringing together multiple concepts and designing a complex intervention may be much like 
subjecting an individual to exposure therapy to treat a phobia or administering a selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitor to treat depression, we can observe the efficacy of the total package without 
knowing exactly what specific mechanisms or combination of mechanisms contribute to the overall 
utility (Cooper, Clifton, & Feeny, 2017; Mcnally, 2007; Tryon, 2005). Nevertheless, there are 
certain cogitations that should inform the process of conceptual model building and strategic design 
for all interventions aimed at modifying behavior. Depending on the nature, severity, and intensity 
of a certain behavior these considerations may be meticulously elaborate or relatively sparse. Many 
of the issues that arise from modern implementation are less likely to be due to a scarcity of ideas, 
but rather a neglect of all the variables that surround an intervention. Theories such as community-
based social marketing (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000) have begun to incorporate getting to know your 
target population, however there is still a deficiency of elements and explanations that allow an 
implementer to successfully transition from conception to design to implementation to evaluation. 
Below, a few of these items presented through a lens of behavioral sciences are discussed and 
prescriptions are suggested to properly incorporate these tenets of design into intervention planning.  
Construction, Deconstruction, and Reconstruction of Design: Principles of Building  
A frequent approach in the developing world is to transplant a program previously 
successful in another context, or to design the program without ever engaging the individuals the 
program is targeting. Both methods frequently result in unintended consequences, unsustainability, 
and instability of effects. Through observations and experience, we posit that a more rigorous, 
methodical design may mitigate some of these adverse consequences. It is vital that design 
incorporates theory, evidence-based practice, and stakeholder feedback to various degrees 
throughout the process. The initial construction phase should consist of a generalizable design based 
realistically off proven evidence-based practice and theoretical mechanisms of change. The 
deconstruction phase should be the process of incorporating end-user and intended target population 
feedback—this can be done through the Kraepelin method (e.g. a behavioral diagnosis). At this 
point, all modular components of a program should be broken down (i.e. deliverable content, 
resources, personnel, task, delivery infrastructure, etc.) to assess how viable they remain when 
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considering specific context. Finally, the reconstruction phase takes shape, where the program is 
re-built in a tailored format to incorporate the needs of the target population while retaining as much 
fidelity as possible by theoretical and evidence-based standards. 
 This blended approach has flexible limits that require discretion in the process. The open 
questions being: how much beneficiary feedback should be incorporated? And when is it 
appropriate to override or disregard feedback when faced with conflicting scientific evidence? In 
most instances, there should a synergy between the existing scientific consensus and what 
participants propose they want or need. The science should inform the design and strategies, while 
the participatory approach helps mold these strategies into acceptable forms. However, there are 
rare scenarios where what the target population expresses and what science tells us are 
contradictory. For example, in Selayar Indonesia when villagers were asked what they believed they 
needed to address issues around destructive fishing, many stated they required machine guns and 
machetes to fight off intruding illegal fishers. While this may have proven effective it is hardly an 
advisable strategy for a sustainable, beneficial intervention. Circumstances such as this require the 
ability of an intervention designer to be able to use their judgment when re-constructing an 
intervention.  
Viral Design and Social Networks: Principles of Social Systems 
Vital to design being sustainable and impactful it must possess viral qualities to ensure 
survival and growth (Van der Linden, 2017). Time can often be the perpetrator of demise for 
interventions in a developing world context. If an effort does not have positive qualities that ensure 
it will spread to influential and proximal agents of change, it is likely to wither and fade. Targeting 
social norms and change makers identified during a behavioral diagnosis, already present in a 
community, can aid in making an intervention feel endogenous. When an intervention is 
endogenously perceived it is more likely to find additional support through members of a 
community who identify with the objectives both socially and on a values basis. We’ve found this 
social identity investment can help insulate interventions from threats of time or evaporating 
resources. 
Incorporating the sciences of social transmission, social identity, and norms can be an 
inhibitor or enabler to any intervention (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Fielding & Hornsey, 
2016; Keizer et al., 2008; Mols, Haslam, Jetten, & Steffens, 2015; Schultz et al., 2007). 
Understanding how likely a norm, value, idea, or behavior is to be transmitted through the system 
can provide confidence that the intended outcomes will stick and spread. For example, in Selayar, to 
encourage plastic waste management behaviors we used exemplars we knew would be relatable as a 
result of our initial investigations. We incorporated pictures of villagers into our materials that 
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would allow participants to feel a sense of shared identity. We came to discover the importance 
of the social investment and sanction of village elders and respected members of the community; 
consequently, including the influential members of the social hierarchy was of prime importance.  
Also, it was learnt from our work with systems dynamic scientist and social network analyst 
that women were actually the cornerstone of social and behavioral change and transmission, thus we 
decided to make the intervention exclusively for women. This had a few significant effects: it 
optimized distribution, as women were the primary social nodes in social networks and it mitigated 
any opportunity of female exclusion, as the hierarchal structure of the community often 
disenfranchises women involvement (i.e. when initial focus groups were conducted with men and 
women present, the women would not contribute). Finally, we based our modules around the 
concept of creating a ‘Village Hero’ that embodied all of the sustainable and prosocial behaviors 
desired, but also incorporated the values and norms of the culture as revealed to us through survey 
and focus group efforts.  
The importance of understanding the social network implications does not end at the border 
of the community. To have a sufficiently viral design, the understanding of the social system should 
sufficiently be intertwined with strategies and planning. An intervention designer should understand 
how policies, technology, etc. might hinder or support the viral potency of an intervention.  Using 
modern computational methods from disciplines like systems dynamics and epidemiology, we can 
predictively model—and in some instances simulate—how a behavior may spread throughout a 
target community or population given certain actions (Centola & Macy, 2007; Forrester, 1993; Hill, 
Rand, Nowak, & Christakis, 2010; Sprague & House, 2017). Awareness of the human-ecological 
system surrounding an individual’s or group’s behavior is indispensable in the design process of any 
behavioral intervention (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Lewin, 1951; Pickering et al., 2018; Pickering & 
Sanders, 2013). Behavior never occurs in a vacuum.  
Path to Scale is Easier With Friends: Principles of Sustainable Implementation 
Another key learning from both using a participatory approach and having supporting 
partners in industry (The World Bank and The Global Environment Facility), governance 
(provincial Indonesian government), and academia (The University of Queensland), is the 
importance of trans boundary collaboration. Developing relationships with professionals who 
possess unique skills and knowledge of a specific contextual system are imperative. Having a 
network of aid promotes logistical facilitation, enhances buy-in when the network includes the 
target population, and provides vital insight into the inner machination of a circumstance. Such a 
diverse assortment of knowledge also allows for flexibility and adaptability in the implementation 
process. For example, one of the biggest barriers in our local communities was that women of our 
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program struggled with small print, which we suspect to be a combination of low literacy and no 
access to optical healthcare. Although participants insisted they could see, local facilitators provided 
a convincing case that participants indeed could not. Consequently, all resources used in the 
program mandated large print to be utilized at all times. This small detail if left unchecked would 
have undermined a large majority of our efforts, but the presence and wherewithal of local 
personnel disarmed this potential pitfall.  
Our work would not have been possible without the aid of local communities, facilitators, 
and academics with intimate knowledge of the issues, or large factions with resources to support the 
effort. Local support also ensured the continuation of our intervention without our presence. The 
social identity of the program contributed to the survival and propagation of the intervention 
through the agency of local change makers and facilitators embedded in the communities. 
Identifying these local influencers was important for the spread of desirable behavior, the 
motivation of others to be involved, and even the approval for the work to be completed (e.g. if 
local influencers were in positions of power, it was necessary to gain their approval before any real 
intervention work could take place). If we had parachuted in and explicitly told coastal communities 
what was to be done, effects likely would have been minimal and transient. 
Importance of Evidence 
A common pushback we encountered while working with these communities was the 
ineffectiveness of many of the programs that had trialed within the communities previously. The 
narrative of the criticism was that organizations would perennially arrive, try the same things as the 
last project, and then leave, claiming they had succeeded. We posit this is an overall problem with 
the development space as a whole. The schemes of funding and incentives neglect the importance of 
actual implementation and evaluation. The mechanisms currently in place reward idea generation 
and activity completion. The overall quality of implementation is often futile—the results, an 
afterthought. Organizations and funding bodies rarely care what outcomes occur years after a 
project concludes. This is a poor way to reinforce interventions, programs, and projects to prioritize 
long-term, sustainable change. It is often the case that projects or interventions are intensive for a 
short tenure and then leave unsustainable results in the wake of their departure. 
 In our work we stress the importance of planned evaluation and systems that support the 
rigorous assessment of implementation—things such as ensuring extension personnel have the tools 
and skills necessary to properly evaluate what they are intended to; or that an intervention continues 
having desirable, measurable consequences after the support and resources are reduced or 
withdrawn. This can often times be challenging, especially with behavioral interventions in low 
resource settings. These areas tend to be what we define as ‘data deserts’, places where data is 
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extremely scarce. To overcome this we generated an evaluation structure that captured a diverse 
range of data. We triangulated different sources of data—water quality, behavioral, social, 
economic, qualitative, and observable—then synthesized them into a singular results framework. 
This composite set of results gave us a realistic portrayal of outcomes. Further, we planned and 
allocated resources from the onset to assess results at additional time points after the intervention 
concluded. These frameworks of measurement were embedded into the training of the program, and 
left with the communities who could easily use them assessment tools in the future.  
The Future of Design in Behavioral Science 
The future design of modern behavioral interventions will be improved by: the capacity to 
increase sustainability with minimal resources; maintaining focus on both the individual and the 
population; and the integration evidence, theory, and participant needs in a flexible manner that 
generalizes across problems and populations. Further, the incorporation of implementation and 
evaluation protocols will be included and considered with just as much deliberation as the theories 
used to inform strategies. Designing effective and comprehensive behavior change interventions 
will begin to evolve more like strategic troubleshooting, rather than mandating unilateralism at 
various stages of design and implementation; future design will entail a semi-structured process, 
with each node in the process presenting a matrix of reasonable options. Proper training in design, 
implementation, project-management, critical thinking, and behavioral sciences will allow teams to 
make optimal decisions at any given decision-point. Thus every intervention design can 
simultaneously operate within the bounds of evidence-based practice and be uniquely tailored to 
context.  
As time moves forward new behavioral strategies will emerge as more effective than others 
in specific context or while addressing particular problems. Repositories of trials and methods will 
become robust reservoirs of past efforts. Computational methodologies that involve simulating 
outcomes before they happen may be used to more efficiently map context. And finally, behavioral 
science favorability will reach a tipping point where incorporating behavior change methods in all 
human systems will be ubiquitous.   
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“Since new developments are the products of a creative mind, we must therefore stimulate and 
encourage that type of mind in every way possible.” 
 
― George Washington Carver 
 
Chapter 5 
Translating Theory into a Complex Behavior Change Intervention Targeting Sustainability 
and Behavioral Skills 
 
This chapter is comprised of a description of the intervention designed and trialed for this 
thesis. This paper continues the design conversation presented in the previous chapter. While the 
previous chapter focused on implementation considerations, this chapter focuses on the theoretical 
underpinnings of a behavioral intervention. And how an intervention designer or a behavioral 
engineer might translate theories into tangible strategies. This chapter ties together how we 
integrated the evidence, theories, and findings from prior chapters into a comprehensive 
intervention designed both with specificity for the problems being experienced in the communities 
and generalizable principles. The methods and results provide technical details in an attempt to 
foster transparency and replication.  
Key Points 
1. A rhetorical case for the importance of behavioral interventions in low-resource spaces and 
environmental spaces.  
2. Dialogue around the processes of intervention design using concepts, models, and examples. 
Followed by a comprehensive and all-encompassing explanation of the relevant behavioral 
theories that contributed to the designed intervention. 
3. A final discussion on the merits and values of taking a rigorous behavioral based approach. 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
1. Designed the intervention 
2. Conducted the fieldwork (and associated training) being discussed in the manuscript 
3. Designed all of the included tables 
4. Wrote the below manuscript. 
 
Simmons, E. & Sanders, M.R. (in prep). Translating Theory into a Complex Behavior Change 
Intervention Targeting Sustainability and Behavioral Skills. Conservation Biology. 
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Introduction 
Experts in the field of psychology have suggested that the behavioral sciences and 
application of psychological principles could be helpful in the mitigation and reversal of adverse 
consequences from phenomena like climate change (Gifford, 2011). The foundational premise is 
that psychological and behavioral solutions can be useful when addressing global, wicked problems 
because human behavior and decision-making drives many of the hazards that threaten humanity. If 
it were possible to change human behavior then perhaps the circumstances of potential harm would 
also change. Take for example cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death worldwide (Global 
Burden of Disease Collaborative Network, 2017). It is wise to have proper systemic safeguards in 
place like treatment options, available healthcare, and effective medication. However, it is equally 
important to have people engaging in preventive lifestyle choices that minimize the risk of 
cardiovascular disease, such as—healthy diets, exercising, and avoiding toxins. These behaviors are 
often habitual choices made on a daily basis by individuals. To create a healthier society, the 
prevention and decision to engage in a healthy lifestyle is just as important as the treatment. This 
analogy can be applied to any problem at scale that implicates human behavior—the degradation 
and maintenance of the environment being a prominent example. Regulations and policies should be 
implemented to address the immediate threats to the environment. Equally so, preventive measures 
should be taken to reduce the individual and community inputs to the issue—hence preventing 
further devastation.  
We sought to design a behaviorally driven intervention to contribute to the solutions of 
global problems. Specifically, targeting environmental behaviors in coastal communities with few 
resources. The purpose of delivering low-cost, low-intensity interventions to coastal communities is 
to provide populations with little access to resources, the psychological skills, capacities, and 
characteristics necessary to adapt and live sustainably in a dynamic context. Thus when faced with 
impending uncertainties, resource shortages, and complex dilemmas—communities are well 
equipped with an arsenal of generalizable behavioral skills. We present in this paper the process of 
intervention design and resultant intervention that was delivered to low-resource coastal 
communities in Indonesia and the Philippines. 
Adapting a Successful Model 
There are proven population level approaches employing psychological principles at scale, 
for example: Triple P, a positive parenting program to reduce child maltreatment and enhance child 
outcomes (Sanders, 2012); a population level stress management intervention based on the trans-
theoretical model of change (Evers et al., 2006); and Project Cane Changer, an integrated behavioral 
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approach to reduce the nitrogen emissions of Australian farmers (Pickering et al., 2018). The 
programs have all demonstrated that behavioral sciences can be used to stimulate positive change at 
a population level when properly and systematically integrated.  
Triple P is a population scaled parenting program that seeks to improve child outcomes and 
enrich parent-child interactions (Sanders, 2012). This program, designed using social cognitive 
theory, has an extensive evidence base that spans decades (Sanders, Kirby, Tellegen, & Day, 2014); 
demonstrating that the Triple P approach to behavior change is a validated one. Triple P provides 
unique guidance of how to employ a set of coordinated behavior change strategies effectively at 
numerous scales within a population.   
The Triple P achievements toward creating beneficial outcomes across populations presents 
great potential in terms of providing transferrable methods and strategies for enhancing pro-
environmental behaviors in coastal communities. Triple P provides a wealth of models, templates, 
practices, and evidence-based tactics to design and implement successful behavior change 
interventions (Sanders, 2012; Sanders, Kirby, Tellegen, & Day, 2014). Triple P also provides a 
blueprint for dealing with the difficulties associated with creating population-level change such as 
scalability and evaluation issues (Craig et al., 2008; Michie et al., 2011, 2009), as well as lack of 
translational validity (Biglan, 2016; Dzewaltowski, Estabrooks, Klesges, Bull, & Glasgow, 2004; 
Spoth et al., 2013).  
The Triple P system provides a prototypical model of how to design a behavior change 
intervention that can be generalizable, yet uniquely tailored to the context (Pickering & Sanders, 
2013; Sanders, 2012; Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2013; Swim et al., 2009). The system also provides 
guidance on how to successfully engage individuals as end-users and beneficiaries of the 
intervention using participatory methods (Cargo & Mercer, 2008; Pickering & Sanders, 2013; 
Sanders, 2012). Participants are frequently consulted to ensure the intervention efforts are beneficial 
for them and adapted for them. The focus on the participants, the deliverers, and the system help 
effects remain constant across time. 
We identified multiple complex behavioral change interventions that could be used as 
models to be adapted for the objectives of this research. Triple-P is not the only population-scale 
behavior change program that applies a system of psychological constructs and strategies. Table 6 
below weighs the advantages and disadvantages of a few other population scaled interventions 
considered as the base model for this project. Strategies, templates, and methods were not 
exclusively derived from Triple-P. Complex interventions require many active ingredients (Michie 
et al., 2009, 2013). Consequently, intervention elements were drawn from many different sources, 
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as can be seen in Table 7. Triple-P, however, provided additional advantages beyond other 
systems of change making it the most feasible base system to start with and build from.  
Firstly, the Triple-P model has demonstrated for decades a successful path to scale, 
navigating the steps from a trial phase to population dissemination, and strong results in achieving 
behavioral change (Sanders, 2012; Sanders et al., 2014; Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2018). Secondly, 
Triple-P has a distinctive focus on the family unit. Our paradigm specifically posits that familial 
agency is a conduit of effective behavioral change via a capacity to illicit a collective protective 
response—a motivated response toward desirable behavior in order to protect future generations, 
consistent with protection motivation theory (Bockarjova & Steg, 2014; Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, & 
Rogers, 2000). Additionally, the family unit is a powerful social node that allows for individual to 
community level diffusion of behavior. Also, a focus on the family unit also allows the potential for 
behavioral adoption of future generations. Finally, we have specialized experience and knowledge 
of the Triple-P system. Adapting an intervention requires understanding and access to the 
intervention system. Poor reporting of methods, protocols, and materials, as well as inconsistent 
language in the behavioral science field renders replication and implementation difficult for many 
interventions present in the literature (Larsen et al., 2017; Michie et al., 2011, 2009; Walton, 2014; 
West et al., 2019). Making the adaptations to any model requires an intimate understanding of, and 
access to, the original system. For these reasons, Triple-P presented as the most viable behavior 
change intervention to adapt for our research objectives. 
Table 6 
A comparison of potential base population scale behavior change interventions to adapt 
Program  Advantages  Disadvantages 
Triple P 
 Decades of peer-reviewed 
evidence and support  
 Access to modifiable, flexible 
resources and materials (e.g. 
templates for resources) 
 Possesses strategies for 
multiple levels of scale 
 Uses a system of psychological 
evidence based strategies 
 Trial support and evidence 
globally—including non-
English speaking, and low-
resource populations 
 Can be delivered to 
individuals, families, 
communities, or populations 
 Focus on self-regulatory 
capacities and personal agency 
 Does not have a specific focus on 
environmental behavior 
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that equip participants with 
psychological skills for present 
and future issues 
Project 
Cane 
Changer 
 Possesses strategies for 
multiple levels of scale  
 Uses a system of psychological 
evidence based strategies 
 Focused on environmental 
behavior 
 Can be delivered to 
individuals, families, 
communities, or populations 
 Limited peer-reviewed support and 
evidence of program efficacy 
 Materials are proprietary  
 No trials with low-resource populations 
Stress 
management 
intervention 
 Successful in increasing stress 
management behaviors 
 Delivered at population scale  
 Strong peer-reviewed evidence 
 Little to no description of materials or 
intervention methods in literature 
 Focuses on a single scale (e.g. all 
intervention efforts deployed to 
individuals rather than families or 
communities) 
 Not flexible in delivery or design 
 No trials with low-resource populations  
 Does not focus on environmental 
behaviors 
Note. Primary selection criteria: access to resources and protocols, flexibility of scale (i.e. is the 
intervention capable of delivering to individuals, families, communities, etc.), defensible results in 
peer-reviewed literature, prior work with low-resource populations, and using multiple evidence 
based behavior change techniques. 
 
Global Theoretical Mechanisms   
Psychologically based interventions should seek to instill and nurture a few core 
psychological competencies that contribute to wellbeing and problems most prevalent to a given 
population—for example, coastal communities who are experiencing environmental resource 
depletion should receive an intervention aimed at environmental behavior. However, a large portion 
of intervention success can be determined on the adoption of broad psychological mechanisms. It is 
vital that individuals and groups are capable of employing generalizable skills in the face of 
complexity. There was a range of different theories that were used to design the intervention 
described in this paper. These theories were then turned into strategies that drove the delivery of the 
intervention. However, the cornerstone of the intervention can be fragmented into three core 
thematic segments: self-regulation, social systems, and psychosocial competencies. 
Self-Regulation. Experts define self-regulation differently. However, the common 
denominator of self-regulation across the literature is that self-regulation is the ability to control 
one’s behavior, cognitions, and emotions in a goal directed manner that will eventuate in outcomes 
aligned with an individual’s values. Self-regulatory skills are often associated with underlying 
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mechanisms such as: self-monitoring, suitable thresholds of standards for performing a behavior, 
motivation, and contextual judgment of behavior. The enhanced competence of self-regulation has 
been linked to a vast range of desirable outcomes, such as: the ability to raise successful and 
competent children (Sanders, 2012; Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2018); the capacity to attain one’s 
goals while maintaining sufficient motivation (Latham & Locke, 1991; Locke & Latham, 2002; 
Wieber, Thürmer, & Gollwitzer, 2012); and adhering to healthy behaviors in the face of challenging 
circumstances (Hagger & Luszczynska, 2014; Manjunatha & Saddichha, 2011; Mann, de Ridder, & 
Fujita, 2013). These are a few examples of the extensive benefits self-regulation competency 
provides.  
An enhancement of self-regulation skills not only aids in the mastery of target behaviors, but 
can also be generalized to other domains of life that can produce positive benefits (Smithers et al., 
2018). Increasing self-regulation, personal agency, and volitional control of behavior is an essential 
means to promote sustained change. Consequently, empowering the ability to make a preferable 
decision, stay motivated amidst adversity, and monitor behavior, as an autonomous agent of action 
is crucial for any intervention effort. 
Social systems approach. Behavior does not occur in a void or a social vacuum and in most 
cases is heavily influenced by the people that surround the actor. Theories such as the human 
ecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) have been used for decades to demonstrate how the social 
systems that surround us affect our behavior and influence our development. Building from this, 
adjacent social theories have exhibited utility in both offering an understanding of behavior and 
revealing how to influence it. Two theories, in addition to the foundations of the human ecological 
model, were vital to intervention development—social identity theory and social norms. 
 At the cornerstone of deliberation were considerations of how social influences played a role 
in shaping emergent behaviors (i.e. communicative behaviors, environmental behaviors, etc.). 
Social identity theory analyzes how group identifications and the process of identifying with a 
group (their values, attitudes, cognitions, and behaviors) can shape one’s own perspective of the 
world and influence their behavior (Fritsche et al., 2018; Haslam et al., 2012; Jetten, Haslam, & 
Alexander, 2012; Postmes, Haslam, & Swaab, 2005). Social norms of the group provide a 
prescriptive codex that deciphers in any given context how an ideal member of the group would 
perceive the situation or behave (Cialdini et al., 1991; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Schultz et al., 2007). 
Norms provide heuristic instructions that allow members of the community to quickly adhere to 
social sanctions and standards of the group.  
 The focus on social identity allowed us to produce intervention examples and activities that 
matched values already established within the target population. Thus, when they received the 
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intervention all of the content seemed endogenously driven, as opposed to exogenous 
encroachments on their worldview. It also provided us the ability to formulate an archetype that 
represented the most cherished ideals of the community, while also aligning with pro-environmental 
and prosocial behaviors. Social norms played an equally imperative role. We realized that to treat 
individual behavior in a collective society there had to be changes made to the social guidelines that 
govern what one should and should not do.  
Psychosocial competencies. In the literature psychosocial competencies are frequently 
referred to as non-cognitive skills, soft skills, or psychological competencies. The terms are used 
interchangeably throughout this thesis. These competencies refer to specific aptitudes that lie 
outside the range of cognitive capacities (i.e. intelligence), but are still highly linked to life 
outcomes, achievements, wellbeing, and health (Smithers et al., 2018). These competencies are 
skills such as goal setting; conscientiousness; emotional regulation; delay of gratification; critical 
thinking (executive function); and perceptions of responsibility (Moffitt et al., 2011; Smithers et al., 
2018). It is noted in the literature that there is a wide diversity in defining the exact parameters of 
what skills and traits constitute a psychosocial competency (Heckman & Kautz, 2012). However, 
these skills have demonstrable outcomes on health and life outcomes. Further, the cultivation of 
these skills is essential to the sustained productivity and advancement of civilizations. The 
investment in human capital provides insurance for future prosperity. Investing in building these 
skills during a behavioral intervention is key because these skills are generalizable. Like self-
regulation, the mastery of psychosocial competencies can permeate to other domains of life beyond 
the target behaviors of an intervention. Further, instilling these psychosocial skills in the current 
generations creates an opportunity for extension to subsequent generations. For example, teaching 
goal setting to parents creates the prospect they will pass these skills on to their children. Thus 
providing the next generation with the psychological capacities and resilience factors they will need 
to adapt to any aversive scenarios in the future. 
Methods  
Individuals and groups carrying out applied and action research are now charged with 
considering design and implementation implications as well as evidence based practice; with recent 
research suggesting that implementation and delivery is an equally important determinant of success 
as evidence-based strategies (Biglan, 2016; Fixsen et al., 2009; Nilsen, 2015; Pickering & Sanders, 
2013). Interventions should be culturally sensitive, accessible to the target population, economically 
viable, gender inclusive, generalizable, replicable, and participatory in the construction phases. We 
used a co-design approach to help ensure representation of the target population and suitability of 
the delivery methods (Cargo & Mercer, 2008).  
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Design by Participatory Approach—Classification Using the Ladder of Participation 
 Prior research has demonstrated the importance of participatory approaches to research and 
interventions in motivating sustainable behavior (Münger & Riemer, 2012; O’Doherty & Hodgetts, 
2019). Participatory approaches to intervention development and implementation provides a range 
of added benefits to behavior change interventions, such as: encouraging ownership within the 
target population; insuring interventions deployed are inclusive, culturally sensitive, and likely to be 
resilient; and aligning the values and identity of the intervention with the target population (Cargo & 
Mercer, 2008; Pickering et al., 2018). These benefits, among others, make participatory approaches 
critical to intervention design.  
 This is not to state, however, that a participatory approach mandates unequivocal reliance on 
input from the target population. When designing an intervention and the collection of strategies 
that will be used to reach targeted outcomes, intervention designers should maintain a certain degree 
of discretion. Expertise should be reliably consulted. The Ladder of Participation model provides a 
classification scheme of participatory research that sufficiently defines our process of incorporating 
target population feedback (Arnstein, 1969). At the top of the ladder the target population operates 
with the highest level of authority—where the group of “citizens” are in control. Juxtaposing this, at 
the bottom of the ladder an authority figure or power holder makes unilateral decisions in what may 
be perceived as a manipulative manner (Arnstein, 1969). 
 Our methods fit slightly below full citizen control, around the citizen participation strata 
(rung six of eight on the ladder). The approach we took inextricably involved, and mandated, the 
inclusion of our target population to develop the intervention. Prior to any research being 
conducted, scoping trips and initial dialogues served as a baseline to establish a collaborative 
paradigm with our local partners. In these initial trips, rules were set in place to ensure local 
acceptance of the process, local concerns were discussed, and communities articulated what they 
believed they most needed.  
After these exchanges came a research phase that helped further clarify what local 
communities desired through the lens of psychological theory and rigorous methodology. Surveys 
and focus groups were conducted and then synthesized with initial conversations and recommended 
behavior change strategies identified in the literature. No single source of insight could be depended 
upon independently to design the intervention. This intervention required a high degree of nuance 
and creativity just as much as it required an evidence base. Consequently, a method where 
intervention designers relied solely on the evidence to craft strategies was not appropriate for 
context because many characteristics of our population were unique. Equally, depending exclusively 
on the few conversations and studies conducted at the onset of the process would not be advised 
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because a wealth of evidence already exists. Therefore, relying on expert intuition to discern 
when to rely on local knowledge, initial dialogues, preliminary research, or well-established 
evidence was crucial to the construction of the intervention. Research has suggested that once a 
circumstance reaches a threshold of uncertainty expert intuition can augment available evidence to 
inform decision-making (Kahneman & Klein, 2009; Simmons & Nelson, 2006). In our context, 
where there is an absence of objective cues that reliably lead to subsequent outcomes, evidence in 
the literature, evidence gained researching the specific scenario, and expert intuition were all 
necessary elements to determine the best behavioral strategies. 
Intervention Format 
The intervention was designed to be sequential, with Modules 1 and 2 completed day one, 
followed by a 2-4 day break where participants are expected to attain and track the goals set in 
Module 2. Finishing with Modules 3 and 4 on the second day of intervention delivery. It is crucial 
that modules be completed in order as each module builds conceptually off prior blocks. The 
intervention was delivered by untrained individuals embedded within the community (e.g. local 
women). These facilitators had no prior background or expertise in behavioral sciences or 
facilitation. It has been shown that such untrained individuals can be reliably trained to deliver 
health related, psychological intervention (Rahman et al., 2013). The program designers consist of a 
clinical psychologist and a doctoral candidate in the field of psychology. 
Result: Intervention Theory and Change Techniques 
The goal of the intervention presented in this paper is to take lessons from successful models 
like Triple P and use the household unit as a conduit to activate a protective response toward 
families, the community, and the environment. Techniques of change have been derived from a 
variety of sources—based off of the behavior change technique taxonomy (Michie et al., 2013), 
successful models of population focused behavior change interventions like Triple P (Sanders, 
2012), meta-analyses of successful strategies to increase pro-environmental behaviors (Steg, 
Bolderdijk, et al., 2014; Steg & Vlek, 2009; Varotto & Spagnolli, 2017), and strategies designed 
specifically for low-resource coastal communities derived from initial participatory diagnosis 
studies (see prior chapters). All technical, physical content can be found in appendix A. Table 7 
provides a comprehensive overview of each activity completed during the intervention, as well as 
how it is supported by the literature and corresponding theories. This table provides a glimpse into 
the process of bringing theories from the behavioral science space into applied practice. The 
theories selected are those that had an integral role in the design of the intervention implemented 
and evaluated.  
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Behavior change techniques are described and categorized using terminology established 
from the Behavior Change Technique Clustered taxonomy (Michie et al., 2013). Techniques with 
no direct categorization label from the Behavior Change Technique taxonomy are provided with in-
table descriptions. The sequence throughout the table follows an identical narrative: the theory of 
focus is presented; evidence for theoretical importance and inclusion is discussed; the activity the 
participants experience is described; that activity is then categorized using the behavior change 
technique clustered taxonomy. The table is presented in chronological fashion that participants 
would experience the program (i.e. module one, theory one, activity one precedes module one, 
theory two, activity two). The activities are discussed below as having a single underlying focus or 
driving theory, although often activities rely on a mixture of theories or prior activities to maximize 
effectiveness.  
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Table 7 
Intervention Theory, Importance, and Behavior Change Strategies 
Module Theories Evidence 
Change Strategy or Technique 
(P or A) B 
Module 1: 
My Village 
Identifying 
Barriers and 
Levers 
 Community based social marketing theory 
suggest for changes in behavior to be viable, it is 
essential to establish drivers and barriers to 
change. This is known as a barriers and levers 
analysis. In this module (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000) 
 Force field analyses is a process of identification 
for drivers and barriers before behavior change 
can take place (Lewin, 1951) 
 Environmental psychology literature has 
established the importance of understanding the 
driving determinants that surround a problem 
that implicates environmental behavior, before 
devising behavioral solutions (Quimby & 
Angelique, 2011; Steg, Perlaviciute, Van Der 
Werff, & Lurvink, 2014) 
 Post introductory activities, participants are 
taken through a variety of discussions and 
activities to help them identify some of the 
internal and external factors that inhibit them 
from dealing with the plastic waste around 
their village. We have participants engage in 
an individualized barriers and levers analysis 
to get a better understanding of contextual 
factors. A 
 Technique Categorization (Barriers and levers 
analysis, Force field analysis) 
Human 
Ecological 
Model 
 In the consideration of human behavior and 
development, the social-ecological infrastructure 
surrounding the behaving agent in focus must be 
addressed, considered, and understood. That is, 
the many structural and social aspects 
surrounding an individual have monumental 
affects on development and behavior 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979) 
 Participants are asked to complete a checklist 
that allows them to conceptualize the 
contextual factors that may impede their 
ability to behave sustainably towards the 
environment. A 
 Technique Categorization (Behavioral 
barriers checklist)  
Psychological 
Distance  
 The psychological or cognitive distance placed 
between an observer and an event or object can 
have direct implications on how the observer 
behaves in relation to said event or object. In our 
 A mixture of discussions and activity that 
aids in reducing the psychological space 
between participants and their natural world. 
Bridging the gap with examples and 
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case, those who feel environmental outcomes are 
distal to their lives may feel less inclined to act 
(Trope & Liberman, 2010). Prior research has 
suggested psychological distance plays a large 
role in context of environmental behavior, 
specifically in relation to climate change. The 
psychological distance, or perceptions of 
detachment from the issue, decreases the 
likelihood of positive action (McDonald et al., 
2015; Singh et al., 2017; Spence et al., 2012) 
formulations of how their lives and the health 
of the environment are interconnected and 
interdependent. Participants are led through a 
guided discussion with questions addressing 
why garbage is a problem (see below activity 
for related detail). P & A 
 Technique Categorization (Social and 
environmental consequences) 
Episodic and 
Affective 
Future thinking  
 Systematically thinking and projecting into the 
future can be a useful mechanism for goal 
attainment, decision-making, and reaching 
positive behavioral outcomes (Atance & O’neill, 
2001; Schacter, Benoit, & Szpunar, 2017) 
 Participants complete an affective forecasting 
exercise where participants are asked to list 
and detail how they themselves and those 
around them might benefit from a cleaner 
environment in the future. A 
 Technique Categorization (Pros and Cons; 
Comparative imagining of future outcomes) 
Module 2: 
My Actions 
Social Identity 
Theory (SIT) 
 Identifying with a group can have profound 
impacts on feelings of self-efficacy, personal 
control, and confidence in capability. Promoting 
identification with the right groups can 
encourage desirable behavior, and further 
empower individuals with a sense of agency and 
control (Greenaway et al., 2015). Employing 
approaches consistent with SIT can have a strong 
influence on environmental attitudes, beliefs, and 
behavior. Behavior perpetually occurs in the 
context of social systems. Utilizing norms, 
identity, and the interplay of social group 
dynamics can be a powerful means to encourage 
pro-environmental, prosocial, and healthy 
behaviors (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016) 
 
 Module 2 opens with discussions of what it 
takes to be a village hero. This exercise is 
meant to create a novel, prototypical common 
identity that participants can share. Namely, 
we identify and highlight five key 
characteristics of a village hero—protecting 
the environment, solving problems, 
maintaining positive relationships, trying 
your best, and taking care of yourself. This 
social construction is meant to both set a 
standard for the type of behavior expected of 
an exemplary intervention participant and to 
provide a simple framework of desirable 
values participants can exemplify and model. 
P 
 We use verbal persuasion methods to insist 
that this archetype is one attainable by all 
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participants active in the intervention. The 
achievement of the ‘Village Hero’ identity 
comes with the expectation of environmental 
stewardship among the many psychosocial 
changes anticipated. P 
 This identity construction builds on 
introductory content introduced in Module 1 
that articulates building blocks to live a 
“happy, healthy, and productive” life, as well 
as the “keys to a successful future” presented. 
P  
 Technique Categorization (Identity associated 
with behavior change; Identification of self as 
role model) 
Self-Regulation  The importance of self-regulatory capacity is the 
core element of the program. Self-regulation is 
related to desirable life outcomes and volitional 
behavioural control. Further, having strong 
regulatory skills is a vital prerequisite to 
maintaining behavior over time (Bandura, 1991; 
Karoly, 2012; Smithers et al., 2018) 
 Self-regulatory abilities are the primary 
underlying mechanisms of MFMO. We 
define what high functioning self-regulatory 
capacities entail and express the importance 
of these skills. Primarily, we deconstruct self-
regulation into five sub-components—self-
sufficiency, self-efficacy, self-management, 
personal agency, and solving problems. The 
groundwork established here is integrated 
into later activities. P 
 Technique Categorization [As discussed in-
text self-regulatory mechanisms, agency, and 
cognitive control are of the most influential to 
maintaining desirable behavior and achieving 
desirable life outcomes (Sanders, 2012; 
Smithers et al., 2018)] 
Perceived 
Behavioral 
Control 
 The degree to which an individual perceives that 
they can effectively carry out an action is 
reflective of the perceived, and sometimes real, 
determinants of whether an individual intends to 
 Participants examine in small sub-groups 
examples provided in the workbook of small 
actions they are capable of completing that 
would exemplify the traits of a village hero. 
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engage in a behavior (Ajzen, 1991, 2002) This provides them with exemplars of 
desirable behavior as well as reinforcing the 
belief that these actions are attainable and 
unencumbered by perceived obstacles. A 
 Technique Categorization [Generalization of 
a target behavior (i.e. plastic reduction to 
other environmentally sustainable behaviors)] 
Self- and 
Collective- 
Efficacy 
 The confidence and perceived competence an 
individual or group possesses regarding a 
specific behavior or class of behaviors. This 
psychological factor is vital to the decision to 
engage in a specific behavior and the subsequent 
maintenance of behavior (Ajzen, 2002; Bandura, 
1977a, 1997) 
 Individually, participants are asked to list 
specific actions that they can engage in to be 
a village hero and are confident in their 
ability to carry out. A 
 Technique Categorization (Verbal persuasion 
to boost self-efficacy; behavioral 
commitment) 
Goal Setting 
and Action 
Planning 
 The ability to set goals and action plan 
effectively is highly linked to adhering to those 
goals and behavioral attainment of those goals. 
Effective goal setting also aids in reducing future 
discounting of outcomes (Hagger & 
Luszczynska, 2014; Latham & Locke, 1991; 
Locke & Latham, 2002, 2006; Mann et al., 
2013). Setting effective goals has implications 
for both environmental behaviors and general 
life outcomes. The ability to track, maintain, and 
achieve goals in the near and distant future can 
increase a range of desirable behaviors for the 
environment and families 
 
 Participants are taught how to create a 
behavior tracking chart and how to set goals 
that are specific, measurable, attainable, 
realistic, and time-oriented. They are then 
asked to set three goals for them to achieve 
before they return for Day 2. They are 
encouraged to set goals based on the above 
self-efficacy exercise. The first goal is pre-set 
by the intervention ‘Collect one full bag of 
plastic waste and bring it back to Day 2.’ A 
 Technique Categorization (feedback on 
behaviour; self-monitoring of behavior; 
behavioral commitment) 
Positive 
Reinforcement  
 Incentive structures and consequences are key 
aspects of increasing and decreasing frequency 
of behavior. The ability by which one can 
behaviorally engineer an environment to change 
antecedents and consequences can have drastic 
affects on observed behavior (Skinner, 1938) 
 Participants who completed their first goal 
during the 2-3 day break between Day 1 and 
2 (e.g. brought a full bag of collected plastic 
back on Day 2) received $2 AUD. Facilitators 
also praised the attainment of the goal as a 
section of the first activity in Module 3. 
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Participants then engage in discussion about 
the goals they set as review segment of 
Module 3, to support each other as well as 
compare enablers and limitations to goal 
completion. A 
 Technique Categorization (Material reward; 
social reward; incentive; review behavior 
goals; feedback on behavior; social support 
practical and general) 
Module 3: 
My Family 
Prosociality and 
Social 
Competence 
 Encouraging prosocial behavior is important for 
communal functioning and resilience. 
Additionally, enhanced social competence can 
lead to more adaptive and interactive 
communities. The ability to connect and help 
others within the same social network can have a 
range of beneficial outcomes for mental health, 
cohesion, and addressing difficult issues that 
may arise (Bar-Tal, 1976; Biglan & Glenn, 2013; 
Rose-Krasnor, 1997; Wilson, O’Brien, & Sesma, 
2009) 
 
 Participants hear about the importance and 
breadth of having healthy relationships (i.e. 
relationships extend past the family unit, but 
also include community, the environment, 
etc.). Participants are then encouraged to 
contribute personal examples of important 
relationships. P 
 Participants are then encouraged to discuss 
how improving those relationships may 
improve their lives. Participants are then 
asked to work together to generate examples 
of how working together in their social 
networks could contribute to solving larger 
community issues. A  
 Technique Categorization (Social support 
emotional, general, and practical; 
Restructuring the social environment) 
Positive 
Relationships 
and 
Communication 
 The importance of positive relationships and 
positive communication skills, especially within 
the family unit, are critical for future 
developmental outcomes for children. These 
skills also dictate the ease adults navigate their 
most proximal social circles. Having the skills to 
effectively communicate and build positive 
relationships allows families and communities to 
 Participants engage in a role-play that is 
meant to highlight the differences of positive 
and negative communication through active 
listening skills and positive framing. They 
perform these role-plays for their groups in a 
safe and encouraging environment where they 
can receive feedback from facilitators 
immediately. A 
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reach favorable outcomes (Sanders, 2012; 
Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2018) 
 
 Technique Categorization (Behavioral 
rehearsal/practice; Modelling of the behavior) 
Social Norms  Research has suggested norms play a formative 
role in establishing and maintaining 
environmental behaviors (Klöckner, 2013) 
 Norms are the unspoken rules of social systems 
that govern behavior. Norms are predictive of 
how we intend to behave. Norms play a strong 
role in governing behavior in social systems 
(Ajzen, 1991; Cialdini, 2007; Reno, Cialdini, & 
Kallgren, 1993; Schultz et al., 2007) 
 Participants close Module 3 with a reflection 
activity on how they can make positive 
communication more dynamic in their lives 
and how they can establish norms of positive 
interaction within their networks. A 
 Technique Categorization (Restructuring the 
social environment) 
Module 4: 
My Future 
Problem 
Solving and 
Critical 
Thinking 
 Problem solving and critical thinking are 
identified as trainable and modifiable life skills 
with a range of positive outcomes such as 
emotional expressions, coping with stress, and 
effective child rearing. The behavioral process of 
problem solving—that is analyzing a situation, 
identifying a range of alternative responses, and 
selecting the most effective response—is an 
adaptive skill that helps foster desirable future 
outcomes. (D’zurilla & Goldfried, 1971; 
Smithers et al., 2018; UNICEF, 2012; WHO, 
1999). Considering the dynamic and enduring 
problems environmental degradation will likely 
cause, having a core set of critical thinking and 
problem solving skills will be essential for 
selecting optimal behavioral responses 
 Participants are provided a reduced model of 
problem solving and then asked to apply this 
model to a problem they may be experiencing 
in their lives. The facilitator guides this 
process and then feedback is incorporated in 
as the group shares the problem they selected 
and their solution process. A 
 Technique Categorization (Problem Solving; 
Coping Planning) 
Self-Care  Practices of self-care have been linked to 
outcomes such as increased self-efficacy and 
resilience, as well as decreased compassion 
fatigue, anxiety, and burnout. In circumstances 
similar to those faced by participants in low-
resource communities facing anthropogenic 
 The importance of self-care is explained. 
Participants are taught the difference between 
positive and negative self-talk. P 
 Participants are then asked to list activities 
they enjoy doing. A 
 Technique Categorization (Self-talk; Self-
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Note. A Extra theories that informed design, but were not represented in an explicit activity.  
B P or A denotes whether the activity the participants engaged in was Passive (primarily driven and 
delivered through the facilitator) or Active (primarily led by participant’s own effort and experiences, 
with minimally sufficient support from facilitators).  
pressures, the capacity for adaptive resilience 
and stress management is crucial (Bender & 
Ingram, 2018; Gharaibeh, Gajewski, Al-smadi, 
& Boyle, 2016; Moore, Bledsoe, Perry, & 
Robinson, 2011) 
affirmation; Self-care) 
 
 
Referential 
Theories A 
Psychological 
Resilience 
 Resilience is an important psychological factor 
that allows individuals to positively adapt to 
changes, make decisions under stress, and cope 
with large life changes. Given the severity of the 
challenges faced by our target population the 
ability to remain psychologically resilient is a 
functional mechanism to adjust and cope with 
difficulties (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013; Ong, 
Bergeman, Bisconti, & Wallace, 2006) 
N/A 
Self-
Determination 
Theory 
 The importance of SDT played an integral role in 
developing content in relation to self-regulation and 
self-efficacy. Primarily in consideration to how 
activities, content, or skill-building could enhance 
autonomy, competence, and relatedness within our 
sample (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000) 
N/A 
Elaboration 
Likelihood 
Model 
 Having both central and peripheral routes of 
persuasion can increase the likelihood of a message 
being internalized and foster greater effectiveness. 
This aided in design and messaging (Petty & 
Cacioppo, 1986) 
N/A 
Design 
Thinking 
 Taking into consideration numerous disciplines, as 
well as system relevant features in the design and 
delivery of our intervention. Design thinking 
allowed for forecasting of intervention effects 
(Brown & Katz, 2009) 
N/A 
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Discussion 
 The thesis of this paper is easily graspable—behavioral solutions should be integrated into 
plans and actions to address global problems; further, there are models accessible in practice and in 
literature of design, implementation, and dissemination that can function as prototypes for future 
interventions that rely on behavioral science. Adapting the best practice strategies and incorporating 
salient literature can be difficult. In some instances, especially novel context, the translation from 
theory to execution may require a high threshold of expertise. Nevertheless, engineering complex 
behavioral solutions is possible and key to tackling dilemmas that find their origin in human 
behavior or human systems. Additionally, progenitors in the field have generated a wealth of insight 
into how interventions can be effective in modifying behavior at scale.  
 Engineering interventions similar to this must retain its rigor, however there needs to be an 
obligatory interval of flexibility to each specific scenario (i.e. in aspects like scale, strategies, 
delivery conduit, theories used, etc.). Behavioral solutions should be approached more like lawyers 
or doctors approach individual cases. There must be a core set of skills, competencies, and 
knowledge that are indispensable to an expert. Although each case or diagnosis may warrant a 
different selection of options from a matrix of evidence based alternatives. The compilation of 
theories and strategies used that create a composite intervention should be as simple and defensible 
as possible (e.g. more experimental or novel theories and strategies should be used sparingly). Just 
as medication must be scrutinized with years of testing before sufficient evidence is gathered. There 
should be an easy to follow pathway from theory to deployed intervention. The more links or nodes 
required to transition from theory to practice, the more potential for volatility in efficacy. Coupling 
well researched strategies with consistent research and development ensures that interventions stay 
up-to-date with scientific findings, while simultaneously adding to the evidence base and trialing 
new strategies that require validation. 
Behavioral solutions provide practical steps to close the gap between what is and what ought 
to be. The gap itself is well defined, yet there is an absence of translational ability to get from the 
negative trends currently experienced and the desired outcomes recommended by the models 
articulated precisely by other disciplines. Behavioral approaches are pragmatic and unique in that 
they focus on the human dimensions of issues like environmental degradation by incorporating the 
science of human behavior. The reason issues of degradation have persisted is that we, as a whole, 
have been approaching these dilemmas as an environmental problem, wherein more information 
about the ecological system will equate to positive outcomes. This is not to say more information 
about the biome is irrelevant or systems of economics and governance need not be addressed. These 
solutions are just as valuable as what we suggest. We propose problems like environmental decline 
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is just as much human problem—with etiology in individual and group behavior—wherein 
dealing the antecedent inputs and consequential outputs of degradation as they apply to people are 
the key approaches to eliminating the issue. 
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“Those who have a 'why' to live, can bear with almost any 'how'.” 
 
—Viktor Frankl 
 
Chapter 6 
An Evidence Based Behavior Change Intervention to Reduce Plastic Waste and Enhance 
Wellbeing: Alpha and Beta Trials in Indonesia and Philippines 
 
Transitioning from the previous two chapters, this chapter reports the results from both 
intervention trials (Indonesia and Philippines). Reporting guidelines are in accordance with the 
TiDier intervention checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014), new guidelines for group based behavior 
change interventions (GB-BCI) (Borek, Abraham, Smith, Greaves, & Tarrant, 2015),  and 
applicable segments of CONSORT guidelines of intervention reporting (Grant et al., 2018). An 
individual guideline-reporting scheme would not be sufficient to capture the breadth of the 
intervention. Consequently, a hybrid-reporting scheme was used to maximize detail. The aim being 
that with the detail included replication is possible. 
Key Points 
1. An investigation of the psychometric indicators used to assess the intervention designed for 
this thesis 
2. Reconnecting findings with intervention objectives and investigating links between findings 
and theoretical foundations used to design the intervention 
3. A discussion of the implications, limitations, and future directions of applied behavior and 
psychosocial mechanisms in future global solutions. 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
1. Designed the intervention 
2. Conducted the fieldwork (and associated training) being discussed in the manuscript 
3. Designed and administered the questionnaire used for assessment 
4. Entered and analyzed all data 
5. Wrote the below manuscript. Designed all of the included tables and graphics. 
 
Simmons, E. & Sanders, M.R. (in prep). An Evidence Based Behavior Change Intervention to 
Reduce Plastic Waste and Enhance Wellbeing: Alpha and Beta Trials in Indonesia and Philippines. 
Conservation Biology.  
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Introduction 
Coastal communities face extremely high-risk circumstances. These communities face 
anthropogenic threats from global warming and ecological degradation, which could reduce their 
fish stocks and primary source of subsistence by up to 80% within the next hundred years (Asch, 
Cheung, & Reygondeau, 2017); pose direct threats to their capacity maintain their places of 
residence (Missirian & Schlenker, 2017); and pose hazards to their physical and mental health 
(Clayton et al., 2017; Fritze et al., 2008; Landrigan et al., 2017). These threats are exacerbated by 
their unilateral reliance on marine resources (WWF, 2015).  
When processing all of the potential hazards some, like global warming, may be outside the 
control of low-resource coastal communities. However others, like plastic waste is equally produced 
from external and internal sources. Waste management practices in these communities generate an 
inordinate amount of damage to environments that these coastal communities depend on. Plastic has 
presented as one of the most significant human driven issues of the modern epoch (Geyer et al., 
2017; Jambeck et al., 2015; Lamb et al., 2018). Macro- and micro-plastics introduce various 
negative environmental and health dangers to human populations who rely on oceans for 
subsistence (Cole, Lindeque, Halsband, & Galloway, 2011; Lamb et al., 2018; Seltenrich, 2015; 
Thompson et al., 2009). 
At its core, plastic emissions are both a byproduct of mass-production and individual 
consumption. Plastics enter the ocean via a range of avenues. While it may seem trite to address 
individual contributions to plastic emissions, if small shifts in human behavior globally can reduce 
the volume of plastic emissions—we may begin to see positive trends in marine ecosystem health 
and an abundant growth of ecosystem services (Sheavly & Register, 2007; Williamson et al., 2018). 
Further, the importance of reducing one’s plastic emissions may promote other eco-friendly and 
sustainable behaviors, for example decisions made in the marketplace, voting for policies or 
ordinances in favor of environmental outcomes, and increased awareness for the natural world. This 
spillover effect could have consequences that exceed the targeted behaviors (Margetts & Kashima, 
2017; Truelove et al., 2014).  
Low-resource communities around the globe are left vulnerable by the exposure to 
exogenous issues such as migrating fish stocks due to global warming, but also various endogenous 
threats as well such as ocean plastics and destructive fishing practices that degrade marine 
ecosystems (Landrigan et al., 2017; Pet-soede et al., 1999). It will be necessary to institute global 
solutions to begin reducing anthropogenic destruction, but communities in the short-term must rely 
on the human capital within their own networks to pursue sustainable solutions—bottom-up, 
community driven approaches toward sustainability and communal functioning will be imperative 
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to insulate and prepare low-resource communities who will experience the effects of threats such 
as plastic pollution.  
Populations at Risk 
Populations with few resources on the extreme end of the spectrum have unique sets of 
complications that make the threats to marine ecosystems more severe. Often, research around 
solutions are based around westernized, educated, industrialized, rich, and developed countries—
also known as WEIRD populations (Henrich et al., 2017). The proposed strategies are often not 
applicable to the most vulnerable of populations, for example driving less frequently or conserving 
electricity. The communities and populations most at risk are underrepresented in the literature. 
Our implementation and research took place in two locations—Selayar Island, a small 
province within an Indonesian archipelago in south Sulawesi. The communities on Selayar are 
facing extreme risk factors currently with the majority of their subsistence, approximately 50%, 
being based around marine resources and aquaculture (BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017). According to a 
recent census done by the department of Indonesia statistics (2017), Selayar has limited access to 
clean water, stable electricity, reliable infrastructure, healthcare, or education. Our second location, 
El Nido, Philippines, has a similar reliance on marine aquaculture for livelihoods, minimal access to 
resources, and low average education rates—according to the Philippines Statistics Authority (PSA) 
(PSA, 2018). Islands like Selayar and El Nido will be the first to experience the consequences of 
anthropogenic pressures. It may be too late to equip these islands with the infrastructure or channels 
of welfare they will need to adapt to global challenges. Although, it may be possible to provide 
them with the psychological capacities, prosocial skills, and resiliency factors necessary to adjust to 
upcoming changes.  
It is no longer sufficient as a conservation effort to identify loss of biodiversity. The 
conservation sciences have identified the need for more behaviorally based interventions (Teel et 
al., 2018). Additionally the efficacy of macro policy initiatives to reduce plastic waste is often 
shown to be negligible, ineffective, or not reported all together (Xanthos & Walker, 2017). 
Conversely, meta analyses on behavioral interventions have shown environmental alterations to 
households, social modeling, and combined interventions to effectively reduce waste (Varotto & 
Spagnolli, 2017); and increasing recycling behaviors can have beneficial affects on waste reduction 
(Hopewell, Dvorak, & Kosior, 2009). Similarly, macro enforcement policies in Indonesia have been 
ineffective in reducing destructive fishing, resulting in high rates of non compliant fishing 
behaviors; though models of community based enforcement and empowering local ownership have 
shown to be effective in increasing fishing compliance rates (Dirhamsyah, 2005). Action needs to 
be taken to address, mitigate, and reverse as much damage as possible. It is wholly justified to begin 
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sowing the seeds of preventive measures to ensure the future protection of the biosphere. As 
encouraged with recent models of translational, applied research, it is crucial to engage with 
stakeholders, beneficiaries, and intended intervention targets to foster sustainability, buy-in, and 
efficacy (Pickering & Sanders, 2013; Sanders, 2012; Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2018). 
Contributions to Literature and Objectives 
The alpha intervention trial had two primary objectives: 1) to reduce plastic waste and 
destructive fishing methods in Southeast Asian coastal communities, while simultaneously 
promoting sustainable behaviors; and 2) to increase psychosocial (non-cognitive) skills such as 
critical thinking, goal setting, positive communication, and health related behaviors in low-resource 
communities that have been demonstrated to have a link to positive life outcomes (Sanders, 2012; 
Sanders & Mazzucchelli, 2018; Smithers et al., 2018; UNICEF, 2012; WHO, 1999). The aim of the 
beta trial in the Philippines was to implement and evaluate the intervention in an untested context, 
thus establishing cross-context generalizability and accumulating evidence for intervention efficacy. 
Psychological interventions have value in addressing issues such as ecological resource 
management—among many other problems with core underpinnings based in behavior. The aim is 
that employing a psychologically evidence based intervention will help improve sustainable practice 
in low-resource coastal communities—specifically behaviors related to the ecosystem, wellbeing, 
life skills, health, and waste management. Additionally, increases in cognitive, behavioral, and 
psychological skills should be viewed as preventive measures to future dilemmas, as individuals 
continue to exhibit desirable behaviors, populations will adapt and thrive in dynamic systems. 
Recent studies have suggested psychological and behavioral solutions are imperative to 
conservation and environmental outcomes. There is an emerging body of literature that 
demonstrates the need for psychological solutions to increase sustainable behaviors (Derksen & 
Gartrell, 1993; Dietz, Gardner, Gilligan, Stern, & Vandenbergh, 2009; Dwyer et al., 1993; Hall et 
al., 2013; Kazdin, 2009; Romanach, Hall, & Cook, 2014; Steg, Bolderdijk, et al., 2014). Even more 
precisely, the application of behavioral sciences to low to middle income countries like rice paddy 
farmers in Sri Lanka to enhance environmental outcomes (Truelove et al., 2015).   
Methods and Materials 
The Sustainable Actions Checklist 
 Evaluating behavioral interventions with multiple objectives can be a difficult process (Craig 
et al., 2008; Michie et al., 2011). There have been calls in the space of measurement to introduce 
more diverse and reflective metrics to investigate wellbeing and shifts of behavior in 
implementation and public health sciences (Craig et al., 2008; Graham, Laffan, & Pinto, 2018; 
Michie et al., 2009). To sufficiently address this challenging task, we designed an inventory we call 
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the Sustainable Actions Checklist (SAC). The SAC is comprised of items that are necessary to 
investigate the target objectives. All items are evidence-informed or derived directly from validated 
inventories. Each item, or index of items, aims to capture certain psychological indicators, 
mechanisms, determinants, and factors that are implicated in sustainable actions and wellbeing.  
The reason for a checklist that ranges across many competencies, psychological 
mechanisms, and psychological skills is that the behaviors possess a complex array of underlying 
drivers. To engage in sustainable behaviors and to have the psychological tools necessary to 
enhance wellbeing is a multivariate algorithm. There are a number of enablers and inhibitors—both 
individual and group factors—that may encourage or dissuade an individual from attempting a 
behavior. An individual’s perception of efficacy, their social identity, and their relationships all 
work synergistically to drive an individual to a threshold of action. Consequently, multiple facets of 
psychological functioning should be taken in context. For example, if one has a strong sense of 
identity that aligns with sustainable livelihoods, but has low perceptions of efficacy for sustainable 
behaviors, the individual may not engage in sustainable behaviors. Conversely, depending on the 
strength of identity alignment or group norms, perhaps this perception overrides inadequate feeling 
of efficacy, and the individual does engage in sustainable behavior. It is a constant balance of 
numerous factors that lead to behavior. Thus, the measurement of disparate variables should be 
taken into account when measuring the utility and effectiveness of an intervention. 
Based on the theories employed to design the intervention and the objectives of the 
intervention, we believe the questions used in the SAC are the most reasonable and manageable 
items for our target population. The items range across important psychosocial factors and 
perceived frequency of behavior interpreted as proxies for engagement in actual sustainable 
behavior. The initial inventory used in our Selayar alpha trial and was expanded upon in our 
secondary Philippines beta trial. The initial SAC (Indonesia) is comprised of six total items and has 
a maximum score of 42. The final SAC (Philippines) is comprised of 11 total items and has a 
maximum score of 77 points.  
Questions were measured using single items on a 7-point likert-type scale or an index of 
items averaged (see table 8 for all questions asked and their relevant constructs). As stated, most of 
the questions were based on previously validated inventories, theories, or instructions regarding 
how to develop questions for a construct. Some items were removed and some items were modified 
for the sake of clarity, translatability, understandability, and fit for context. All questions were pre-
tested prior to the pilot. The final column of the table indicates the rationale for question inclusion 
or the source the question was taken from.  
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Table 8 
SAC Inventory used to evaluate intervention 
Measurement Aim Item(s) Trial Evidence 
Perceived Plastic 
Collection (PPC) 
How much plastic did you collect last week? Indonesia/
Philippines 
Perceptions of change in 
focal behavior targeted by 
intervention 
Problem Solving I’m comfortable in my ability to solve any problems. Indonesia/
Philippines 
Efficacy in problem solving 
(Bandura, 2006) 
Source Reduction 
Behavior (SRB) 
I check that the fish I buy is caught only with nets and lines. Indonesia/
Philippines 
Sustainable environmental 
consumer behavior (De 
Young et al., 1993) 
Responsibility to 
Environment 
Do you feel responsible for the plastic around your village? Indonesia/
Philippines 
Place attachment and a 
personal responsibility 
toward environmental 
outcomes (Klöckner, 2013; 
Vaske & Kobrin, 2001) 
Life Satisfaction Overall my life is… Indonesia/
Philippines 
Subjective wellbeing as an 
important predictor of actual 
wellbeing (Haring et al., 
2011) 
Perceived 
Behavioral Impact 
(PBI) 
My day-to-day behavior impacts the oceans around my village. Indonesia/
Philippines 
Awareness of consequences 
(Klöckner, 2013; Stern, 
2000) 
Empowerment (= 
0.828) 
Average of sub-items Indonesia/
Philippines 
Modified empowerment 
index (Spreitzer, 1995) 
E1 I have the skills necessary to protect the environment.   
E2 I am confident about my ability to protect the environment.   
E3 I can decide on my own how to take care of my family and the 
environment. 
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Note. SAC (Indonesia, = 0.69. Philippines, = 0.80). 
 
 
 
E4 I can change the status of the environment.   
E5 My behavior toward the environment is important to me.   
Importance of 
Health (= 0.848) 
Average of sub-items Philippines Health links to 
environmental outcomes 
(Clayton et al., 2017; Fritze 
et al., 2008; Landrigan et al., 
2017) 
H1  Do you think about the importance of your health?   
H2 Do you think about the importance of the health of those around you?   
H3 Do you think about the importance of environmental health?   
Goal Setting How confident are you in your ability to set environmental goals? Philippines Goal setting as a mechanism 
for self-regulation and 
behavioral attainment 
(Karoly, 1993; Locke & 
Latham, 2002, 2006) 
Setting a good 
Example 
 
I’m a good example for the people around me. 
 
Philippines 
 
Social identity within a 
group (Fielding & Hornsey, 
2016; Fritsche et al., 2018)  
Maintaining Positive 
Relationships 
I have good relationships with my family. Philippines Importance of relationships 
for wellbeing and resilience 
(Jetten et al., 2012; Sanders, 
2012) 
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Intervention Protocol 
Materials. The trial group received a behavior change program called, My Future My 
Oceans (MFMO). This entailed a process of training local facilitators and having those trained 
facilitators then deliver the intervention to groups of participants. Materials for this intervention are 
a participant workbook, a facilitator’s handbook, and a project management guidebook (see 
Appendix A). The participant workbook was the central tool in the triad. It was used to guide 
participants through the intervention with the aid of facilitators and peers. The facilitator’s 
handbook provided additional support and instruction for facilitators who would be delivering the 
intervention. It was also used for guidance during training. The project management guidebook 
contained a mixture of practical and theoretical support for intervention implementers. Information 
such as, how to build a team, what skills will be required, how to train unskilled facilitators, how to 
assess the intervention, etc. All of the relevant materials to successfully implement My Future My 
Oceans can be found as downloadable files at—http://ccres.net/resources/ccres-tool/my-future-my-
oceans. 
Procedure. All facets of the program and training were delivered face to face via group 
settings. We trained four facilitators in Indonesia and five in the Philippines. Each facilitator then 
delivered the content to a group of 8-12 women. Due to lack of technology and accessibility to 
internet-based services, the intervention was provided exclusively with physical materials. 
The entirety of the process is broken up into four days, spread across one week. Days one and two 
are dedicated to training local facilitators. These are full day sessions, during which, facilitators are 
acquainted with the program, as well as provided the space to practice their facilitation skills and 
content delivery with timely feedback from trainers. Facilitators who exhibit satisfactory skills are 
awarded a certificate of training completion. The delivery to participants then commences the day 
after facilitator training. This is a half-day where baseline measurements are taken, followed by the 
delivery of modules one and two (out of four) in the program. Each module takes anywhere from 
one to two hours to complete, depending on individual facilitator and group differences. After the 
first day of delivery there is a two to three-day break of rest and no contact. Participants are asked to 
complete specific task during the no contact period. Finally, participants return for a final half-day 
of delivery where they complete module three and four of the program. Half-day delivery is 
undertaken with two sessions (one session per module) with a short break in between for food. 
Measurements are once again taken at the termination of the program. 
Tailoring and fidelity. The process was designed to be personalized by the facilitator as a 
function of diverse delivery—with a wide variety of untrained facilitators delivering in groups that 
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may be different. Considering the varying demographic factors, participatory nature of the 
process, and individual differences, facilitators were encouraged to incorporate the experience of the 
participants and their own experiences into intervention protocol. Facilitators were not to deviate 
from module structure, however, were given degrees of freedom during a majority of the activities 
and discussions. The controlled freedom allowed for the cultivation of high senses of agency, self-
regulation, and a shared group identity as participants were asked to apply content to their own 
lives. 
Intervention fidelity was assessed via the proxy of facilitator ratings and certification prior to 
implementation. Trainers evaluated the skills of all facilitators at the end of the training block. The 
form can be found in the project management guide (Simmons & Bradley, 2018). To help maintain 
adherence to the intended flow of content, facilitators were encouraged to document their sessions 
using a guided form that can be found in appendix B. We did not collect this information as it was 
outside the purview of experimentation. 
Location. Training took place in the foyer of a local building on Selayar Island in Indonesia. 
Delivery of the program took place at various open spaces within the target village. One group 
received the program in a community center; another group received the program in an education 
center; the third and fourth group received the program outside with tent coverage (see figure 5). 
Similarly, in the Philippines, training took place at a local resort and delivery took place under a 
large pavilion in the target village (see figure 5). No particular venue or infrastructure is required for 
delivery. However, we would recommend that participants be comfortable throughout the process. 
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Figure 5. Images of My Future My Oceans implementation in villages. Image a and b (top left and 
right respectively) are images from implementation in Selayar. Image a, is a group being held 
outdoors with palm coverage. Image b, is a group being held at the local community center hut. 
Image c and d (bottom left and right respectively) are images from implementation in El Nido. Both 
facilitations took place under the coverage of the local community pavilion.  
 
Mode of delivery. All facets of the program and training were delivered face to face in 
group settings. We trained four facilitators in Indonesia and five facilitators in the Philippines. Each 
facilitator then delivered the content to a group of 8 – 12 women.  
Participants 
 Group composition. For both trials participants were women from selected villages with an 
age range of 16 – 45. A full diagnostic of demographics were not assessed, as many of the variables 
were unknown to participants (i.e. household income per year, education level, etc.). However, there 
were no evident observed differences between samples as many communal factors between 
different villages were identical according to national census data (BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017; 
PSA, 2018). 
 Recruitment and group allocation. Our method of condition allocation was conducted via 
convenience sampling of women per village, rather than randomly allocating individual participants to 
a group. For both trials, the intervention villages were selected based on its availability, personnel 
infrastructure, reliance on plastics, necessity of aquaculture, and its willingness to engage. The control 
villages were selected based on convenience of access, availability, and being sufficiently distant from 
the intervention village to avoid cross-contamination of effects. In Indonesia, the wife of the village 
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head recruited potential women participants via letters in the mail or face-to-face interactions. In the 
Philippines, project personnel recruited participants via phone calls and SMS. We provided the wife of 
the village head and project personnel with the following demographic characteristics as recruiting 
guidelines: women between the ages of 18 – 45, they must be residents of the village, and mandated 
they be literate. The only exclusion criterion assessed for each trial was gender—the intervention was 
designed for women within the community.  
Participants in the control village were given the same instructions and likewise recruited via 
word of mouth by the village head and by project personnel in the Philippines. Villages were 
separated by large stretches of ocean and land to ensure no cross-contamination between 
participants in both countries. Participants were not told explicitly whether they were assigned to the 
intervention or control condition. 
 Continuity and number. Participants, once allocated to a group, remained in that group for 
the duration of the study. It was intended that individuals allocated to intervention and control 
would not interact at all. Sought after group sizes were no more than 12 individuals per facilitator. 
However, allocations differed per country trial. In Indonesia all four facilitators had groups of 12 
individuals. In the Philippines there were five facilitators with varied group sizes from 8-12 
participants per group.  
 Attrition. We had full retention rates in our Indonesia trial—100% of our sample of 96 
(intervention and control) participated in every mandatory segment. In the Philippines we had a 
33.3% (n = 16 out of n = 48) attrition rate for our intervention and a 14.7% (n = 5 out of n = 34) 
attrition rate for our control. Samples, and consequently the power of our experimental design, were 
limited by how many participants a facilitator could sufficiently deliver to. The maximum number 
of participants in the experimental conditions was 48 in Indonesia and 60 in the Philippines.  
Facilitators 
 Continuity and number. Four facilitators delivered the intervention in Indonesia. Five 
facilitators delivered the intervention with the assistance of four aids in the Philippines.  Facilitators 
were placed with the same group for every session of delivery. Aids (only in the Philippines trial) 
were permitted to move between groups.   
 Facilitator characteristics. No specific criteria were required to be a facilitator with the 
exception of undergoing and completing the intervention training prior to delivery. Facilitators 
varied in background across both trials, with a diverse range of occupations, such as: teachers, 
government officials, independent researchers, local community employees, and full time 
housewives. Facilitators were all of adult age (18+). Out of our nine facilitators, eight were female 
with one male facilitator in the Philippines trial. Aids in the Philippines were undergraduate students 
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from various institutions around the world. There were two males and two female aids. All 
facilitators were local to intervention trial sites (e.g. Indonesians were from Selayar and Filipinos 
were from El Nido). Education levels ranged from no school to minimal schooling to holding a 
bachelor’s degree. Socioeconomic status ranged from low to high.  
 Facilitator training. Facilitators receive two full days of training prior to delivery where 
they are equipped with fundamental facilitation skills, the knowledge of content necessary for 
delivery, and a basic introduction to the aims of the intervention and behavioral sciences. 
Throughout the training process, facilitators were provided numerous opportunities to ask questions 
about delivery and rehearse how they would deliver. This provided a safe and engaging 
environment for facilitators to practice and receive feedback.  
 Facilitators underwent a mixed method training process where they received multiple 
modalities of capacity building. Each training session would begin with an overview of the content 
and activities to be completed during facilitation. This would, on occasion, be delivered with 
concurrent information on what psychological mechanisms were being targeted. The next portion 
would consist of a dialogue about the content and skills training of facilitation strategies. Trainers 
then would break off into small groups to practice their facilitation skills with the content of the 
intervention. The group would come back together to evaluate as a whole how the process went and 
to share lessons (i.e. what they struggled with, what strategies worked well, what content was still 
confusing, and what specific styles worked for them). This cycle was upheld for the entirety of the 
two-day training. For each day an hour and a half was left at the end of the final block for general 
questions, additional practice, or specialized modules (i.e. how to build robust evaluation schemes 
or lessons on implementation). This additional content was subject to trainer discernment.    
 Facilitators were provided with a training guidebook to support facilitation skills (see 
appendix A), a content checklist to aid their delivery (see appendix B), and a participant workbook 
such that they could guide participants who possess an identical workbook (see appendix A).   
Intended facilitation style. Facilitation style is meant to be flexible, adaptable, and 
comfortable for facilitators. We recognize that facilitators will possess individual differences in 
character, socio-demographic factors, education level, etc. The facilitators are provided with a 
standardized workbook that they are not to deviate from, however, there are instances throughout 
the intervention when it is encouraged for facilitators to use the skills they learn during training to 
illicit participant anecdotes and to use their own experiences as a catalyst for participant progress. 
Successful delivery is contingent on the ability of facilitator to make the content as relatable as 
possible.   
Data Analysis 
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Socio-demographic variables were not collected for this study for two primary reasons. 
Firstly, inventories were reduced to be as minimal as possible to address low literacy rates within 
the populations. In preliminary test of inventory measures we found that participant fatigue became 
problematic at approximately 30 questions or more. Secondly, much demographic information of 
interest (i.e. occupation, annual income, age, etc.) is unknown to participants. Many participants in 
low-resource communities do not have access to base demographic information. For example, many 
participants live without birth certificates or citizenship documentation, and thus, any estimate of 
their own age would be speculation. Based on these reasons we opted to not include base 
demographic questions. All questions posed to participants were aimed directly toward the primary 
aims and objectives of the study. All data was analyzed using R-software. A complete timeline of 
data collection can be found in Table 9. 
Indonesia. For our Indonesian pilot trial data we analyzed using one-way within subjects 
ANOVAs to compare our sample on variables of interest at time points one, two, and three (a five 
month follow-up). We then reported the means, standard deviations, F value, degrees of freedom, p 
values, and Cohen’s d for effect size.  
We also included a comparison to a control group. Due to restrictions of time and resources 
we were only capable of measuring the control group at one of the time points (this was time point 
three for the trial group). We compared the trial group to the control group to ensure no significant 
differences using time point one, for each group. The comparison of the trial group to the control 
was evaluated using independent samples t-test. Additionally qualitative data was collected from 
focus groups with participants from the intervention condition at the five-month follow-up time 
point (T3). To retrieve the most accurate portrayal of effects, we found it important to triangulate 
data sources—that is extract as many different forms of data possible to inform an overarching 
results framework.  
Philippines. For our intervention versus control design in the Philippines trial we used a 
mixed two by two ANOVA for analysis. We report descriptive statistics, as well as initial 
differences at baseline between the intervention and control. Additionally, we provide the F 
statistics for the time point by condition interaction for the SAC overall and each of the sub-items. 
We report p-values and eta-squared statistics as well.  
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Table 9 
 
A timeline of data collection schedules for Indonesia and Philippines trials 
  
Condition Indonesia Alpha Pilot Trial 
 Time point 1 (Day 1) Time point 2 (Day 5) Time point 3 (Day 150) 
Intervention    
Control   * 
 Philippines Beta Trial 
 Time point 1 (Day 1) Time point 2 (Day 5) Time point 3 (Day 150) 
Intervention    
Control    
Note. Closed circles indicate data was collected at the specified time point. Open circles indicate no 
data was collected on the specified time point. *Time point 3 collections for the control group in the 
Indonesian trial was treated effectively like a time point 1 data collection for analysis purposes, as 
no data for that group had been previously collected. 
 
Results 
Selayar Indonesia Pilot Trial  
The results from the Selayar trial served as a preliminary benchmark for future testing. They 
provided an opportunity to test measures in an initial iteration, gather preliminary data, and test the 
sustainability of results. The results were primarily intended to follow a single case study across 
three time points, however we managed to collect some data from a control village to establish no 
anomalous differences initially present in our intervention village. We see on a 7-point scale that 
most of the items tend to fall around the midpoint with the exception of responsibility to the 
environment and perceived problem solving ability. We also see a majority of the items having no 
difference at baseline with the exception of perceived problem solving and self-reported source 
reduction behaviors.  
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Table 10 
Results From Alpha Trial Indonesia 
Note. *SAC index and Empowerment were only measured at T3, N= 96. A Responsibility Environ. 
represents responsibility to the environment. PPC represents perceived plastic collection. SRB 
represents source reduction behavior. 
 
 
Dependent Variables 
 
Intervention vs. Control 
(difference at baseline) 
Intervention (T1, T2, T3) 
  
T1 
 
T2 
 
T3  
t 
 
p 
 
F 
 
df 
 
η2 
 
p M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) 
PPC  A 4.27 (1.70) 6.35 (1.32) 4.79 (1.04) 1.42 0.159 28.39 2,135 0.296 0.001 
Problem Solving 4.35 (1.40) 5.66 (1.72) 5.40 (1.63) -4.91 0.001 8.81 2,135 0.115 0.001 
SRB 5.15 (1.93) 4.58 (1.94) 5.40 (1.63) 3.34 0.001 2.41 2,137 0.034 0.094 
Responsibility Environ. 
A 
5.17 (1.48) 5.23 (1.26) 5.29 (1.14) -1.30 0.196 0.10 2,137 0.001 0.149 
Life Satisfaction 4.87 (1.33) 5.60 (1.30) 5.02 (0.93) 1.31 0.193 4.74 2,138 0.064 0.01 
PBI  3.40 (2.44) 4.54 (1.99) 3.96 (1.94) -0.42 0.672 3.37 2,139 0.046 0.037 
 Intervention Versus Control at T3   
 M, SD df t p η2      
Empowerment*  4.75(1.01) 97 3.53 0.001 0.711      
SAC* 24.66(3.63) 94 3.00 0.003 0.614     
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There are significant differences between time points one, two, and three for the variables: 
perceived plastic collection, problem solving, life satisfaction, and perceived behavioral impact. The 
effect sizes for all of these variables could be categorized as small to medium (Cohen, 1988) with 
perceived plastic collection exhibiting the largest effect size. A notable finding is the differences 
between scores from T1 to T3. There appears to be a consistent pattern with a majority of the variables, 
with the exception of source reduction behavior (SRB) and responsibility to the environment. There is 
an initial spike in the intervention group from T1 to T2, followed by a decline in scores at T3 (e.g. five 
months later). This raises questions of sustainability of effects. Though it is worth mentioning scores do 
not return to their baseline levels at T1.  
Due to limitations in the field, it was only possible to collect data for our empowerment index 
and consequently our SAC (it is impossible to calculate the SAC score without the empowerment index) 
at the five-month follow up time point (e.g. T3). However, we do observe statistically significant 
differences between our intervention group and control group for empowerment and composite SAC 
measure five months after the termination of all active intervention efforts.  
 Qualitative Supplement. Focus groups were held in addition to survey collection at T3. The full 
thematic analysis of this work falls outside the range of this paper and was primarily used to capture 
additional nuanced descriptions that would elude survey efforts. The intention was to capture anecdotal 
examples of extension and generalizability of skills gained throughout the intervention. Additionally, to 
see if these skills learned had extended to other domains of life. At the junction of the five month 
follow-up there were a few notable cases of extension and generalization, they are found represented in 
the list below. The text below has been translated and gently edited for clarity: 
 Before the program, there were people who didn’t restrain their goats but now they do. We sat 
down with the village government and said we wished for a village rule. This rule was approved and 
now there are penalties if people let their goats out. 
 Before the program I ‘dried out’ the garbage [on/next to] the fence, now I put it in a more 
suitable place beside the house. 
 After this program, the community participated in decision-making about installation of central 
lighting for the village. We solved the [associated] problems ourselves using ‘gotong royong’. 
 [I talk to my children about] washing hands before eating. 
 I now have the confidence to encourage my mother and father to be more environmentally 
friendly. 
 Women convincing husbands to collect marine plastics 
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 Increased sorting and entrepreneurial management of plastic 
 Using problem solving to avoid hanging clothes to dry everywhere 
 Interacting with children more, being less harsh, and teaching them important things (i.e. plastic 
disposal and washing their hands) 
 Feeling more relaxed and less angry 
El Nido Philippines Beta Trial 
A secondary trial was conducted subsequently once a few adjustments were made (i.e. adding 
items to the SAC inventory, updating workbook aesthetics, and adjusting training materials). A more 
robust design was used to assess the efficacy of the intervention. We compared an intervention group to 
a control condition prior to the intervention and directly after the intervention, using the SAC as an 
evaluation tool.  
Most of the items measured score slightly above the midpoint of the 7-point likert scale. There is 
a steady trend of improvement across all metrics for our intervention group and stagnation or a decrease 
for our control group. The first important results are the differences at baseline. There are some items 
that have significant differences at baseline: the overall SAC score, as well as beliefs that one is setting a 
good example, life satisfaction, the empowerment index, and the importance of health index. For each of 
these differences at baseline the control group scored higher than the intervention group. Table 11 below 
summarizes the main effect results from the El Nido beta trial.  
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Table 11 
 
Results from Beta Trial Philippines 
 
Notes. A Int. represents the intervention. Con. represents the control. Responsibility Environ. represents 
responsibility to the environment. PPC represents perceived plastic collection. SRB represents source 
reduction behavior. 
 
Dependent Variables 
Intervention Control 
Mean 
Difference 
Score (Post-
Pre) 
Difference at 
Baseline 
Timepoint x Condition 
Interaction 
F p η2 
Pre 
M (SD) 
Post 
M (SD) 
Pre 
M(SD) 
Post 
M(SD) 
 
Int. A 
 
Con. A t p 
SAC Total 47.80(5.01) 63.00(5.14) 56.20(7.22) 51.90(5.57) 15.20 -4.30 6.06 <0.001 100.40 <0.001 0.37 
PPC A 3.50(1.44) 5.33(0.88) 4.68(1.41) 4.04(1.13) 1.83 -0.64 3.37 0.01 29.16 <0.001 0.17 
Problem Solving 4.57(0.87) 5.87(0.86) 5.29(1.53) 4.78(0.97) 1.30 -0.51 2.56 0.014 37.70 <0.001 0.16 
SRB A 4.77(1.46) 5.97(1.03) 5.47(1.52) 5.56(1.16) 1.20 0.09 2.02 0.047 5.97 0.018 0.04 
Responsibility Environ. A 4.52(1.13) 5.77(1.28) 4.85(1.67) 4.56(1.37) 1.25 -0.29 0.89 0.379 12.78 <0.001 0.07 
PBI 3.41(1.53) 4.90(1.45) 3.47(2.27) 3.59(1.89) 1.49 0.12 0.41 0.681 5.722 0.022 0.03 
Goal Setting 4.11(1.45) 5.60(0.93) 4.68(1.65) 4.33(1.39) 1.49 -0.35 1.62 0.110 14.05 <0.001 0.09 
Good Example 4.64(1.00) 5.77(0.90) 5.68(1.20) 5.15(0.82) 1.13 -0.53 4.09 <0.001 29.88 <0.001 0.14 
Good Relationships 4.52(0.85) 5.67(0.85) 5.00(1.61) 4.67(0.83) 1.15 -0.33 1.55 0.128 19.37 <0.001 0.11 
Life Satisfaction 4.59(0.90) 5.90(0.89) 5.71(0.94) 5.26(0.94) 1.31 -0.45 5.34 <0.001 22.65 <0.001 0.16 
Empowerment (= 0.828) 4.57(0.62) 5.90(0.67) 5.52(1.05) 5.06(0.94) 1.33 -0.46 5.22 <0.001 42.81 <0.001 0.27 
Importance of Health 
(=0.848) 
4.84(0.88) 6.32(0.60) 5.95(0.94) 5.41(1.00) 1.48 -0.54 5.55 <0.001 71.80 <0.001 0.27 
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The interaction of time and condition proves statistically significant for the SAC overall, 
as well as every item that aggregates to form the SAC. Findings for the time and condition 
interaction of the composite SAC suggest a medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). The largest effect 
sizes for individual items were for items measuring empowerment, importance of health, and 
perceived plastic collection. The most drastic increases for the intervention group from pre-
measurement to post-measurement were for perceived plastic collection, perceived behavioral 
impact, and confidence in one’s ability to set goals. Figure 6 below is a graphical representation 
for total scores of the SAC overall for both the intervention and trial groups. It can be seen that 
overall, the intervention group improves on the SAC over the course of the intervention while the 
control group worsens.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. SAC Total Scores for El Nido. Overall SAC Control group statistics are depicted on 
the left panel while intervention group statistics are plotted on the right panel. The mean 
difference between SAC Pre and SAC Post is shown in the above Gardner-Altman estimation 
plot. Both groups are plotted on the left axes; the mean difference is plotted on a floating axes on 
the right as a bootstrap sampling distribution. The mean difference is depicted as a dot; the 95% 
confidence interval is indicated by the ends of the vertical error bar. 
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Discussion 
Behavioral based interventions may be a powerful means to address impending pressures 
from environmental degradation and strain, among many other global phenomena that implicate 
human behavior or require behavioral responses. This intervention serves as a proof of concept 
and a quasi-trial that behavioral strategies may serve a pivotal role in complex community 
problems. In both trials, core psychological competencies significantly rose over the course of 
the intervention. This positive increase in psychological skills is a promising finding because it 
indicates an upturn in empowerment, resiliency, and self-regulatory capacity. These are all vital 
skills to engaging in desirable behaviors amidst adversity and difficulty. Further, an increase in 
these skills and behaviors suggests a higher likelihood of attaining positive life outcomes and 
achievements. Our results suggest behavioral interventions that deploy multiple behavioral 
strategies may be effective in promoting sustainable behaviors in low to middle income 
countries. Evidence based behavioral interventions can stimulate an increase in behaviors like 
local plastic collection, reduction in local destructive fishing, and an increase in responsible 
consumption behaviors. 
Targeted behavioral interventions can provide novel means to address specific behavioral 
areas like sustainable environmental practice. Results indicate that participants are more willing 
to engage in responsible consumer practices such as checking their fish have been caught via 
safe and healthy means. Participants are also willing to pick up the plastic in their village to help 
reduce plastic emissions. Self-determined behaviors are vital to protect and nourish small coastal 
communities. Promoting desirable behaviors in a self-sustaining way helps ensure that their 
livelihoods can be protected and maintained. 
Limitations 
 There are methodological limitations associated with the alpha trial conducted in 
Indonesia. Consequently the conclusions made from the initial trial must be interpreted 
cautiously. Constraints of resources and accessibility made a quasi-experimental design with a 
proper control group difficult. Ideally, we would have been able to collect data from the control 
village at all three time points. More so, it would have been preferable to collect time point one 
for each village at the same time. That is time point one for our control village was collected at 
time point three of the intervention village. It is possible that in the five months after the 
intervention group received the trial (in between T2 and T3 collections) they could have spread 
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what they learned to other villages. We attempted to mitigate this by selecting a control village 
that was separated by an ocean channel and three hours of travel through dense forest. We 
acknowledge that it is still possible participants of the intervention could have disseminated what 
they learned to other villages—thus cross-contaminating groups and confounding results.     
Despite the methodological issues faced, the trial served as an efficient alpha trial. Even if we 
were to ignore the control condition all together, the feedback gained from the single-case 
intervention village across three time points provided imperative information to inform a more 
robust trial.  
We experienced a language barrier in numerous forms. Indonesia is a country that 
possess a national language, Bahasa, but it is also estimated that there are over 700 languages 
spoken (Gordon & Grimes, 2005). Primary researchers did speak Bahasa, but not the local 
language, Selayarese, spoken on Selayar Island. This meant extensive translation and back 
translation was necessary to ensure no meaning was lost during the entirety of the process. It is 
reasonable to expect certain aspects of the intervention—either denotatively or conceptually—
did not translate perfectly. Further, locals on Selayar Island struggled with literacy, as mentioned 
earlier, it is estimated that approximately 65% of constituents possess a primary school education 
or less, with 28% having no formal education (BPS Selayar Statistics, 2017). This could have 
created barriers while completing the program or answering questions. 
Future Directions 
With emergence of preliminary evidence from this trial and others, psychologically based 
interventions should be considered as an effective means to increase sustainable actions. 
Interventions like this one should be expanded upon and investigated more rigorously. In future 
iteration of trials we will expand the number of trial sites and implement randomization. Further, 
with increased power it would be ideal to break down interventions into specific components and 
test the efficacy of individual modules or potentially isolated strategies. Trials will take place in 
various sites across Southeast Asia and then potentially extend to other geographic regions with 
different socioeconomic standings. A diversity of trial sites and personnel delivering the 
intervention will allow researchers to break down the effective mechanisms and ensure effects 
are not a byproduct of experimenter presence. In future iterations, these interventions should be 
offered to males and females alike. Additionally, evaluation schemes should be broadened such 
that what participants do after they participate in the intervention can be examined. 
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We will also compare modified versions of the intervention in further trials. For example 
a modified version with additional modules that seeks to enhance the entrepreneurial and 
enterprise capacities—such that participants are then empowered to create revenue streams from 
the plastic collection behaviors trained within the foundational program. Or extension modules 
that focus exclusively on health behaviors such as hygiene.  
Conclusions 
Overall, behavioral based solutions should continually be pursued and investigated as 
solutions to anthropogenic threats. Communities do not have the liberty of hoping policy effects 
will trickle down in the coming years. Individually driven solutions provide an accessible means 
of increasing sustainability, adaptability, resilience, and wellbeing. If we can couple these human 
dimension solutions with policy and economic changes at scale, it is likely environmental 
outcomes will improve at an exponentially significant rate. Likewise, providing low-resource 
communities with the vital psychological, cognitive, social, and behavioral competencies will 
prepare these communities for future changes and allow them to attain favorable life outcomes in 
the process.  
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“What is imagination?... 
It is a God-like, a noble faculty. It renders earth tolerable, it teaches us to live, in the tone of the 
eternal.” 
 
― Ada Lovelace 
Chapter 7 
Closing Discussion 
 
 This final chapter presents closing thoughts of this project and dissertation as a whole. 
Discussed in this chapter are considerations about the global findings, limitations, future 
directions, and the graduate training experience. The intention of this final chapter is to provide 
reflective closure on the work completed and how experiences such as this one could be done in 
the future.   
Key Points 
1. Behavioral solutions should be unilateral inclusions in systems and issues where human 
behaviors are a key factor 
2. There are many considerations when designing a behavior change intervention designed 
to be capable of scaling up or down (i.e. international generalizability, measurement, 
differences between surface nudges and deep systemic changes, etc.) 
3. The graduate training experience should include more skills and be more practical 
Candidate Contribution 
The candidate completed the following for the below chapter: 
1. Conceptualized and wrote the below section. 
 
This chapter will not be submitted for publication, though certain excerpts may be included in 
future manuscripts.  
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Closing Discussion 
 In each chapter I have provided a focused discussion on the findings of each study, or a 
conclusive section on the importance of the work being conducted. Here, I find it more suitable 
to pivot to global concluding points. Primarily, to discuss the three core points that this 
dissertation and body of work seeks to highlight. First, it was never about the plastic or 
environmental behavior. Second, behavioral sciences need be integrated into all solution-based 
efforts that seek to address a problem that implicates human behavior. Third, the graduate 
training process can and should be re-imagined to be more inclusive of a more diverse 
assortment of skills. 
 As the project and the work unfolded it became evident that the environmental behaviors 
of initial focus were important, yet ancillary to the overall objective—the enhancement of 
psychological competencies and the changes in behavioral skills experienced by participants 
throughout the process. The intervention is a prime demonstration that applying the theories and 
strategies ascertained from behavioral sciences can result in noticeable and influential positive 
shifts within a target population. This starts with a change to a few, selected target behaviors (i.e. 
mobilizing a community to manage their plastic waste and to stop bomb fishing), however, the 
real merit is the internal galvanization of psychological mechanisms like self-regulation and 
critical thinking skills; the re-orientation of social values and social identities within the 
community; and the transmission of positive psychological, social, and behavioral habits that 
will be inherited by current and future members of the community. Addressing anthropogenic 
pressures like plastic waste are imperative to healthy functioning and thriving coastal 
communities in the future. Though a behavior change intervention that is sufficiently powered to 
address such a complex issue, not only provides the adaptable means for a population to address 
current issues, but also has the potential to empower them to manage other problems that 
implicate human behavior that may arise in the future.  
 There needs to be more of a focus on integrating the behavioral sciences in tackling 
global, complex problems. One aspect of massive, trans-disciplinary projects I’ve noticed 
throughout my tenure working in the international development space is the dominance conceded 
to disciplines that don’t focus on people. The issue being, the fish are not the source of the 
degradation. Granted it is crucial to know the specifics of how the biome is operating, and what 
to expect given stable trends. These approaches and sciences offer little in terms of solutions, just 
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more precise articulations of the problem. What are provided from their models are more robust 
models of ecosystem health and projections into the future. We are not faced with an information 
deficit problem. Providing instrumentation that better defines the problem is not sufficient to fix 
it. This is not a declaration that the work of biologist or climate scientist is futile, archaic, or 
irrelevant. On the contrary, the science done by our biophysical colleagues is a mandatory 
prerequisite to change; we cannot change what we do not understand or cannot measure. 
Although, once we quantify the problem within reasonable parameters, experts in behavioral 
science should be more seamlessly included to begin stimulating changes to the system and 
changes in individual behavior. The world needs more behavioral scientist involved in problem 
articulation and solution formulation. Whether one examines issues like environmental 
degradation as being a byproduct of large groups or small groups, the solutions lead to 
understanding and changing human behavior. Catalyzing small changes in populations can result 
in tremendous positive shifts and future outcomes.  
 Another lesson learned from this experience was the importance of the graduate training 
experience. With the emergence of social media; trends in open sciences and ethics; and 
burgeoning crossover between the academic, private, and public spheres, the landscape of future 
graduate training must acclimate accordingly. The elements of my dissertation and project 
experience that I find to be most generalizable to any career path I opt to pursue are also the 
elements I see to be the least prevalent in a majority of graduate experiences. The ability to 
manage research projects; adhere to ethical guidelines in complicated field settings; acquire and 
oversee project finances; write for media, policy-makers, the public, and a scientific audience; 
collaborate with multiple international partners; manage a research team; and engage with a 
diverse array of stakeholders, were all skills I had to develop along the course of this journey, but 
were extremely alien to me and to many of my supervisors. I discuss these elements in further 
detail as the final section of this dissertation.  
The Utility of Behavioral Solutions 
What concerns me about the state of efforts globally to address present and future hazards 
is the lack of support for a large fraction of the population. We are not providing the 
proficiencies or infrastructure to sufficiently insulate vulnerable populations from harm. We see 
this in increasing rates of asylum seekers in the face of large fluctuations in climate (Missirian & 
Schlenker, 2017). In the work described above there is concern in these communities that they 
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will soon not be able to feed themselves. Not only is such a fate likely, it seems imminently 
impending with the rate of current degradation and elimination of food sources. Markets, 
agriculture, infrastructure, and other civilization systems will become increasingly insecure and 
those with few resources will carry an inordinate proportion of that burden. This is where I 
believe behavioral sciences and design can play a key role in nurturing resilient and capable 
populations moving into the future.  
Behavioral solutions have immense utility because they rely on enabling individuals and 
whole populations; they are functional on both a micro and macro scale. Behavioral solutions 
tend to be low-investment—this encapsulates financial investments and time requirements. They 
are readily implementable. The issue with policy is the amount of time it can take. Similarly 
many technological solutions frequently mandate massive capital commitment or the 
development of non-existent technology. Behavioral solutions provide individuals with skills 
they need to adapt to a perennially fluctuating reality. For example, the ability to plan for the 
future, self-regulate, communicate effectively, or solve difficult problems. Behavioral solutions 
provide access to a self-reliance that bypasses the need of external support and allows 
communities that receive little aid to autonomously manage themselves effectively. Finally, 
healthy changes in behavior promoted by behavioral solutions do not only benefit the lives of 
current community members, but also benefits generations to supersede the present one (Sanders, 
2012; Smithers et al., 2018).  
Global Limitations and Barriers 
 All study specific limitations are discussed in the chapters prior to this one. In the final 
discussion, I highlight overarching limitations that ultimately reoccurred throughout the entirety 
of the project. The primary limitations encountered throughout the course of the work were: 
literacy and instrumentation generally used for psychological intervention measurement; the 
nuanced characterization of evidence based or evidence informed, while developing and trialing 
the intervention; and the efficacy of the various quasi-experimental designs used. Further 
considerations include the replicability, extension and generalizability, and sustainability of the 
intervention designed and trialed. These final considerations are discussed in subsequent 
sections. 
 There were many barriers in the process that were driven by the demographic 
circumstances of the target communities we engaged with. A massive barrier was the literacy 
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level. Both in Indonesia and the Philippines literacy rates were very low (BPS Selayar Statistics, 
2017; PSA, 2018). This creates issues from a standpoint of delivery and measurement. Modern 
behavioral methods often rely on survey inventories to measure change. This becomes more 
necessary when a community does not have access to technology that makes other forms of 
measurement viable. Consequently, basic methods are often the only avenues possible to collect 
data (e.g. focus groups and paper surveys). Surveys are problematic for two primary reasons. 
First, they require a threshold of literacy to understand what is being asked. If a question is too 
complicated or a respondent cannot perceive what is being asked of them, the data is rendered 
futile. Second, the instrumentation currently used—either open-response or likert scales. This 
presented as problematic for samples that had never encountered these types of items before. 
Imagine the difficulty in being asked to differentiate the gradations of your agreeability or 
disagreeability with something; or having to consider how many hours you may spend on an 
activity per day when you do not own a clock. Further, implementation is plagued with issues 
when literacy is low. Delivering an intervention with supplementary content becomes 
challenging when the language on the page is more advanced than your reading level.  
We addressed the literacy conundrum to the best of our ability. With survey inventories 
we made available reading assistance if necessary (e.g. facilitators were permitted to help read a 
question if unavoidable). Facilitators were trained to provide guidance without promoting their 
own stance on a given question. In addition, before every measurement session we delivered 
training, in the form of an innocuous example question, on how to respond to likert type 
questions. For the workbooks used for the intervention, we strictly adhered to the lowest 
common denominator of reading levels. That is the average education level completed on the 
islands, deduced from census data. For the intervention many of the activities were designed to 
be interactive and minimally reliant on writing and reading skills.  
In the design process, it was often difficult to distinguish whether our process was 
evidence based, evidence informed, or evidence inspired. This is a common dilemma in 
intervention design (Michie et al., 2007). This distinction, while seemingly inconsequential, can 
have massive implications with work uptake, reporting, and trialing. It can often feel 
tautological. To become evidence based, an intervention needs initial evidence. But it is difficult 
to gather said evidence, if an intervention is in the fledgling stages were no evidence may be 
available. The design process of My Future My Oceans navigated this by blending the three 
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categories (based, informed, or inspired). The design began by extracting the foundational 
principles from a successful, population scaled intervention (Triple P). Then stripped Triple P, 
aimed at families and child rearing—to its core features, the properties of behavior change at 
scale that could be applied in any context. This ensured the process always had a base of 
evidence. Next, we began mixing into the design findings from initial diagnosis studies that were 
relevant to how an intervention ought to be delivered in our specific context. This also included 
incorporating other psychological, social, and behavioral theories. The combination of 
established literature with novel findings from the field might be considered evidence informed. 
Finally, we crafted an interface that would be acceptable, suitable, and enjoyable for our target 
population. Often the activities required ingenuity in their delivery due to literacy levels and 
other constraints presented by our target population. This final exercise would likely be deemed 
evidence inspired. Deciphering the nuance between these distinctions is important, and 
conflating the triad is unwise. By creating appropriate distinctions it becomes possible to 
recognize whether an intervention has undergone trials, is in the process of prototyping, or is 
completely novel and experimental in approach. Using these categorizations interchangeably can 
be confusing for scientist, funders, and implementers alike. 
Finally, there were methodological constraints encountered throughout the fieldwork 
conducted for this dissertation. Some of which were inextricably linked to the above limitations 
and barriers. The size of the communities often limited the power of our survey and experimental 
designs. The literacy rates likely played resulted in moderate dosages of unwanted influences 
when respondents were asking a question or receiving help understanding items. Most notably 
for the main trials of the intervention, randomization was outside the realm of possibility. Quasi 
assigned conditions using a matched pair design was the ideal allocation method for our context. 
Reconciling this recent literature about the efficacy and suitability of RCT (Deaton & 
Cartwright, 2018; Ioannidis, 2018), it can be concluded that these quasi-experimental designs 
may yield optimum results in low resource communities with low access to resources, 
communication conduits, or indexes of households—especially when prototyping. 
Extension and Generalizability 
 There are always questions of extension and generalizability of the effects. We must 
consider whether an intervention, designed with a target population in mind, could be 
transplanted to another context. This consideration is compounded when considering all the 
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moving pieces and necessary steps required to complete a behavior change intervention. Further, 
it can be difficult to fully extricate effects from the actual intervention with experimenter effects. 
Without more trialing many of the effects observed are difficult to disentangle, thus making it 
complicated to assess how viable the intervention would be with different personnel in a 
different setting.  
There is some support for generalizability in our beta trial, taking our intervention from 
Indonesia to the Philippines. And there is some intuitive appeal to the notion that the 
transferability of this intervention is viable across many context—certain drivers of human 
behavior and values are inherent in most populations (e.g. having good relationships with one’s 
family and community, having enough food to eat, having the skills necessary to achieve one’s 
goals, etc.). While the importance of each module in My Future My Oceans may vary globally, 
most of the principles will be crucial elements to living a happy, healthy, and thriving life. 
According to recent findings by the open science foundations replication initiative, there appears 
to be little variation in psychological effects across cultures (Klein et al., 2018). 
 This does not mean no thought should be given to generalization. Initial efforts of 
extension to other geographic regions and to other behaviors should be documented and 
evaluated. There are a few suggested methods to do this. One suggestion is using an inventory or 
global database like the World Values Survey or Our World in Data to develop general 
guidelines of extension and transferability. Locations that are highly similar in values, 
demographics, barriers, etc. should be considered prime candidates for implementation. Where 
locations with incongruent population data should be approached with more skepticism.  
Inherent in the scenario of scaling up the intervention and taking it to other locations is 
finding an assured mechanism of delivery that keeps the intervention consistent. Considering the 
process and quality reliability is imperative in an effort of generalization. Without the execution 
of replicable implementation, the generalization of the intervention is useless.  
Sustainability 
Another common trend of dialogue that arose throughout the work was the sustainability 
of the effects—not entirely detached from considerations of generalization. There are likely a 
few key determinants that affect the likelihood of sustained behavioral, social, attitudinal, and 
cognitive changes that take place over the course of the intervention. An important prerequisite 
to sustained change are the changes to the social infrastructure and social functioning paradigms. 
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The establishment of new social norms, new patterns of communication, and social sanctions is 
vital to long-term changes of behavior. I find this akin to a reduction of smoking rates in many 
first-world countries. The campaign, economic incentives, and policy efforts had massive effects 
on the initial shifts toward a reduction. However, the social desirability of non-smoking played 
an instrumental role in maintaining the reduced rate. The influential strength of social networks 
on behaviors and perspectives has been demonstrated throughout the course of this work, as well 
as in previous literature (Kim et al., 2015; Van der Linden, 2017). 
 As an addendum to the social systems necessary to sustain change, additional established 
support within local, or provincial, government would also be mandated. To ensure the fidelity 
of the behavioral shifts, governments or institutions with influence would have to allocate 
personnel—and potentially monetary resources to the maintenance of behavior change. Much 
like a vehicle often needs to be serviced or the human body requires intermittent check-ups, a 
change in behavior also requires upkeep. The question that is most intriguing to acknowledge is: 
how much maintenance is then necessary to sustain behavioral changes that could quickly 
dissipate when the resources and active intervention efforts disappear? We witnessed results in 
our alpha trial that lasted for five months after we terminated intervention efforts. Is it possible 
that these changes would endure for years? In the future, components of the intervention should 
be dissected to examine what makes interventions sustainable, what factors need to be 
sporadically re-visited, and what aspects require constant attention.  
Moving Deeper: Germ line Behavior Changes versus Somatic Behavior Changes 
 Another important property of this thesis was the inclusion of theories across many sub-
disciplines of behavioral sciences. With the recent emergence and proliferation of nudges, it can 
become easy to assume that a nudge-based solution is unilaterally the correct one. I would 
suggest all of the problems nudges addresses are simple in scope. This is not to claim that 
nudges, or single strategy solutions, are not effective. They have proven effective for addressing 
many issues such as organ donor rates and selection of correct retirement financial plan 
(Quigley, 2013; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). However, the problems addressed are usually solvable 
by making minor tweaks to modifiable factors (i.e. the default for organ donations or the choice 
architecture presented for financial plan selection). 
Let’s take for example the destructive fishing problem in coastal villages. There are 
multiple pressures that are recurrently reinforcing the use of destructive methods: the suppliers 
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have established a scheme that keeps fishermen in debt; their families need to eat, ideally 
everyday; the use of sustainable methods is arduous and cumbersome; and there is significantly 
less fish catch than prior decades, which is ironically a result of the destructive methods—a 
devastating feedback loop. A single nudge is likely not the best solution to manage this 
confluence of problems, though certain nudges can play a role in a larger strategic suite of 
intervention strategies. 
There needs to be a firmer distinction between these two classes of solutions—similar to 
the medical distinctions between somatic changes to physiology versus germ line changes. 
Somatic changes are ones that are more easily addressable. They are on the surface and may or 
may not be sustainable over generations. It is likely these changes do not settle deeply into the 
core functioning of the individual or communal behavior. These changes can just as easily be 
extinguished as they are established. This is different to germ line changes, which are deep 
ingrained changes to the genome. These changes are multivariate and complex. The changes 
made are foundational to the values, attitudes, choices, and cognitions of an individual or a 
community—they require changes to the system of behavioral determinants, at multiple levels of 
scale. These behavioral changes are likely to be inherited by the following generations. Making 
these classifications in techniques of change is important. It will allow behavioral scientist to 
differentiate what level of behavior change technique is necessary to address a given problem. 
Approaching a complicated behavioral problem with a nudge is likely to result in an 
underpowered effort. On the other end of the spectrum, using a combined, multilevel 
intervention for a problem that only requires a nudge will result in a waste of resources. 
Embedded Grace and Ethics in Applied Research 
Applied research programs in the behavioral sciences presents a collection of challenges 
for all researchers in the field. For this specific research agenda—as behavioral scientists 
attempting to aid coastal communities with environmental issues—we were faced with looming 
ethical considerations, some new and some decades old. As a project team we consistently 
engaged in discussions with our colleagues, participants, and external members of the academic 
community to help us navigate difficult questions. We came to both concrete and ambiguous 
conclusions—some assertions we could support confidently, while other conclusions will need to 
be explored further for future work similar to this. Examples of questions we considered 
regularly and corresponding responses to these questions can be found in Table 12.  
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Table 12 
Ethical project questions and research related deliberations of applied work 
Questions Considered Reflective Considerations 
Did we have the right to be 
working with these 
communities? 
 
We did not feel entitled to work with these communities, 
however we did feel an obligation to work with them if they 
believed we could add value. We conducted scoping trips and 
engaged in discussions with the local communities to ensure 
our presence was warranted and desired. 
Where was the line between 
helping and manipulative 
scientific paternalism? 
 
The line between helping and scientific paternalism can be a 
blurry one. We attempted to mitigate this risk by being fully 
transparent, using participatory methods, and always 
incorporating the wishes of the community into our work. 
To what extent was our 
presence ironic (attempting to 
help coastal communities in 
Southeast Asia be sustainable 
when Australia is one of the 
largest greenhouse gas emitters 
per capita on the planet)? 
 
Our presence was undoubtedly ironic, and a majority of 
interventions focused on environmental sustainability should 
be conducted in developed societies. All the same, that does 
not nullify or invalidate the necessity for global sustainability, 
or the needs of the coastal communities we worked with to 
move toward pro-environmental fishing and waste disposal 
practices. These communities rely heavily on the environment 
to maintain their ways of life. Given the need in these 
communities to find sustainable solutions, it was crucial to 
have many different perspectives generating various methods 
toward environmental management and sustainable behavior to 
halt the decline of ecosystem health and reduce the possibility 
of a food security catastrophe. 
Was this work worth our 
participants’ time?  
 
It is unclear whether our participants could have spent their 
time participating in more useful activities. We attempted to 
employ robust and comprehensive evaluation schemes to 
measure and track the benefits our participants would receive 
from participating in our program. We designed the 
intervention to be non-invasive and to mandate minimal time 
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and resource investment from participants. We had minimal 
attrition with our work. Participants consistently engaged with 
the interventions, which suggest they valued and prioritized 
participation.  
Is there any unintended harm 
in attempting to help these 
communities? 
 
It is uncertain whether or not any unintended consequences 
will arise from our intervention efforts in the future. We were 
excruciatingly conscientious of the possibility that our 
communities may experience aversive unintended 
consequences given the wide breadth of psychological 
mechanisms and behaviors targeted throughout the 
intervention. It is hard to predict whether psychological skills 
such as goal setting will be used erroneously to attain negative 
outcomes in the future. We strategically used models of 
development from design thinking and systems thinking to 
reinforce our planning in an attempt to consider many 
alternative outcomes (Brown & Katz, 2011; Flood, 2010; 
Spoth et al., 2013). 
 
Our goal throughout the entirety of our project was to habitually challenge any 
assumptions we held about the work we were doing and to meticulously evaluate the ethical 
integrity behind our engagement with these communities. It was crucial that our impact on these 
communities was not a net negative. And it was vital to avoid a scenario where we as researchers 
completed the project to reach key performance indicators necessary for our careers and then 
promptly exited the communities.  
There are two positions one could take before engaging with a research project like this. 
One perspective is that of an isolationist—where we could acknowledge the harm done by first 
world countries and opt to avoid any involvement. The second perspective is one much more 
akin to the philosophies of early behavioral economic systems—where it is important to 
incorporate behavioral sciences into society as long as interventions are used for good, do not 
violate agency, respect the desires of agents, allow for agents to opt out, and are not 
mischievously deceptive. While leaving these communities to their own devices may seem 
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reasonable, these communities were asking for help. They are facing massive ecological losses 
and are threatened by new, destructive technologies. To do nothing would be negligent given our 
privilege and capacity to do something. Deciding what to do, how to make it sustainable, and 
what was ethically appropriate was not always easy. Academic institutions are not always 
equipped to provide oversight or advice on large projects that involve multiple stakeholders in 
foreign countries. This variety of research is messy and uncertain.  
To address the considerations and concerns presented in this section I would recommend 
two courses of action: a development of more robust ethical systems in action research and an 
increase of grace in researchers. More formulaic ethical systems, such as the two-factor model of 
ethical culture proposed by the Ethical Systems working group, should be incorporated into the 
modus operandi of applied research (Ethical Systems Culture Working Group, 2017). 
Embedding some of the proposed practices into standard guidelines will allow projects to avoid 
encountering common pitfalls in ethical decision-making during the research process. 
Institutional review boards are an excellent start, but they could benefit from mechanisms that 
ensure researchers successfully navigate ethical junctions at each stage of a research program. 
Secondly, an increase in gracefulness—defined by Dodgson and Gann as an understanding that 
individuals do not accomplish great feats alone, a lack of hubris, and an inclination to credit 
others (2018). Increasing grace in large research undertakings may mitigate the need to strictly 
adhere to pre-determined goals, stimulate an increase in conscientiousness, and boost the 
capacity to incorporate all stakeholders into the process when appropriate (Bazerman & 
Tenbrunsel, 2011; Dodgson & Gann, 2018; Gino, 2013). Grace is the awareness that no given 
individual has all the answers and that may be a powerful ally when attempting to conduct 
complex, uncertain, and ambiguous research projects. It is essential future projects like this are 
conducted with humility, clarity, and a conscientious awareness of local impact. 
Doing it Differently 
 Reflecting on the experience and looking ahead to other projects, both research and 
otherwise, that will attempt to address complex issues, there are features of this type of work I 
would recommend doing differently. Firstly, I’d suggest the establishment of well-documented, 
standard metrics for scalable behavior change projects. One of the most difficult barriers to 
overcome was the debate regarding what constituted suitable measurements. Or what cluster of 
measurements would be the most indicative of actualized, sustained change. This endeavor may 
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take some time. The establishment of measurement guidelines will allow researchers across 
different projects to compare efficacy. Within my experience, researchers in the field seem to 
mostly make up measurement schemes as they go along, or worse, do not measure what they do 
at all. The creation of a repository of customary inventories that are proven indicators of positive 
outcomes would allow behavioral sciences to institute best practice guidelines.  
 The second lesson that I find integral to moving forward is breaking down disciplinary 
boundaries, as well as the borders around industries (e.g. academia, private sector, government, 
and philanthropy). The various disciplines and sectors often times are working toward identical 
objectives, however, strangely, do not communicate. For example, the government rarely 
interacts with the scientist. The corporations rarely entertain a dialogue with the philanthropist. 
Even scientists from different fields often only work with other scientist of like mind and skill. 
This seems misguided for more reasons than one. Looking just between sciences, different 
discourses offer different parts of a robust solution and different perspectives on the problem. 
Similar to M-theory in physics, while one theoretical perspective may not yield all the answers, 
by overlapping many different theories and disciplines you end up with a more universal and 
accurate portrayal of the world. Embracing a more convergence research approach may prove 
beneficial to tackling wicked problems. 
Large projects that require the expertise from widely different fundamentals should 
function like a symbiotic ecosystem. Ecosystems are optimal examples of efficient design. They 
are resilient, diverse, and adaptable. There are established links between all the nodes in the 
system, while each node retains its own unique purpose to keep the system operational. Our 
combined efforts to manage wicked problems like anthropogenic global pressures need to be 
equally advanced in structure.  
Towards a New Frontier of Graduate Training 
 I close with deliberations on the graduate experience. Specifically, how my different 
graduate experience may provide some insights into what could be different about graduate 
training and the academic industry. There were certain skills that I was forced to develop that I 
find to be outside of the normative graduate training experiences. These are skills I readily 
advocate for, promote, and advertise as vital skills to being a professional both within and 
outside of the academic sphere.  
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 Represented in an intended curriculum for all post-graduates is a range of skills that are 
present to exemplify exceptional scholarship, commonly found are aptitudes such as: mastery 
over theory (i.e. reading and interpreting a scientific manuscript), data analysis, writing for 
publications, conducting experiments, developing hypotheses, and gaining ethical approval. 
These skills undoubtedly constitute the core necessities to succeed in the academic space. Upon 
reflection, the above skills only represent a fraction of the faculties necessary to thrive in 
academia, or further, a space that fuses industry, governance, and academia. Additional skills 
may be considered vague or imprecise, but essential nonetheless, skills like: writing an email, 
managing a budget, coordinating a project, troubleshooting and problem solving when something 
about a project goes wrong, writing reports for supervisors, networking, attaining funding, being 
effective when conducting fieldwork, handling media, and communicating with non-experts 
outside your field. The case here is not that these capacities be made compulsory, but these 
aptitudes deserve more focus throughout a candidature. The second set of skills provides 
foundational and transferrable potential for candidates who finish their degrees—to either keep 
pace with professionals or remain within a university setting. These skills allow candidates to 
engage with a world outside of academia and prepare them for barriers that are largely masked 
during the course of completing a PhD.   
 One common trend I’ve noticed with my colleagues and cohorts that have recently 
finished their candidature is a forgivable narrow-mindedness about what is available to them. 
Many feel confined to an academic track (i.e. post-doc or research position). This may be 
appropriate for some, but not all. Intertwined in the graduate experience should be exposure to 
world projects, other roles, and different paths. Graduates should be able to explicitly make links 
between their abilities and where they can effectively contribute to humanity. I’d highly 
encourage all academic institutions to consider implementing graduate development programs 
that blend traditional academic skills building with more non-traditional or practical training. It 
may be one of the most significant avenues to create impact in a world that direly requires the 
wisdom of highly trained scholars. 
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“Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We do not act rightly because we have 
virtue or excellence, but we rather have those because we have acted rightly. We are what we 
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.” 
 
― Aristotle 
Appendices A – D 
 Appendices A and B contain content supplementary content that supported the 
intervention (e.g. the materials used to guide participants and aid facilitators). Appendix C 
presents a highlight of the media outreach completed for this project in an effort to emphasize the 
importance of simple science communication. Finally, Appendix D presents the ethical approval 
associated with this project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Appendix A 
The intervention designed for this dissertation—My Future My Oceans—in its entirety. 
Also, included is the training guidebook for facilitators, and excerpts from the project 
management guidebook.  
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BLOCK 1: MY VILLAGE 
Overview
• Why we are here today
• Building blocks for a happy, healthy and productive life
• Impacts of garbage
• A clean village
Why we are here today
The ‘My Future, My Oceans’ Program is designed to help you build a safe, 
healthy environment for your family.
We are here because:
• We want to protect our families’ health and future livelihood 
• We want to protect our environment (village and ocean)
• We can make a difference
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Building blocks for a happy, healthy and productive life
Our future depends on:
MY FUTURE
My village
My  
family
My  
actions
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We all want the best for our family and our village. 
To achieve a better future, here are the keys to success:
We all have a responsibility to our families and community to keep our 
village and ocean clean and safe.
It is important to have a healthy environment and healthy households so 
that our families can be healthy and thrive.
BETTER FUTURE
Doing your 
best
Building positive 
relationships
Having a 
safe, healthy 
environment
Solving 
problems
Taking care of 
yourself
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When our environment is healthy:
• We thrive
• Our children are healthier
• Our families have more opportunities
• We are all working together toward the greater good
You can be a:
VILLAGE 
HERO
VILLAGE HEROES
• Protect the environment
• Solve problems
• Have positive relationships
• Do their best
• Take care of themselves
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Having a safe, heathy environment
 ■ Exercise 1  Garbage around the village
Questions to discuss:
• Why is garbage a problem?
• Why do we face this problem?
• What can we do about it?
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 ■ Exercise 2  Why managing our garbage is hard
Check the boxes that most apply to you:
■	 Our ocean is being ruined by others
■	 There is too much garbage
■	 I do not have time
■	 I doubt my ability to change anything
■	 Sometimes the problem seems too big
■	 My behavior does not matter 
■	 I am not sure what to do
■	 I am not strong enough to help fix our garbage problems
■	 I do not have the supplies to clean up garbage
■	 Starting conversations about garbage is hard
■	 I am too tired to do much
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 ■ Exercise 3  What does a clean village mean?
Think of 5 things that would get better if we got rid of the garbage.
1   _________________________________________________________
2   _________________________________________________________
3   _________________________________________________________
4   _________________________________________________________
5   _________________________________________________________
Who would benefit if we got rid of the garbage?
1   _________________________________________________________
2   _________________________________________________________
3   _________________________________________________________
4   _________________________________________________________
5   _________________________________________________________
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Key message
Taking care of the environment can be hard. It is important that we take 
action so that our families and communities can thrive. 
Take action:
• Know the problems
• Understand why they are problems
• Think about who benefits if the problems are fixed
Take care of the 
environment and 
thrive!
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BLOCK 2: MY ACTIONS
Overview
• Doing your best
• Being a village hero
• Setting goals
Doing your best
Doing our best means we can make a difference for our village and our 
family. This means we can take control of our future by:
• Choosing to do things yourself 
• Believing you can change things
• Taking action and seeing what works
• Noticing what you achieved
• Solving problems
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Being a village hero
Ways to make a difference and have a safe, healthy environment:
Getting rid of garbage
•  Set a golden example
• Use teachable moments to show my 
family how to get rid of garbage
Protecting against destructive fishing
• Buy safe fish/healthy fish
• Talk about safe fishing to my family
Helping my family be healthy and 
environmentally friendly
• Use bigger water bottles
• Encourage my family to not smoke 
cigarettes
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 ■ Exercise 4  What I can do to make a difference?
Think of things you can do to be a village hero. 
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
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Setting goals
Setting goals is an important skill for our everyday lives. 
Goals should be:
• Clear 
• Realistic
• Able to be tracked
We can use charts to track our goals.
Example goals:
Helping my family be healthy and environmentally friendly
• I will talk about the healthy impact of smoking less
• I will invest in larger water bottles when I can
Getting rid of garbage
• I will pick up a bag of garbage with my children twice over the 
next week 
Protecting against destructive fishing
• I will talk to my family three times this week about how 
important it is to use lines to fish / only buy fish caught without 
bombs or poison)
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 ■ Exercise 5  Setting personal goals
1   _________________________________________________________
2   _________________________________________________________
3   _________________________________________________________
Track your goals here
Did you reach 
Goal 1?
Did you reach 
Goal 2?
Did you reach 
Goal 3?
Yes No Yes No Yes No
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Total 
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Key message
Setting goals and doing our best helps us to take control of our lives and 
improve the lives of the people we care about.
Take action:
• Remember you can create a safe, healthy environment
• Set positive goals each week
• Make good decisions and be a village hero
• Track your goals
• Bring in bags of plastic next week
Do your best 
and thrive!
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BLOCK 3: MY FAMILY  
Overview
• Review of Blocks 1 and 2
• Building positive relationships
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Review
 ■ Exercise 6  Sharing learnings from last time
Discuss what was important for you. Notes:
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 ■ Exercise 7  Progress and change in the past week
Discuss what you did to make a change. Notes:  
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
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Building positive relationships
Good relationships are key to happy, healthy and productive lives.
Think about important relationships in your life.
Environment
(village, ocean)
Neighbours
Friends 
Animals
Husband
Extended 
family
Children
Me
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Here are some ideas for building positive relationships:
Sharing our thoughts and emotions
•  Be positive
• Be calm
• Show affection to the people you care 
about
Connecting with others
• Spend time with others
• Pay attention to others
• Praise others for doing things you like
• Try active listening
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 ■ Exercise 8  Practising communication skills
Let’s practise some of these skills.
Praise:
• Be clear and specific
• Describe the behaviour you like
• Mean what you say
Active listening:
• Be engaged
• Pay attention
• Repeat back what you have heard
• Use body language like eye contact and leaning in
• Nod 
• Give a thumbs up
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Examples of using these strategies with our program goals:
Helping my family be environmentally friendly
• Give attention and talk about nature and healthy living
• Set a good example and clean up together as a family
Helping my family be healthy
• Talk about the benefits of smoking less
• Set goals to reduce smoking in your house
• Notice and praise good changes
• Spend time by eating family meals together
Protecting against destructive fishing
• Stay calm and avoid arguing 
• Make decisions and solve problems together
• Get support from family and friends
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Key message
If we want to have a happy, healthy and productive life it is important to 
focus on positive relationships and communicate well with the people 
around us. 
Take action:
• Communicate positively with your family
• Spend time to develop understanding relationships
Build positive 
relationships 
and thrive!
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BLOCK 4: MY FUTURE  
Overview
• Solving problems
• Taking care of yourself
• Program close
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Solving problems
Here are some steps:
• Decide what is a problem
• Think of solutions
• Decide which options are good
• Make a plan
• Try it out
• Review and improve your plan
There are other things to consider:
• Stay calm
• Focus on your own actions
• Be flexible
• Plan ahead to avoid problems
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Taking care of yourself
To be strong and healthy, and stay calm, we must take care of ourselves.
Here are some ideas for taking care of ourselves.
Positive self-talk:
• Thinking positive things
• Praising ourselves
Positive 
self-talk
Helpful thoughts I am a good role model
Unhelpful thoughts
My actions do not make 
a difference
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Doing things you enjoy:
• It is important to do activities we enjoy to be happy
• Sometimes we need a break
Doing things 
you enjoy
Relax with an 
activity you enjoy 
like:
• Spending time with others
• Sewing
• Making handicrafts
• Cooking a new dish
 ■ Exercise 8  Activities that are healthy and enjoyable
List some activities you would like and when you can do them:
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
 _____________________________________________________________
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Key message
If we solve problems calmly and think about all the options, we can make 
the best decisions. It is also important that we look after ourselves to be 
the best we can be. 
Take action:
• Solve problems calmly
• Do things you enjoy
• Work with others to make the changes you want in your 
community
Solve problems, 
look after 
yourself and 
thrive!
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Keep your materials 
Program close
• What have we learned?
• What has changed?
• How can we keep moving forward?
Remember what you have learned
Think about what has changed
You are a village hero — keep 
making a difference
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Project is a regional technical support project that seeks to unlock new, 
sustainable income streams for coastal communities in the East Asia-
Pacific region. CCRES will develop knowledge products — which inform 
the design of global, regional and national projects, plans and policies — 
and technical models and planning tools which assist with preparation of 
community-based coastal resource management plans.
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WELCOME
Hello and welcome to My Future, My Oceans training 
to become a Village Hero. My Future, My Oceans 
is an evidence-based program using techniques 
from psychology, behavioural sciences, and social 
sciences. Throughout the training process you 
will learn about the building blocks that underpin 
positive behaviour change so that you can bring the 
positive impact of My Future, My Oceans to your own 
community. At the end of this training process you 
will have mastered the competencies necessary to 
deliver My Future, My Oceans to small groups. 
Erik Simmons
CCRES: My Future, My Oceans,  
Program Coordinator
HOW WE OPERATE
A summary of behavioural interventions
Manage implementation 
infrastructure: personnel, 
venues etc.
Kraepelin method
Cyclical design of 
a behavioural 
intervention
DIAGNOSE DESIGN
IMPLEMENTEVALUATE
Synthesise 
behavioural theory, 
evidence-based 
practice, and 
diagnosis findings
Full assessment 
and reconsideration 
of key objectives
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COMPONENTS OF A BEHAVIOURAL 
INTERVENTION
1. Set objectives
Consider goals for the intervention.  
Map them in a brief outline or set of objectives 
to refer back to throughout the process.
2. Assemble team
Seek out and recruit the right personnel 
for your intervention. A project will need a 
consulting behavioural scientist for diagnosis 
and design, local extension officers for training 
and logistical needs, and local facilitators.
3. Kraepelin diagnosis
The behavioural diagnosis needs to take place before the intervention can be properly 
designed. Consulting scientist will need to synthesise existing theory, evidence-based 
strategies, and a participatory approach. This can be done through the below methods:
• Mining existing data sources and literature 
•  Conducting targeted interviews, focus groups, or associated qualitative methods
•  Using surveys or big data to investigate relevant behavioural constructs through 
quantitative means
•  Reaching out to other disciplines to help map context, such as consumer-based 
marketing, system dynamics, anthropology etc.
6. Extension planning
Establish a network of trainer personnel 
and local support, organise venues, recruit 
participants, and handle all associated 
logistics for implementation.
5. Intervention design:  
deconstruct, reconstruct, refine
Break down the Phase 1 intervention to its 
indivisible components and reconstruct 
considering the knowledge gained through the 
diagnosis process and contextual factors.
4. Intervention design:  
Phase 1
Design the intervention as one would in an 
ideal context. That is, design the intervention 
for a perfect-world scenario to achieve the 
intervention objectives.
7. Train facilitators
Facilitators should be local stakeholders in the 
community. Deploy a force of qualified trainers 
to certify local facilitators and empower them 
to carry out the intervention.
8. Implement
The intervention should take place in a planned and efficient 
manner. Project management should ensure everything is 
in order, participants are accounted for, and measurements 
are taking place. Project management should oversee 
implementation to ensure process quality and fidelity.
9. Monitor
Measurements should be taken before the 
intervention, directly after, and then months 
to a year after delivery, considering desired 
outcomes. Consulting scientist should be relied 
on to establish relevant and suitable metrics.
10. Project is now complete 
Revisit objectives, evaluate results through 
monitoring strategies, and deliberate on 
next steps.
Legend
Project Manager
Behavioural Scientist
Village Hero
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Awareness
• Know the problem
• Who benefits from fixing 
the problem
• What’s the issue and how 
does it affect us?
Self-regulation
• Engaging in positive 
consumer behavior
• Using teachable moments
• Setting a golden example
• Starting a conversation
Setting goals
• Come up with many 
solutions
• Track your goals
• Set positive and clear 
goals
• Set realistic goals
Positive relationships
• Positive praise
• Active listening
• Showing affection
• Get support and solve 
problems together
Solving problems
• Plan ahead to avoid problems
• Focus on own actions
• Be flexible and stay calm
• Review and improve your plan
Self care
• Positive self-talk
• Do things you enjoy
My Future,  
My Oceans
A family friendly  
environmental  
guide
1.
6.
2.3.
5.4.
FIVE LESSONS TO BE A GOOD 
FACILITATOR
Try to be:
Be bold
As a Village Hero and group leader it is 
important for you to trust your abilities and 
training. Have confidence in your delivery. Be ready
The most important thing to remember is 
preparation. Prepare all materials before 
you go to the group. Practice facilitating 
if you are nervous. Be prepared for 
unexpected things to happen.
Be caring 
You do not need to teach your group 
everything. Remember it is more important 
to guide and understand, than instruct.
Be open to suggestions
We can all improve our practice.  
Be open to suggestions from your group 
or other facilitators. If you get stuck on a 
problem, ask for help.Be yourself 
Be sincere, authentic, and yourself 
with your group. This should be a fun 
experience for all.
5.
013.
1.
4.
2.
MAP OF PARTICIPANT  
GUIDEBOOK
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SEVEN SKILLS OF AN EFFECTIVE 
VILLAGE HERO
My Future, My Oceans is a process THREE STEPS HOW TO LEAD A 
DISCUSSION
My Future, My Oceans
Discussions are the foundation of learning and progress. Participants need time to  
talk through strategies, ask questions, and process information to grow.
Set the stage
1. Always let participants know what they will be 
talking about and why it is important
2. Set the agenda and timeframe
3. Keep instructions simple and don’t over-explain
Be engaged
1. Be prepared with prompting questions
2. Use humour and share your own experience when 
appropriate
3. Encourage participants to lead the conversation – 
offering small suggestions, but never prescriptions
Addressing process concerns
1. Try to involve reluctant or quiet participants
2. Be prepared to cut off participants who 
dominate the conversation
3. Always be supportive of participants’ experience
2.
3.
Be professional and stay on topic
1.
1. Engaging 
environment
Groups for My Future, My 
Oceans are meant to be full 
of engaging activities and 
practical exercises for future 
Village Heroes. It is important 
that sessions do not become 
seminars and you allow 
participants to fully immerse 
themselves in the process and 
embrace self-growth.
2. Safe learning
My Future, My Oceans sessions 
are meant to be safe learning 
spaces. Future Village Heroes 
should be welcome to share, 
discuss and make mistakes. It is 
imperative that as facilitators we 
create this atmosphere for them.
3. Confident activity 
leading
It is difficult to be a Village Hero 
without confidence. To guide 
future Village Heroes, we must 
be confident in the way we speak 
and act — even with sometimes 
silly exercises. To develop 
confidence, it is important to 
practise the art of facilitation.
4. Good questions 
and listening
As a Village Hero, we are 
meant to support and 
encourage, not prescribe 
or demand. Use your active 
listening skills to connect 
with future Village Heroes. 
Have questions prepared to 
guide good discussions.
5. Plan ahead
Always plan ahead for 
future sessions and 
unexpected events 
that may arise. This 
includes preparing the 
venue, and planning 
time management and 
activities beforehand. Be 
ready for routine pitfalls 
and difficulties.
6. Be aware
Be alert and aware 
in-session and once 
sessions are complete. 
Reflect on each session 
and your delivery – self-
evaluate your practice. 
During sessions, always 
be alert and focused on 
the future Village Heroes. 
Focus on their needs 
and try not to judge 
them harshly.
7. Be a good 
example
Future Village Heroes will 
learn just as much from 
your actions as they do 
from the content. Always 
behave as you want 
your groups to behave 
and be a positive model 
to emulate.
NOTES
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THREE STEPS HOW TO LEAD 
BEHAVIOURAL REHEARSAL
My Future, My Oceans
Behavioural rehearsal is an important task for active skills training. If we want  
village heroes to behave a certain way in the world, they must have a safe and  
engaging space to practise.
Set the stage
1.  Often there is anxiety over acting out a desired 
behaviour – remind participants why it is important; 
provide rationale
2. Link goals to practice and remind participants it is  
okay to not be perfect
3. Always model the behaviour yourself first
Break it up
1. After you’ve given instructions, break participants 
into groups to practise
2. Provide options for participants to practise 
comfortably and with experiences relevant to them
3. Encourage self-evaluation and self-discovery
Give space to practise
1. Set a fixed amount of time for participants to 
practise
2. Be prepared to address groups getting off-task 
or reluctant participants
3. Always be available for support and questions
1.
2.
3.
Bring it all back and have fun!
The Capturing Coral Reef and Related Ecosystem Services (CCRES) 
Project is a regional technical support project that seeks to unlock new, 
sustainable income streams for coastal communities in the East Asia-
Pacific region. CCRES will develop knowledge products — which inform 
the design of global, regional and national projects, plans and policies — 
and technical models and planning tools which assist with preparation of 
community-based coastal resource management plans.
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Welcome
Welcome to project management training for My Future, My Oceans (MFMO). Think of this as an operating manual to 
effectively implement MFMO in your own community. The more you successfully implement MFMO, the less you will 
need to rely on this guide for assistance. In the first few instances, it is perfectly acceptable to trust this guide to help 
remind you of the important details necessary to deliver MFMO in your community.
Overview
MFMO is an evidence-based behaviour change program, initially designed to help low-resource coastal communities 
manage and change the environmental behaviours that most directly impact their local ecosystems. By delivering 
this program, MFMO has the capacity to positively influence the social functioning, behavioural efficacy, and 
cognitive ability of local stakeholders directly and indirectly through friends and family. MFMO promotes behaviours 
and social factors that protect marine ecosystems and mitigates behavioural and social factors that harm 
marine ecosystems.
To extricate the full benefit of MFMO as a project manager, it is best if you or your organisation have prior experience 
with the program. At a bare minimum, having a behavioural scientist on staff will suffice. It is important that the 
resident behavioural scientist acquaint themselves with all of the materials used in MFMO. This program relies on 
knowledge of social systems and human behaviour. If MFMO is implemented with low fidelity, minimal quality or 
unsatisfactory understanding, the results will be subject to unpredictable consequences. 
If you’re interested in the theories underlying MFMO and its execution, please refer to the glossary at the back of 
this manual. MFMO has been developed through a series of validation tests and decades worth of evidence-based 
applications of psychological and behavioural science theories. MFMO is no more than an innovative means to apply 
behavioural science towards positive global ends.
Please note that MFMO content is proprietary. Any alterations to the program without consent or permissions 
void content validity and violate copyright arrangements. If you or your organisation feels that large changes are 
necessary for your particular circumstance, please contact original program designers at e.simmons@uq.edu.au
Erik Simmons
CCRES: My Future, My Oceans, 
Program Coordinator
Paula Bradley
CCRES: My Future, My Oceans, 
Trainer
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Components of a behavioural 
intervention
1. Set objectives
Consider goals for the intervention.  
Map them in a brief outline or set of objectives to 
refer back to throughout the process.
2. Assemble team
Seek out and recruit the right personnel for your 
intervention. A project will need a consulting 
behavioural scientist for diagnosis and design, 
local extension officers for training and logistical 
needs, and local facilitators.
6. Extension planning
Establish a network of trainer personnel 
and local support, organise venues, recruit 
participants, and handle all associated logistics 
for implementation.
7. Train facilitators
Facilitators should be local stakeholders in the 
community. Deploy a force of qualified trainers 
to certify local facilitators and empower them to 
carry out the intervention.
8. Implement
The intervention should take place in a planned and efficient 
manner. Project management should ensure everything is 
in order, participants are accounted for, and measurements 
are taking place. Project management should oversee 
implementation to ensure process quality and fidelity.
Capturing Coral Reef and Related Ecosystem Services 
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3. Kraepelin diagnosis
The behavioural diagnosis needs to take place before the intervention can be properly designed. 
Consulting scientist will need to synthesise existing theory, evidence-based strategies, and a 
participatory approach. This can be done through the below methods:
• Mining existing data sources and literature 
•  Conducting targeted interviews, focus groups, or associated qualitative methods
•  Using surveys or big data to investigate relevant behavioural constructs through 
quantitative means
•  Reaching out to other disciplines to help map context, such as consumer-based 
marketing, system dynamics, anthropology etc.
5. Intervention design:  
deconstruct, reconstruct, refine
Break down the Phase 1 intervention to its 
indivisible components and reconstruct 
considering the knowledge gained through the 
diagnosis process and contextual factors.
4. Intervention design:  
Phase 1
Design the intervention as one would in an 
ideal context. That is, design the intervention 
for a perfect-world scenario to achieve the 
intervention objectives.
9. Monitor
Measurements should be taken before the 
intervention, directly after, and then months to a 
year after delivery, considering desired outcomes. 
Consulting scientist should be relied on to 
establish relevant and suitable metrics.
10. Project is now complete 
Revisit objectives, evaluate results through 
monitoring strategies, and deliberate on 
next steps.
Legend
Project manager
Behavioural scientist
Village hero
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Personnel
MFMO is a change program about people and for people. 
A cornerstone of the program’s effectiveness is the value 
it ascribes to human capital. Consequently, having the 
right people around and in the right roles is key to the 
successful execution of MFMO. To successfully implement 
MFMO, some positions will be a necessity for effective 
rollout, while other roles will be supplementary and based 
on program need. Sometimes it will be possible for a 
single individual to absorb multiple roles, though we do 
not recommend this for an initial program trial. 
Program coordination
The program coordination unit sustains the structure and 
network of MFMO during intervention implementation. 
Without a suitable coordination unit, MFMO cannot be 
successfully executed.
Program manager
The program manager oversees the project’s 
implementation. This means the program manager is 
responsible for making sure all roles are filled, logistics 
are in order, and all necessary communications reach the 
needed recipients. The program manager is the brain and 
nervous system for the entire operation. 
Financial manager
The financial manager supervises all funds for the 
project. Often while implementing MFMO, there are 
costs for venues, transportation, snacks, facilitators’ 
time, etc. To maintain minimal costs and accountability 
for delivery cost, a financial manager is necessary.
Local coordinator
The local coordinator is charged with managing all 
extension officers (i.e. facilitators) and manages all 
correspondence between the site of implementation, the 
participants, and the project management unit. 
Behavioural unit
MFMO’s underlying mechanism of change is decades 
of research investigating the many determinants of 
human behaviour. As such, it is desirable to have 
the behavioural sciences represented within the 
implementation team.
Behavioural scientist
The behavioural scientist should have some knowledge 
of human psychology, or at a bare minimum an adjacent 
social science. This role should serve as a nexus 
of connectivity for the design squad, the evaluation 
team, and program coordination.  A behavioural 
scientist should also be proficient in the theory and 
methodologies necessary to conduct a Kraepelin 
diagnosis if one is required before implementation. 
If changes are to be made to the modus operandi of 
MFMO, a behavioural scientist is mandated to oversee 
these changes. 
Evaluation team
Fundamental to MFMO is the process of rigorous and 
continuous evaluation of outcomes. Human behaviour 
can be a capricious and elusive construct to measure 
and thus, it is essential for those who disseminate and 
deliver MFMO to be equally creative in evaluation. 
The evaluation unit should consist of a small team of 
individuals with diverse backgrounds in data – both 
qualitative and quantitative. We also encourage 
evaluation to cover as many related, proximal data 
points as possible. For example, in the quest to reduce 
plastic emissions as part of MFMO, it is important to 
capture as many nodes of tangible data as possible. 
That could look like: very frequent surveys that capture 
psychometrics (i.e. measuring values, attitudes, 
cognitions, beliefs, and self-report data); qualitative data 
(i.e. conducting focus groups after the program and then 
months later to assess the impact and half-life through 
analyses like thematic breakdowns); biophysical data 
(i.e. if viable and available, tracking the trends of plastic 
emissions per household or per community through 
trustworthy databases); or economic data (i.e. tracking 
the cost, profits, or related indicators of plastic waste). 
An evaluation team should be capable of triangulating 
modular clusters of data to inform a results framework.
Design squad
Design squads are often a luxury position, yet they can 
be pivotal to ensuring MFMO has cultural acceptability 
and is relatable. Design squad members should have 
expertise in graphic design or a background in arts and 
visualisation. When taking MFMO to a novel location 
it may be necessary to adjust the graphics to be more 
representative of the culture being targeted. Talented 
designers are capable of giving MFMO a professional 
and accessible interface; these small details help boost 
the efficacy of the program. 
 See Build your team on page 5.
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FINANCIAL MANAGER*
• Oversees all finances
• Makes payments when necessary
• Documents allocation of funds for 
reporting
PROJECT MANAGER*
• Coordinates and employs all roles
• Manages communication between 
divisions
• Sets agendas, timelines, and 
objectives
LOCAL COORDINATION*
• Corresponds with local facilitators 
and participants
• Helps organise local logistics
• Consults on language barriers or 
cultural adherences
PROJECT COORDINATION
DATA EXPERT*
• Expertise in qualitative 
methodology
• Background in data 
analytics
EVALUATION
Build 
your team
For new policies to work, it requires 
a mass effort of individuals with 
specific roles to oversee the 
enactment of changes. Similarly, for 
My Future, My Oceans to produce 
desired effects, we need credible 
professionals orchestrating a mixture 
of positions.
SC
IE
NC
E
SYSTEMS THINKER
• Helpful for understanding 
context
• Conducting Kraepelin 
diagnosis
STATISTICIAN
• Background in quantitative 
methods
• Expertise in statistical 
analyses (preferably with 
the social sciences)
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENTIST*
• Provides foundation for 
theory
• Guidance on evidence-
based practice
DESIGN
BEHAVIOURAL ENGINEER
• Oversees the system of delivery and 
mechanisms
• Ensures all content is relevant
• Helps conduct Kraepelin diagnosis
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENTIST*
• Innovative strategies for applying 
strategy
• Required if making changes to 
activities
• Consults with evaluation squad
BEHAVIOURAL DESIGNER
• Creates new graphics for content
• Helps develop visuals for results
• Marren (represents protagonist’s 
mistakes/insecurities)
* Indicates mandatory roles
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Logistics
Several minute, intricate details must be accounted for 
prior, during, and after the implementation of MFMO. The 
program’s success is predicated on ease of access for 
facilitators and participants on the ground. This means 
that facilitators and participants alike should not have to 
worry about logistical concerns such as materials and 
supplies, venue arrangements, recruiting participants, 
and cost per delivery. The project management team 
should manage all these aspects and any other aspects 
that may arise. 
Each implementation site will have differing needs when 
it comes to site-specific requirements. A community in 
one country may have different needs than a community 
in another. 
To ensure that all details have been accounted for, a 
project manager must carefully inspect all aspects of 
delivery. For example:
• Who is delivering MFMO? Have they been 
properly trained?
• Where will we deliver the program?
• What materials might we need to successfully 
carry out the intervention?
• When will it be best to host sessions for our 
targeted population?
• Why will MFMO benefit our targeted population?
This training to be a program coordinator comes 
equipped with a mandatory planning simulation that 
must be completed before MFMO is implemented. 
During your planning simulation, it is imperative that you 
account for as many tangible details as possible. When 
applicable, list actual names and real places with real 
costs to assess the feasibility of MFMO with your target 
population. Keep in mind, you won’t be able to account 
for all the inevitable complications that will arise. It is just 
as important to be flexible as it is to be prepared. 
 See Logistics infographic on page 7 and the 
complete planning simulation activity on page 59.
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Logistics
Planning appropriately can boost and guarantee the 
efficacy of My Future, My Oceans implementation. 
It is important we consider as many details 
as possible.
Learning in action 
The first time we ran My Future, My Oceans our participants 
had a very difficult time processing content. It turns out, 
many of them needed corrective lenses and didn’t have 
them. The font was too small for them to understand! While 
this was unavoidable, it’s an excellent lesson in being flexible 
and prepared to reduce any external stressors that may 
hinder delivery.
1 2 3 4 5
Where When Why What Who
Select a convenient 
venue 
Know where 
participants are 
coming from
Consider having 
local facilitators
What times are 
best for your target 
population?
Is the time of 
year suitable 
for participants 
and facilitators?
When will you 
evaluate?
Underscoring 
implementation, 
there must be a 
justifiable mission 
statement or 
purpose for delivery
What resources will 
you need?
Consider the 
logistics of 
materials and space
Ponder the delivery 
mechanisms
Learn about the 
target population
Who are your 
facilitators?
Make sure all 
essential roles and 
positions are in 
order
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Training
Training can be a delicate and volatile process. Our 
goal is to instill a sense of personal agency and 
empowerment for our extension officers and facilitators; 
however, we must also keep in mind that the program 
was designed with a strong evidence base. We want 
facilitators to be personable, and to have the autonomy 
to express themselves throughout MFMO. At the same 
time, we must keep in mind that too much flexibility, or 
deviation away from MFMO’s core elements, can result 
in weak program fidelity and quality. 
It is ideal for individuals who are training other facilitators 
to have prior experience delivering MFMO, however this 
is not always feasible. While training other facilitators, 
the training guide should be used as a central point 
of reference.
Always listen to the ideas of your facilitators-in-training. 
Always validate their contributions. Always empower 
them to give examples and offer explanations of 
their own. Be cautious in approving any substantial 
alterations to delivery.
You can access an outline of the slides and scripts for 
MFMO training delivery in the Supplementary materials 
section of this document. Note that these are not 
to be followed strictly (training should feel organic); 
nevertheless, these slides and scripts have been 
validated over the course of numerous training events 
and undergone expert review by the original design 
team. Training should always be delivered in the native 
language of the country of implementation if possible. If 
you are finding it difficult to establish a training protocol, 
these resources are good prototypes to model after. 
 See Training fundamentals on page 9 and the 
Supplementary materials beginning on page 18.
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Training fundamentals
Training facilitators to deliver My Future, My Oceans is meant to be an engaging and involved process
Prepare
1.  Use resources like scripts and 
slides
2. Know the material
3.  Be ready to address common 
questions and concerns
Flexibility
1. Adjust to the trainees
2. Gather feedback and refine
3. Learn from trainees
Ideate
1. Be open to ideas
2. Experiment
3.  Co-create with team members
Connect
1.  Make training personal for 
trainees
2. Encourage discussions
3.  When possible, use active 
skills training
Self-agency
1.  Encourage self-reliance and 
self-regulation
2. Empower participants
3.  Allow trainees to help shape 
and guide the process
35
4
1 2
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Measurement
Imperative to the MFMO process is the use of 
measurement to capture impact. Measurements can be 
captured in many ways – see Measurements made easy 
graphic on page 11. A robust and diverse evaluation 
scheme allows the project to measure success based on 
numerous metrics. It is important that data be captured 
in as many forms as possible to illuminate the most 
realistic portrait of intervention results — a measurement 
scheme should align different modes of data sources 
into an overarching, logical configuration of information. 
The data must tell a story, and each modality must fill in 
the gaps where others fall short.  
Capturing data from people can often times be tricky. 
The most widely used methods are still fraught with 
pitfalls such as self-report biases and unfamiliarity with 
commonly used scales. While gathering data from 
human participants, be sure to follow ethical guidelines, 
and make certain that participants understand what is 
being asked of them.
Measurement exceeds the boundaries of the MFMO 
participants. It is also vital that we as program 
coordinators capture the skill and implementation quality 
of our facilitators. We call these measurements fidelity 
and implementation checks. This assures us that MFMO 
was provided as it was designed, and all facilitators 
delivered the program with sufficient adherence to 
program specifications. If we do not measure this, and 
facilitators do not receive any feedback, it will be very 
difficult for them to improve. Similarly, if there is an 
issue with MFMO delivery, we as program coordinators 
want to be the first to report this and begin working 
toward solutions. 
To validate MFMO we have used various measurement 
tools. These tools can be used as a point of reference 
for implementation and trialling. In some instances, 
it may be appropriate to make small modifications 
to the surveys and focus group protocols to better 
inform the outcomes of trials in different locations 
or addressing different issues. For a list of reference 
methods, inventories, and metrics used to capture the 
MFMO process, please visit ccres.net. These resources 
are high-calibre exemplars of assessment tools; 
however, evaluation should always be a rigorous, case-
specific process. 
 See Measurements made easy on page 11 and the 
Evaluation tools (surveys and protocols) beginning on 
page 35.
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Measurements made easy
Auxiliary social cost of improper 
plastic disposal
Tracking trends of the economy or other reliable proxies 
for change
Psychometric indicators
Measurement of perceived values for plastic disposal 
before MFMO and after MFMO, comparing the intervention 
group to a control group.
Changes in social values regarding 
plastic disposal
Real world outcomes
Tracking reliable, observable, and tangible outcomes, 
such as emission statistics per household. 
17 of 20 were observed properly disposing of their household plastics
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
50
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Qualitative data
Such as:
Focus groups
Stakeholder interviews
Media analysis
 INTERVENTION CONTROL
Biophysical
Tracking available biophysical data, such as 
estimated waste in certain regions.
12,000
27,000
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Glossary
This glossary is intended to present certain terms, 
theories, and evidence-based mechanisms that are 
present and influential in MFMO’s effectiveness. All of 
the content below has played a role in the development 
or implementation of the program and its trials alongside 
the data collected in the field that informed design. 
While this glossary is not fully comprehensive, it 
provides an extensive overview of numerous pivotal 
theories that played a role in design. Without this basis 
of evidence and established theory, MFMO would not 
function as it does. 
The glossary is broken down into three segments per 
term: what the term means; how it applies to MFMO; 
and suggested readings.
Archetypes
Defined
Archetypes are the ideal example of a category 
or desirable characteristics emergent from 
population values. 
In practice
In MFMO, we build the archetype for a Village Hero 
based on population values. This Village Hero then 
serves as a prototype for villagers to aspire towards.
Suggested reading
• Jung, C.G. (1980). The archetypes and the collective 
unconscious. Princeton University Press.
Decision-making in tragedy of the 
commons scenarios
Defined
Decision-making is not always a simple process of 
considering all the facts and taking action. Often we 
are faced with barriers posed by our own perceptions, 
uncertainties, or misguided heuristics. Decision-making 
in resource dilemmas, particularly where numerous 
parties rely on the same resource and the health of that 
resource is not specifically known, introduces significant 
discord into the decision-making process.
In practice
MFMO recognises this complex array of characteristics 
that impact villagers making decisions about how much 
to take from a natural resource. The program addresses 
some fundamental biases that may causes individuals to 
over-exploit and provides a few commonplace steps to 
approach these complex decisions. 
Suggested reading
• Gong, M., Baron, J., & Kunreuther, H. (2009). Group 
cooperation under uncertainty. Journal of Risk and 
Uncertainty, 39(3), 251–270. 
• Quintal, V. A., Lee, J. A., & Soutar, G. N. (2010). Risk, 
uncertainty and the theory of planned behavior: A 
tourism example. Tourism Management, 31(6), 797–805. 
• Tversky, A., & Kahneman, D. (1974). Judgment under 
Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases. Science (New York, 
N.Y.), 185(4157), 1124–31. 
Dunning-Krueger effect
Defined
The proclivity of the unskilled and untrained to believe 
that one is an expert in something they realistically know 
little about.
In practice
A big issue in changing behaviour or resource 
management is usually not the deficiency of ideas, but 
instead the inundation of them. Often individuals with 
little knowledge or expertise in behaviour change, or 
protecting ecosystems, believe themselves to have all 
the answers. MFMO attempts to systematically break 
down this effect by providing incremental and small 
shifts in behaviour instead of engaging in lengthy 
exercises trying to debunk misinformation and provide a 
universal solution to a large problem. 
Suggested reading
• Kruger, J. & Dunning, D. (1999). Unskilled and 
Unaware of It: How Difficulties in Recognizing 
One’s Own Incompetence Lead to Inflated Self-
Assessments. Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology. American Psychological Association. 77(6): 
1121–1134.
Goal setting
Defined
Setting goals is an important life and psychological 
skill that allows us to remain committed to long-term, 
beneficial outcomes by using evidence-based plan 
structures. By mastering this skill and learning to apply 
it, the ability to work toward better futures becomes 
readily available. 
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In practice
MFMO provides active skills training for goal setting to 
help participants further their skills of managing their 
own behaviour, as well as thinking and planning for 
the future.
Suggested reading
• Doran, G. T. (1981). There’s a S.M.A.R.T. way to write 
management’s goals and objectives. Management 
Review. 70 (11): 35–36.
• Locke, E. A., & Latham, G. P. (2002). Building a 
practically useful theory of goal setting and task 
motivation: A 35-year odyssey. American Psychologist, 
57(9), 705–717.
Innovation
Defined
Evidence-based ideas applied effectively with tangible 
impacts and outcomes. 
In practice
MFMO derives all of its content from well-established 
theories in behavioural sciences and thoroughly tested 
behaviour modification strategies. We take a design 
thinking approach to our evidence-based solutions and 
implementation. The innovation is in the form and design 
of delivery. 
Suggested reading
• Dodgson, M., & Gann, D. (2010). Innovation a very short 
introduction (Very short introductions). Oxford; New 
York: Oxford University Press.
• Mootee, I. (2013). Design thinking for strategic 
innovation: What they can’t teach you at business or 
design school. Hoboken, N.J: John Wiley & Sons Inc.
Phasing out
Defined
The process of slowly removing the system or 
infrastructure of reinforcement that you institute initially 
to establish a behaviour.
In practice
The process of phasing out consequences is principally 
important in the sustainability of behaviour once the 
program terminates. If participants’ behaviour is solely 
reliant on the reward or punishment structure set up 
by MFMO, the behaviours promoted throughout the 
program will extinguish when the program ends. By 
devising and employing a phase-out strategy, MFMO 
increases the likelihood of behaviours persisting after the 
program concludes.
Suggested reading
• Mazur, J. E. (1986). Learning and behavior. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J: Prentice-Hall.
Positive framing
Defined
The way that we present information can have a 
drastic effect on decisions and behaviour. Presenting 
information or decisions in a positive light can help with 
information processing, acceptability, and selecting to 
engage in a desirable behaviour.
In practice
MFMO almost exclusively frames learnings in a positive 
frame as opposed to a negative frame. Research 
suggests positive framing is more useful in establishing 
lasting behaviour and can have a more empowering 
effect on participants.
Suggested reading
• Pelletier, L. G., & Shapr, E. (2008). Persuasive 
communication and proenvironmental behaviours: How 
message tailoring and message framing can improve 
the integration of behaviours through self-determined 
motivation. Canadian Psychology, 49, 210–217.
• Hurlstone, M. J., Lewandowsky, S., Newell, B. R., 
Sewell, B., Anderegg, W., Prall, J., … Pelli, D. (2014). 
The Effect of Framing and Normative Messages in 
Building Support for Climate Policies. PLoS ONE, 9(12), 
e114335. 
• Bain, P. G., Hornsey, M. J., Bongiorno, R., & Jeffries, C. 
(2012). Promoting pro-environmental action in climate 
change deniers. Nature Climate Change, 2. 
Positive spillover
Defined
The likelihood that skills or generalisable behaviour 
learned in one instance will permeate and diffuse into 
other domains of behaviour, hence these skills extend to 
other aspects of life. 
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In practice
Many of the skills and behaviours promoted in MFMO are 
meant to be embodiments of desirable practice that can 
be applied in many domains of life. For example, complex 
problem solving, while used in the context of managing 
waste emission behaviour, is a skill that may positively 
spill over to how an individual negotiates within a group 
or how they decide between two competing behaviours.
Suggested reading
• Nilsson, A., Bergquist, M., & Wesley P. 
Schultz (2016). Spillover effects in environmental 
behaviors, across time and context: a review 
and research agenda, Environmental Education 
Research,23:4, 573–589.
• Kim, D. A., Hwong, A. R., Stafford, D., Hughes, D. A., 
O’Malley, A. J., Fowler, J. H., & Christakis, N. A. (2015). 
Social network targeting to maximise population 
behaviour change: a cluster randomised controlled trial. 
The Lancet, 386(9989), 145–153. 
• Nash, N., Whitmarsh, L., Capstick, S., Hargreaves, T., 
Poortinga, W., Thomas, G., Sautkina, E. and Xenias, D. 
(2017). Climate-relevant behavioral spillover and the 
potential contribution of social practice theory. WIREs 
Clim Change, 8:481. 
Prosocial behaviour
Defined
The propensity to carry out positive behaviour with the 
consideration and in the service of others. These are 
volitional actions aimed at benefiting an individual or 
group of individuals.   
In practice
Prosocial behaviour lies at the core of MFMO in that all 
behaviours instilled in participants are either supposed 
to positively benefit them directly or to positively 
influence the individuals most proximal to them (i.e. their 
family, friends, and community). Individuals inherently 
need social networks, and these networks can be 
strengthened and improved through positive behaviours 
meant to benefit the whole.
Suggested reading
• Eisenberg, N., Fabes, R. A. and Spinrad, T. L. 2007. 
Prosocial Development. Handbook of Child Psychology. 
III:11.
• Baumeister & Bushman (2007). Social Psychology and 
Human Nature. Cengage Learning.
• Brief, A., & Motowidlo, S. (1986). Prosocial 
Organizational Behaviors. The Academy of Management 
Review, 11(4), 710–725. 
Psychological distance 
Defined
Often referred to as construal level theory, psychological 
distance is the cognitive space we place between our 
thoughts and an object. For example, we place a high 
level of cognitive distance between our own sense of 
self and wellbeing and the health of marine ecosystems 
because we cannot always see marine ecosystems. 
Psychological distance is problematic in that it often 
inhibits the motivation to take action. 
In practice
In MFMO we attempt to reduce the psychological 
distance between individuals and the health of 
the natural resources around them by cognitively 
intertwining the wellbeing of individuals with the 
wellbeing of ecosystems. By making it personal 
the program seeks to increase the probability of 
positive action.
Suggested reading
• Spence, A., Poortinga, W., & Pidgeon, N. (2012). 
The Psychological Distance of Climate Change. Risk 
Analysis, 32(6), 957–972. 
• Trope, Y., & Liberman, N. (2010). Construal-Level 
Theory of Psychological Distance. Psychological 
Review, 117(2), 440–463. 
Reinforcement (operant 
conditioning)
Defined
Operant conditioning is the dominating theory on 
the contingencies between stimuli, behaviour, and 
consequences. 
In practice
To further grasp the underpinnings of why people do 
what they do, we must first understand as a human 
species what motivates an agent of behaviour to perform 
an action, and what motivates that same agent to repeat 
or discontinue that same action in the future.
When considering the efficacy of interventions like MFMO, 
we must consider how they are reinforced or punished 
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with consequences. Often, interventions that rely 
solely on continual fixed reinforcement with secondary 
reinforcers (i.e. monetary rewards) experience high, quick 
extinction rates when said reinforcer is removed. Thus, it 
is fundamentally important to acquaint ourselves with the 
first-principles of behaviour and reinforcement.
Suggested reading
• Ferster, C. B., & Skinner, B. F. (1957). Schedules of 
reinforcement.
• Mazur, J. E. (1986). Learning and behavior. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J: Prentice-Hall.
• Skinner, B. F. (1938). The behavior of organisms: An 
experimental analysis. New York: Appleton-Century.
• Skinner, B. F. (1953). Science and human behavior. 
Self- and collective-efficacy
Defined
An individual’s (or group’s) confidence in their ability 
to carry out a behaviour. Further, the belief that this 
behaviour will have the consequences initially intended. 
In practice
MFMO focuses on building perceived efficacy within 
participants because it is vital that participants feel a sense 
of competency in their ability to carry out a behaviour 
and they feel that behaviour has an impact. It is unlikely a 
behaviour will start or continue if these two conditions are 
not met. MFMO uses various mechanisms to boost self- 
and collective-efficacy for various behaviours. 
Suggested reading
• Bandura, A. (1977). Self-efficacy: Toward a Unifying 
Theory of Behavioral Change. Psychological Review, 
84(2), 191–215. 
• Zaccaro, S. J., Blair, V., Peterson, C., & Zazanis, M. 
(1995). Collective Efficacy (pp. 305–328). Springer US. 
Self-determination theory (SDT)
Defined
A theory of motivation that focuses on an individual’s 
ability to engage in positive and healthy behaviours 
based on their autonomy, competence, and relatedness. 
The idea that these values can be supported and met 
has been linked to numerous wellness outcomes such 
as adherence to healthy behaviours, persistence in the 
face of adversity, improved performance, and enhanced 
social wellbeing.  
In practice
MFMO aims to promote self-regulatory and enriched 
internal capacity for all participants. Thus individual 
functioning is imperative to positive program outcomes. 
By empowering the three core tenets of SDT, our 
participants are more likely to maintain the positive 
behaviours they learn, be confident when it becomes 
difficult to perform positive behaviours, and interact 
beneficially with those around them enacting similar 
patterns of behaviour.  
Suggested reading
• Deci, E. L., & Ryan, R. M. (1985). Intrinsic motivation 
and self-determination in human behavior. New York, 
NY: Plenum.
• Deci, E. L., & Ryan, R. M. (2000). The “what” and 
“why” of goal pursuits: Human needs and the self-
determination of behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11, 
227–268.
• Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2000). Self-determination 
theory and the facilitation of intrinsic motivation, social 
development, and well-being. American Psychologist, 
55, 68–78.
Self-regulation
Defined
A skill that an individual may possess that allows them to 
employ substantial control over their cognitive, emotional, 
social, and behavioural practices that allow them to 
behave in accordance to their own values, ends, or goals. 
In practice
MFMO is heavily reliant on self-regulatory processes in 
both facilitators and participants. It allows for adaptability 
and flexibility in novel circumstances. It also ensures 
minimal sufficiency and sustainability; by promoting this 
skill in the human agents in our systems they require 
less management and oversight during and after 
program completion.
Suggested reading
• Bandura, A. (1991). Social Cognitive Theory of Self-
Regulation, 38. 
• Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2000). Self-determination 
theory and the facilitation of intrinsic motivation, social 
development, and well-being. American Psychologist, 
55(1), 68–78. 
• Sanders, M. R. (2012). Development, evaluation, and 
multinational dissemination of the triple P-Positive 
Parenting Program. Annu Rev Clin Psychol, 8, 345–379. 
  
Appendix B 
Supplementary intervention fidelity forms and facilitator aid forms used to ensure 
intervention replicability and quality adherence.  
 
  
Appendix B 
 
Fidelity to Intervention Measures for Process Quality 
 
Please read each statement below and indicate how much that statement applied to the specialist 
during that session. Do not spend too much time on any one statement 
 
Facilitator ID _________________  
 
 
Session #_________________   Coder’s Name _______________________ 
 
 
 Not 
Present 
1 
Minimally 
Present 
2 
Mostly 
Present 
3 
Fully 
Present 
4 
1. Specialist is capable of delivering a good 
introduction to the session, by explaining 
purpose of the session and inquiring how 
participants are feeling. 
    
2. Specialist is capable of explaining rationales 
for introducing new content (i.e. why it is 
important to set goals) and gain approval from 
participants 
    
3. Specialist is capable of clarifying any 
questions that may come up from participants 
and ensuring participants understand (i.e., does 
any one have any questions about what we just 
discussed?) 
    
4. Specialist is capable of helping participants 
formulate her own goals that are realistic using a 
self-regulation framework (i.e. what do you 
think is realistic for you?) 
    
5. Specialist is capable of setting up different 
types of demonstration activities in an 
appropriate manner (i.e. provided rationale, 
modeled skill). 
    
6. Specialist is capable of using active listening 
skills, by paraphrasing, facilitating discussion, 
giving verbal and non-verbal encouragement, 
and encouraging participation. 
    
7. Specialist is capable of eliciting participant 
concerns, comments, and questions by 
appropriately listening and validating their 
perspective and voice. 
    
8. Specialist is capable of using the tools (the     
workbook) in the session. 
9. Specialist is capable of displaying empathy by 
demonstrating a caring attitude, being attentive, 
and non-judgmental. 
    
10. Specialist is capable of time management     
11. Overall, the specialist is capable of using 
self-regulatory skills and facilitating 
participants’ self-regulation. 
    
12. Overall, the specialist is capable of tailoring 
session content to met the needs of and apply to 
the participants by using relevant examples to 
illustrate key points 
    
13. Overall, the specialist is capable of checking 
that participants understand what content is 
expected to be carried out as homework  
    
14. Overall, the specialist is capable of using 
good questioning, listening, and non-verbal 
techniques to ensure the process quality of a 
session is good.  
    
15. Overall, the specialist is capable of 
conducting a session. 
    
 
 
Total Score = ________________ 
 
My Future Program Content Checklist 
Use this as a guide and as a record of what you covered in the session. Indicate with a tick ( ) if 
the item was covered. Leave blank if the item was omitted. 
Date:  
_                                           
__ 
  Number of 
participants: 
_                                           
__ 
Start 
time: 
_                                           
__   Finish time: 
_                                           
__ 
 
 
Content checklist 
Block 1: My village 
1. Why we are here today (agenda and overview)   
 Welcome participants 
 Give an overview of the program 
 Introduce program goals and core values 
 Set ground rules 
 
  
   
2. Building blocks for a happy, healthy and productive life   
 Introduce the building blocks (family, environment, self-regulation) 
 Discuss the keys to success for a better future 
 Discuss the impact of a healthy environment 
 Introduce the notion of being a village hero 
 
  
   
3. Impacts of garbage   
 Exercise 1 Garbage around the village 
 Exercise 2 Why managing our garbage is hard 
 
  
   
4. A clean village    
 Exercise 3 What does a clean village mean? 
 Discuss take home message and how to take action 
 Prepare participants for break 
 
  
 
 
5. Key message   
 Discuss the key message from Block 1: My village 
 Take action: Be aware of the problems, motivation for change 
 
  
 
BLOCK 2: My actions 
1. Overview   
 Give an overview of the content of Block 2: My actions    
   
2. Self-regulation   
 Define self-regulation and provide rationale for importance 
 Exercise 4: Discussing different ways to empower positive behaviour and self-
regulate their own behaviour in everyday life 
 
  
   
3. Setting goals   
 Exercise 5: Set personal goals 
 Explain how to assess and track goals 
 Introduce behavioural homework 
 
  
 
BLOCK 3: My family 
1. Reflection   
 Welcome participants back 
 Recap of last session 
 Exercise 6: Discussion about goals and behavioural homework 
 
  
  
2. Building positive relationships   
 Provide a rationale and define positive relationships 
 Exercise 7: Active practice of communication skills 
 
 
BLOCK 4 My future 
1. Solving problems   
2. Taking care of yourself   
 Provide a rationale and define taking care of yourself 
 Exercise 8: Brainstorm activities that are healthy and enjoyable 
 
  
 Provide a rationale and define taking care of yourself 
 Exercise 8: Brainstorm activities that are healthy and enjoyable 
 
  
   
3. Carry on and thrive   
 Exercise 9: Discussion of how to maintain progress and overcome future barriers 
 Encourage continual meetings with participants 
 Thank participants 
 
  
   
4. Program close   
    
Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional agenda items (note any additional content or major deviation from the set 
program) 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Signature:  ___                                                            _______  Date completed: 
____________________ 
 
 
  
  
Appendix C 
Selected excerpts from news items about the project. These pieces were co-written with 
media experts that were associated with the larger CCRES project.  
 
  
ccres.net/news/article/new-study-set-to-target-positive-household-behaviours
Focus groups with coastal communities are fun, members of the behaviour change team
found when they visited Bontolebang village, Selayar, Indonesia (Photo: M. Paterson)
New study set to target positive household behaviours
December 10 2016
Destructive fishing practices, including bombing and cyanide poisoning, are a major
problem for householders in Selayar, Indonesia, who rely on fisheries as their main source
of food and income.
Poor waste management and marine pollution (plastic and fuel) also pose a threat to
marine ecosystems and, as a result, the value of the services they provide to coastal
communities in South Sulawesi.
These are observations made by behaviour change researchers who last month met
people at Tile-tile, Bungaiya and Bontolebang in Selayar to discuss environmental
problems in their villages.
1/2
Using local language and Bahasa Indonesia the researchers collected data from groups of
men, women and young adults on survey forms and on audio during nine focus groups over
three days.
This research activity is analysing the needs, values, levers and drivers for fostering
sustainable behaviours among individuals and households at the CCRES project’s pilot site
in Indonesia. It is doing so in order to develop a pilot intervention for promoting positive
environmental behaviour and is part of the CCRES project’s promoting behaviour change
component.
The activity is a partnership between the Positive Parenting Program (Triple P) at The
University of Queensland (UQ) and the Center for Coastal Marine Resource Studies
(CCMRS) at Bogor Agricultural University (IPB).
The field work was completed by representatives from project partners Currie
Communications, COREMAP CTI, CCMRS and Triple P. These were CCRES country
coordinator Ibu Yuni Kumoloraras, local translator Pak Andi, Activity Leader Erik Simmons,
(UQ), researcher Pak Yudi Wahyudin (CCMRS), interpreter Pak Ibnu Najib, facilitator Paula
Bradley and Team Leader Mark Paterson.
The data collected will now be analysed to identify candidate behaviours for targeting in a
pilot intervention during March and April 2017. The intervention will be developed using the
principles of Triple P - one of the most effective evidence-based parenting programs in the
world, backed up by more than 30 years of ongoing research. It is expected that preliminary
results from this activity will be shared at the 2017 CCRES Stakeholder Forum in Jakarta,
Indonesia, during July 2017.
For more information, contact Erik Simmons, The University of Queensland
2/2
ccres.net/news/article/pilot-behaviour-change-program-wheeled-out-at-selayar
One of our participants from Bontolebang village arriving with a wheelbarrow load of plastic
rubbish. Photo: P. Bradley.
Pilot behaviour change program wheeled out at Selayar
June 19 2017
With massively overweight suitcases full of training materials and workbooks, the
‘behaviour change’ team landed at Selayar, Indonesia, during May to deliver its positive
environmental behaviour (waste management) pilot program.
The team, comprising activity leader Erik Simmons, The University of Queensland (UQ),
CCRES coordinator (Indonesia) Ibu Yuni Kumoloraras and facilitator-trainer Paula Bradley,
Currie Communications, had a two-fold workplan: first, to train four local facilitators to
deliver the program at the chosen pilot site (Bontolebang village on the island of Pasi
Gusung) and second, to support training delivery to 48 female participants over two days.
Together with the team at the Triple P Innovation Precinct at UQ, PhD researcher Mr
Simmons designed the pilot program based on the results of the team’s behavioural
diagnosis work conducted last November using surveys and focus groups.
1/3
Analysis of the findings from the focus groups revealed three behaviours that collectively
stuck out as problematic candidate behaviours for targeting – bomb fishing, cyanide fishing,
and waste disposal.
Waste disposal turned out to be the preferred option to target with the pilot program: “While
it did rank slightly behind the other options for impact, waste disposal ranked optimally for
accessibility, salience and generalisability,” Mr Simmons said.
Local facilitator Ibu Sunarty demonstrating how to set goals. Photo: P Bradley
The pilot program’s modules were designed around the central idea of participants
becoming Village Heroes by championing a safer, healthy environment through setting and
tracking goals (see picture), building positive relationships, problem solving and taking care
of themselves.
Participants were asked to set one common goal as part of the training – to collect two
large bags of plastic rubbish and return it on the second day of the training a week later.
Every single participant achieved this goal. One even returned with three bags strapped to
a wheelbarrow (see picture). The team also noticed several children collecting rubbish for
their mothers before they had even left the island on the first day of training – social
diffusion in action!
The team’s approach to the training program for its local facilitators – Ibu Andi Eti, Ibu Gita
Lestari, Ibu Jumniaty and Ibu Sunarty – was to explain the content in Bahasa Indonesia,
modify it for local relevance and model the facilitation process, including a number of
demonstrations. The team had a lot of fun putting the demonstrations together, which linked
strongly into communicating the program’s key messages during the actual training.
2/3
The facilitators were also free to communicate with participants using the local Selayarese
language rather than exclusively Bahasa Indonesia, which also supported the best-possible
communication of key messages.
Participant surveys were also conducted pre- and post-program delivery with the results to
be analysed in coming weeks.
The team would like to thank Pak Zul Regal Janwar and Pak Andi Penrang from the Dinas
Marine Affairs and Fisheries for their magnificent help and support.
By Paula Bradley
For more information contact Erik Simmons
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ccres.net/news/article/low-cost-tool-empowers-leaders-promotes-change
My Future, My Oceans local and international team members with village heroes at
Bontolebang, Selayar, Indonesia (photo: L Izquierdo)
Low-cost tool empowers leaders, promotes change
December 19 2017
New research has confirmed that shifts in human psychology and behaviour achieved by
CCRES’ low-cost behaviour change program, My Future, My Oceans, last May have been
sustained.
The research, undertaken at the project’s pilot site, Selayar, in Indonesia, during
September, found that participants improved on the six core psychological competencies
targeted by the pilot program.
The 48 participants – all adult women from the village of Bontolebang on the island of Pasi
Gusung –  also scored higher on an empowerment index than those from a control village.
Four months after the program began, not only are the women continuing to collect plastic
– the primary behaviour targeted – they are making other positive changes to how they live
their lives.
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These changes include convincing their fishermen husbands to collect marine plastic,
managing roaming goats (and thus their excrement) and collectively getting centralised
electricity.
During the program participants – who researchers described as ‘village heroes’ – collected
100 bags of plastic rubbish that littered their village as a part of their ‘behavioural
homework’.
“The village heroes extended what they learned to other dilemmas they encounter
habitually, meaning we’ve implemented an intervention ‘Swiss-army knife’ of sorts,” said
My Future, My Oceans project coordinator PhD student Erik Simmons, from The University
of Queensland, Brisbane.
My Future, My Oceans is a tool for local governments and NGOs to use to promote positive
behaviours, including waste management, fishing practices and personal hygiene, in
coastal communities.
“The total cost to roll-out My Future, My Oceans in a coastal community is $AUD2,648.
This includes all materials and personnel – exhibiting low-cost in a development setting,”
said Erik.
Recently Bontolebang was nominated as a ‘Desa Sehat’ (Clean Village), one of the
cleanest, healthiest villages in South Sulawesi Province. The village had never been
nominated before. These villages from the 34 provinces in Indonesia are considered for an
award by the National Government.
“Since the program (My Future, My Oceans) was delivered, many people from the Regency
(of Selayar) and other villages have come to see what we have done,” said a Bontolebang
participant.
Says another village hero: “This program has been excellent. We have been able to solve a
variety of problems – rubbish, for example – and we’ve been able to do this together, and
improve our family relationships as well.”
My Future, My Oceans has been created to promote human behaviours that protect coastal
ecosystems and, in doing so, sustain the value of the services these ecosystems provide to
local communities.
For the pilot at Bontolebang, the core psychological competencies and behaviours targeted
were perceived plastic collection; problem solving skills; checking whether the fish
participants consumed were caught safely or by destructive methods; perceived
responsibility for the state of the environment; life satisfaction; and perceived impact of
actions on the environment.
Essential to the success of My Future, My Oceans are the behavioural examples given to
participants. These examples – safe and relatable illustrations of how to apply given
psychological competencies in any context – include setting positive goals, buying safe fish,
solving problems harmoniously and listening actively. These examples are associated with
various psychological skills in different modules of a two-day workshop attended by the
participants.
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“The latest research shows the initial results, in regards to psychological competencies and
behaviours, enhances the capacity of local leaders in a low-cost and sustainable way,” said
Erik.
“Beyond the measured success of My Future, My Oceans, project logistics and viability
were always top-of-mind. Not only did we want to develop a tool that could catalyse
change, we wanted an intervention that would be sustainable and affordable for use in low-
resource situations.
“My Future, My Oceans is effective, easily-generalisable and low-cost. This ensures that
non-experts are capable of delivering the program with light-touch training and little
community investment.”
More information: Erik Simmons
 
My Future, My Oceans increased six psychological skills and competencies across three
time points, supporting a cleaner environment and a healthier community.
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My Future, My Oceans is rolled out at Bebeladan village, El Nido, the Philippines (Photo: P
Bradley)
My Future, My Oceans comes to El Nido
June 14 2018
The low-cost CCRES behaviour change tool, My Future, My Oceans, is being piloted at El
Nido in the province of Palawan, in the Philippines, in partnership with Ten Knots
Development Corporation, this month.
The trial seeks to validate use of the tool outside of Indonesia where it has been used to
improve waste management in a village on Selayar, the CCRES pilot site.
In the Philippines, the main behaviour targeted is plastic collection. Almost 100 women
from two villages are involved. The activity is being led by My Future, My Oceans leader
Erik Simmons, from The University of Queensland (UQ), in collaboration with Mariglo
Laririt, Head of Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives, at El Nido Resorts, part of Ten
Knots.
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At El Nido, the core psychological competencies and behaviours targeted are plastic
collection; problem solving skills; checking whether the fish participants consume are
caught safely or by destructive methods; perceived responsibility for the state of the
environment; satisfaction with life; and perceived impact of actions on the environment.
Enhancing the philanthropic research and community facilitation skills of local personnel,
including barangay leaders, government officials and staff members from Ten Knots, as
well as a group of students from Georgetown University, Washington DC, attending a Ten
Knots summer internship program, is one of the objectives of this El Nido partnership.
Says Ms Laririt, who is a member of the CCRES Technical Steering Committee: “This
activity is providing unique opportunities for our interns to gain applied philanthropic
research experience first-hand. They will assist with data collection, community outreach,
and logistical support.” They will also be trained to use the My Future, My Oceans tool.
My Future, My Oceans is rolled out at Bebeladan village, El Nido, the Philippines (Photo: P
Bradley)
Says Mr Simmons, a PhD student with the Triple P Innovation Precinct at UQ: “We will be
measuring outcomes at three points: directly prior to implementation, directly after, and two
months after the program. The results will be reported to all involved parties and the
outcomes in the Philippines will be compared to the results from our work in Indonesia.”
In Indonesia, the shifts in human psychology and behaviour triggered by the program were
sustained four months after the program began.
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Not only were the women participants continuing to collect plastic – the primary behaviour
targeted – they were are making other positive changes to how they live their lives. These
included convincing their fishermen husbands to collect marine plastic, managing roaming
goats (and thus their excrement) and collectively getting centralised electricity.
My Future, My Oceans is a tool for local governments and NGOs to use to promote positive
behaviours, including waste management, fishing practices and personal hygiene, in
coastal communities. The cost to roll-out My Future, My Oceans in a coastal community in
low-resource settings is approximately AUD$2,700 covering most materials and personnel.
My Future, My Oceans is effective, easily able to be generalised, and low-cost. This
ensures that non-experts – supported with light-touch training and modest investment – are
capable of delivering the program,” says Mr Simmons.
“It’s been created to promote human behaviours that protect coastal ecosystems and the
services they provide to local communities.”
For more information contact Erik Simmons
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My Future, My Oceans participants at Bebeladan village, El Nido, the Philippines (Photo: H.
Almasco).
Success of CCRES tool replicated in El Nido
September 19 2018
A pilot of My Future, My Oceans at El Nido in the Philippines has validated the use of the low-
cost behaviour change tool outside of Indonesia.
The El Nido trial, which involved almost 100 women and targeted plastic waste collection, has
produced statistically significant results for each of the 11 psychometric indicators assessed.
Villagers in the My Future, My Oceans group posted higher post-trial scores for attitudes and
behaviours, including perceived plastic waste collection; problem solving skills and perceived
responsibility for the environment.
“The results validate the My Future, My Oceans process for fostering sustainable behaviours
in low-resource coastal households,” said research leader Erik Simmons, The University of
Queensland.
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“Once again, this process of behavioural diagnosis and behaviour change has empowered
individuals to think and act in ways that lead to healthier families, happier lives and a cleaner
environment.”
The My Future, My Oceans process comprises training of facilitators to deliver workshops,
running of workshops to empower villagers, and the evaluation of outcomes. The process is
supported by materials, including a project coordinator guidebook, facilitator handbook and
participant workbook.
The research at El Nido was done in partnership with Ten Knots Development Corporation,
which operates the El Nido Resorts. A group of students from Georgetown University,
Washington DC, attending a Ten Knots summer internship program, was trained, with My
Future, My Oceans trainer Paula Bradley facilitating the workshops. The research was
coordinated by the CCRES Country Coordination Unit at The Marine Science Institute,
University of the Philippines Diliman.
Mariglo Laririt, Head of Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives at El Nido Resorts, and a
member of the CCRES Technical Steering Committee said: “This activity provided a unique
opportunity for our interns to dive head-first into applied philanthropic research. They assisted
the CCRES researchers with data collection, community outreach, and logistical support.”
Enhancing the philanthropic research and community facilitation skills of these interns, as well
as village leaders, government officials and Ten Knots staff, was a key objective of the
partnership.
The week-long El Nido trial studied women from two villages – Bebeladan (intervention) and
Teneguiban (control). Outcomes were measured directly prior to implementation and directly
after.
The core psychological competencies and behaviours targeted were plastic waste collection;
problem solving skills; goal setting; checking whether the fish participants consume are caught
safely or by destructive methods; perceived responsibility for the state of the environment;
satisfaction with life; attitudes to health; and perceived impact of actions on the environment.
In Indonesia, My Future, My Oceans was used to improve waste management in a village
on Selayar. Shifts in human psychology and behaviour triggered by the process
were sustained for four months after it was delivered.
My Future, My Oceans is a tool for local governments and NGOs to use to promote positive
behaviours, including waste management, fishing practices and personal hygiene, in coastal
communities.
“My Future, My Oceans has been developed to promote human behaviours that protect
coastal ecosystems and the services they provide to local communities,” Erik said.
“It’s effective, easy to use and low-cost. This ensures that non-experts – supported with light-
touch training and modest investment – are capable of delivering the program.”
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The cost of My Future, My Oceans is AUD$2,700, covering most materials and personnel.
For more information contact Erik Simmons on e.simmons@uq.edu.au.
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Women from Parak village, Selayar, Indonesia, brainstorm in a breakout group at the
Waste2Enterprise workshop (Photo: M. Paterson).
New trial inspires women to create value from plastic
waste
September 19 2018
Researchers from the CCRES behaviour change and business development teams have
delivered a new intervention designed to inspire coastal communities to create value from
plastic waste.
Using the behaviour change tool My Future My Oceans, and a business development
workshop, Waste2Enterprise (W2E), researchers trialled the program at Selayar, Indonesia,
during July.
Both My Future, My Oceans and Waste2Enterprise have been used at Selayar but never
together.
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Previously, My Future, My Oceans has been used to improve waste management in
Bontolebang village, Selayar. In this trial, shifts in human psychology and behaviour
were sustained four months after it was delivered.
Since January the business team has been using Waste2Enterprise to spread the word among
coastal communities about how to use business solutions and community-based management
to address the critical issue of ocean plastics. Ocean plastics can have significant impacts on
coastal and marine ecosystems, as well as human health.
For the joint My Future, My Oceans/Waste2Enterprise activity, 96 women from two villages –
Parak (intervention) and Padang (control) – were recruited for a four-day program that included
facilitator training and participant workshops. Eleven psychometric indicators for women in both
villages were measured before and after the trial.
“We found similar, consistent findings to our previous trials. Women felt empowered, and we
witnessed demonstrable changes in behaviour. Integrating our behaviour change work with
Waste2Enterprise provides these communities with a viable means to turn their behaviour into
an alternative revenue stream,” said research leader Erik Simmons, The University of
Queensland (UQ).
The Parak group posted higher post-trial scores for attitude and perceptions, including
perceived plastic collection, problem solving skills and perceived responsibility for the
environment. The results validate the use of My Future, My Oceans at a second village in
Indonesia.
The core psychological competencies and behaviours targeted were plastic collection; problem
solving skills; goal setting; checking whether the fish that participants consume are caught
safely or by destructive methods; perceived responsibility for the state of the environment;
satisfaction with life; attitudes to health; and perceived impact of actions on the environment.
As part of two days of My Future, My Oceans community workshops in their village, each of
the 48 Parak women presented one bag of plastic and participated in goal setting, problem
solving and positive thinking exercises, run by local CCRES facilitators Isma Andi, Andi Eti,
Ghyta Lestary and Sunarty.
The My Future, My Oceans process comprises training of facilitators to deliver workshops,
running of workshops to empower villagers, and the evaluation of outcomes. The process is
supported by practitioner materials, including a project coordinator guidebook, facilitator
handbook and participant workbook.
The last day of the trial was the Waste2Enterprise workshop. It included information and
awareness sessions plus group activities and testimonials. The program was led by Dr Anna
Phelan from UQ and Pak Firman Tri Ajie from the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI).
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The aim of the workshop was to inform participants about the global challenge of ocean plastic
and to empower them towards community-led waste management using specific examples
and simple strategies. Participants were encouraged to develop their own business ideas for
reducing, converting and collecting plastic waste to support sustainable livelihoods.
A workbook which included a template for an adaptable community-scale waste management
plan was shared with participants to help them think about how they can manage plastic
collection, conversion and mitigation.
The women’s ideas included reducing the use of single-use plastics through reusable baskets
and containers, expanding the existing garbage bank and establishing a recycling facility,
looking at more innovative ways at being a ‘successful collector’, and exploring potential
markets for handicrafts made from plastics
“It was clear that many of the Parak women care deeply about their community and were very
interested to explore enterprise-based solutions for addressing plastic waste management,”
said Anna.
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Meet the team: Erik Simmons
June 14 2018
Erik Simmons (photo: G Sheehan)
Erik Simmons says his personal investment in the CCRES project stems from his devotion
to fighting injustice with chaste and quality work, elegance and ingenuity.
A behavioural scientist and international PhD candidate at The University of Queensland's
School of Psychology, Erik is the leader of the CCRES project's My Future, My Oceans
behaviour change activity.
Erik and his team design, implement and evaluate behaviour change programs for low-
resource coastal communities. Their aim is to enhance the lives and wellbeing of these
communities, and to strengthen the nexus between community systems and ecosystem
services. Erik’s team values people as one of the cornerstones in addressing
anthropogenic threats to ecosystems – both marine and terrestrial.
“Hopefully our impact will be the empowerment of individuals in these coastal
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communities,” he said.
“We want to increase more sustainable, positive behaviours to benefit the ecosystems, and
we seek to proliferate a healthier quality of life and enrichment of the social infrastructure
that holds each of these coastal communities together.”
Erik values his work for CCRES. A lot.
“CCRES is a genuine embodiment of ideas and science applied,” he said. “It’s a
sophisticated and graceful amalgamation of the most pure theories with the pragmatic
impact that the world requires.”
Despite having achieved much already, Erik doesn’t believe in defining achievement by
single occasions.
“I find excellence to present itself through habit, rather than isolated events,” he explains.
“I’d argue my greatest achievement is the sustained positive impact I attempt to impart on
the lives around me.”
Erik is an avid participant of combat sports. Interestingly, however, he identifies the learning
of the philosophies behind these sports as being his favourite hobby. Erik has a broad
range of interests, spanning from writing prose and exploring “the cornucopia of art”, to
engaging in stimulating discussion on a variety of topics.   
Erik has many sayings by which he lives his life. Among them is a quote from revered
Austrian neurologist and Holocaust survivor, Victor Frankl, who says “those who have a
‘why’ to live, can bear with almost any ‘how’”.
For more information, contact Erik Simmons
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